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Journal of Ukrainian Studies 15, no. 2 (Winter 1990)

Bohdan Nahaylo

Ukrainian National Resistance in

Soviet Ukraine During the 1920s*

One of the neglected areas in the study of twentieth century

Ukrainian history is the national resistance to Soviet rule in the

first half of the 1920s. Remarkable both for its scale and duration,

it took the form of guerrilla warfare and anti-Soviet activity

conducted by a host of armed detachments and underground

organizations. This ''Povstanskyi rukhf or “Insurgent Move-

ment,” continued the struggle for national independence long

after the regular forces of the Ukrainian People’s (National)

Republic (UNR) had been pushed out of Soviet-ruled Ukraine.

Like the vigorous Ukrainian cultural regeneration of the 1920s, it

attested to the rapid growth of Ukrainian national consciousness

and assertiveness in the period immediately following the apparent

defeat of the Ukrainian national movement in the revolutionary

upheavals of 1917-20.

Although Ukrainian national resistance to Soviet rule in the

first half of the 1920s, that is in the period after the Civil War
ended and the New Economic Policy (NEP) was introduced, has

been little studied in the West, there is in fact a considerable

amount of scattered information on this subject. It can be found

in Soviet and emigre publications of the 1920s, and in the memoi

rs and other materials left by participants in the Ukrainian national

movement and their opponents, as well as by former Ukrainian

political prisoners. The theme of Ukrainian anti-Soviet insurgency

also crops up frequently in the stories and novels of Soviet

Ukrainian writers of the 1920s, for example: in Hryhorii

Kosynka’s Anketa, Mykola Khvylovy’s Bandyty, Borys

Antonenko-Davydovych’s Smert, and lurii lanovsky’s Chotyry

shabli.

* This is a revised and updated version of a paper presented at the conference

“Ukraine in the 1920s to Early 1930s,” which was held at the University of

Illinois at Urbana-Champaign on 22-26 June 1987.
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Since then, this material has been supplemented by several

works produced by both Soviet and Western authors. Soon after

Stalin’s death, A. Lykholat provided some details of the scale and

ferocity of the struggle in Ukraine at the beginning of the 1920s

between the Bolsheviks and the Ukrainian national resistance in

his otherwise neo-Stalinist treatment of the “destruction of the

nationalist counter-revolution in Ukraine.”^ In the West, in 1969

George Kulchycky submitted a doctoral dissertation to

Georgetown University entitled “The Ukrainian Insurgent

Movement 1919 to 1926.” While this unpublished study is rich in

detail on the origins of the Ukrainian Insurgent Movement, it

provides little information about developments in the years after

1921. After 1970, however, three more Soviet historians, despite

their tendentious depiction of the phenomena in question as

“counter-revolutionary” and ''kulak (kurkul in Ukrainian) ban-

ditism,” provided valuable additional information about this later

period. They are: 0.0. Kucher, in his Rozhrom zbroinoi vnutrish-

noi kontrrevoliutsii na Ukraini v 1921-1923 rr.\^ D.L. Golinkov,

in the second of his two-volume Krushenie antisovetskogo pod-

polia V SSSR;^ and, O. Hanzha, in his article “Borotba z

kurkulstvom na Ukraini v 1921-1923 rr.,” which appeared in the

May 1987 issue of Ukrainskyi istorychnyi zhurnal3

Several other fairly recent sources also deserve to be men-

tioned. At the end of 1987, just as glasnost was beginning to make

itself felt in Ukraine, Vitchyzna published a novel by Rostyslav

Sambuk that dealt with the Ukrainian Insurgent Movement.

Entitled Ostannii zakolot, it contained a remarkably candid, by

Soviet standards, depiction of the beliefs and dedication of those

involved in the opposition to Soviet rule in Ukraine in the early

1920s. ^ During the 1980s, the memoirs of two participants in the

resistance appeared and their accounts, told from different sides of

the struggle, are of considerable interest. They are the recollec-

tions of former partisan leader Liutyi-Liutenko^ and of S. Karin, a

Chekist agent who infiltrated the Ukrainian Insurgent Movement.^

Last, but not least, the studies of Lenin’s secret police, the Cheka,

by Lennard D. Gerson^ and George Leggett^ shed further light on

the subject.

This article offers a brief and preliminary account of

Ukrainian national resistance to Soviet rule in the first half of the

1920s. Because of the limitations of space, it is not possible to go
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into any great detail and the complex contextual setting has to be

greatly simplified. Nevertheless, it is hoped that the material pre-

sented here will give a better idea of the nature and strength of the

Ukrainian Insurgent Movement and the Ukrainian nationalist

underground at this time, as well as the methods used by the

Soviet authorities to combat and destroy them.

First, a few words about the origins of the Ukrainian Insurgent

Movement. Ironically, large-scale peasant resistance, frequently

taking the form of guerrilla warfare, first arose in the summer of

1918, during the German-backed, but nonetheless Ukrainian,

regime of Hetman Pavlo Skoropadsky. At a time of continuing

social revolution, when land-hungry soldiers from the defeated

and demoralized Russian armies were still streaming back to their

villages with stolen arms, his regressive agrarian policies and iden-

tification with German economic exploitation, fueled peasant

discontent and precipitated armed revolts reminiscent of the

haidamaka risings of the eighteenth century. It was at this time, as

Arthur Adams aptly observes, that “ex-colonels, self-styled gen-

erals, Cossack atamany and batky blossomed like roses in this

revolutionary summertime.”

Skoropadsky ’s regime was finally overthrown in November

1918 by a general uprising carried out by a motley alliance of

Ukrainian insurgent forces. The new Ukrainian government— the

Directory— however, was forced to defend the restored UNR
against Bolshevik troops, Denikin’s White army, and the Poles in

the west, while finding many of the numerous Ukrainian insurgent

detachments, some of which, like Otaman Hryhoriiv’s army, were

very large indeed, to be fickle supporters. As often as not these

units were susceptible to Bolshevik propaganda and acted as au-

tonomous forces whose allegiance depended on the whims of their

otaman. Furthermore, in southern Ukraine, the anarchist leader

Nestor Makhno emerged as the leader of a formidable movement
that was hostile to the UNR but prepared at times to cooperate with

the Bolsheviks.

As it turned out, the Bolsheviks, during their second occupa-

tion of Ukraine, or Piatakovshchina, soon alienated much of the

Ukrainian population with their harsh agricultural policies and

hostility to Ukrainian national aspirations. Thus, during the spring

and summer of 1919, the number of rural revolts rose and neutral

or pro-Soviet insurgent groups turned against the Reds.^ ^
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Widespread Ukrainian resistance to the occupation by the Whites,

who supplanted the Bolsheviks, further stimulated the growth of

Ukrainian nationalism. Significantly, Kucher notes that from the

end of 1919 peasant resistance even in the south and south-east

corner of Ukraine became markedly “chauvinist,” that is, anti-

Russian in character.

For the hard-pressed and depleted regular forces of the UNR
this development came too late in the day to make much differ-

ence. Between December 1919 and March 1920, in what was

virtually an act of desperation, they undertook the famous

“Winter Campaign” in the rear of the Bolshevik southern front

before falling back towards the Soviet-Polish border. In other

words, for a time the remnants of the UNR forces themselves acted

as a large partisan army.

In view of the UNR government’s bittersweet experience with

the otamanshchyna, did it fully appreciate the potential of the now
more nationalist insurgent detachments? Clearly, there was some

recognition of the importance of insurgency, for as early as

September 1919 a supra-party body to coordinate partisan activity

against Denikin— the Central Ukrainian Insurgent Committee, or

TsUPKOM—was founded in Kamianets-Podilskyi while the town

was held by UNR forces led by Symon Petliura.^^ However, in his

account of the “Winter Raid” published in Kolomyia in 1923,

lurii Tiutiunnyk, a former officer in Otaman Hryhoriiv’s forces,

who went over to Petliura and became one of his main organizers

of the partisan movement, maintains that the UNR army “did not

do much as far as organizing the insurgent movement” was con-

cerned. Although some contacts with insurgent detachments were

established through messengers and agents, he writes, not enough

was done to unify the insurgents under Petliura’ s command, and

that quite a few unsuitable people were appointed to deal with

them. In short, Tiutiunnyk argues that at this crucial time period,

when taking into account the shortage of people trained to work

with the insurgents, the UNR “political centre” failed to utilize

fully this important force in its struggle against “Russia.”

When the Bolsheviks returned for a third time in December

1919, albeit with a nominally more conciliatory attitude towards

Ukrainian national feelings, they encountered a rebellious peas-

antry and met with armed resistance from numerous insurgent

detachments. The disarming of the peasantry and the liquidation
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of nationalist insurgency, which the Bolsheviks branded as

“political” or “kulak” banditism, became an urgent priority for

them.^^ Consequently, a revamped Cheka network was set up and

attempts made to organize the poorer peasantry againsts the so-

called kurkuli, or better-off peasants, and “counter-revolutionar-

ies” by establishing the Committees of Non-Wealthy Peasants, or

komnezamy}^

Here, it should be explained more clearly what the Soviet

authorities understood by the terms “political banditism” and

“kulak banditism.” According to Kucher, political banditism en-

compassed all the various forms of anti-Soviet activity that had a

“bandit-like” character. It included the armed resistance not only

of wealthier peasants, but also of “bourgeois and landowning

counter-revolutionaries,” whether Petliurists or White Guards.

Kulak banditism, on the other hand, had a narrower meaning. It

was restricted to the “counter-revolutionary,” that is, anti-Soviet,

terroristic activity carried out by the more prosperous peasants,

who may, or may not, have had clearly defined political goals.

Tiutiunnyk claims that because of the poor contacts between

the UNR government and the insurgent detachments, many,

though by no means all of the latter were confused and even

demoralized when, as a result of Pilsudski’s agreement with

Petliura in April 1920, Ukrainian forces joined the Poles in a joint

offensive against the Bolsheviks. Nevertheless, for the Soviet

authorities the threat from the Ukrainian insurgents was serious

enough. In early May 1920 the head of the Cheka, Feliks

Dzerzhinsky, was sent to Kharkiv to take charge of maintaining

security in the rear of the Red Army. Within a week he reported to

Moscow that “the Polish offensive has turned the entire Ukraine

into a boiling cauldron. Uprisings are breaking out all over....”

The situation was so serious that Dzerzhinsky decided to remain in

Kharkiv for two months longer than planned in order to supervise

the strengthening of the Cheka organization in Ukraine and the

struggle against the insurgent detachments.

According to the Soviet Ukrainian Party historian, M. Popov,

it was in the summer of 1920 that the Ukrainian “bandit counter-

revolutionary movement” reached its apogee He, Golinkov,

and Kucher provide several dozen examples of the Petliurist

insurgent units operating at this time throughout Soviet Ukraine.

The largest were the so-called Oleksandrivske Insurgent Division,
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numbering 15,000 to 20,000 guerrillas, and the large detachments

concentrated in the nearby forested area of Kholodnyi lar in the

Chyhyryn district, against which, in October 1920, part of

Budenny’s cavalry and other Red Army units were thrown; the

detachment led by Otaman Holy in the Kaniv district; and the

3,000-strong unit led by Otaman Levchenko in the Zolotonosha

district.21

Dzerzhinsky requested and received huge reinforcements

from Russia of some 50,000 Cheka personnel and crack units of

the Internal Security Troops (VOKhR), including cavalry and

aircraft, and proceeded to made headway in combatting the

Ukrainian resistance .22 A number of insurgent detachments were

destroyed and several underground organizations uncovered. For

example, the Cheka infiltrated and destroyed the Committee for

the Liberation of Ukraine founded in Poltava in May 1920, which

was connected with a 200-strong local insurgent unit led by

Otaman Vovk. In July 1920 an underground group directing

local guerrilla activity was broken up in lelysavethrad, and the

following month another was suppressed in Odessa.23

All the same, even after the Polish-Soviet armistice was signed

in October 1920 and the 25,000 or so remaining UNR troops were

forced to cross the Zbruch into Polish-occupied territory, the na-

tionalist resistance to Soviet rule did not abate. Although for the

Soviet authorities the defeat of General Wrangel’s White forces in

the Crimea in November 1921 marked the end of the Civil War, in

Ukraine, as was acknowledged that month at the Fifth Conference

of the CP(b)U, the “internal front— the struggle against the armed

kurkuir remained.24 In fact, as Hanzha puts it, “at the end of

1920 and the beginning of 1921 a wave of kurkul risings swept

the Right Bank” and “entire districts and even provinces were

gripped by banditism....”25

Kucher provides more illuminating information about the

scale of the problem that faced the Soviet authorities in Ukraine in

1921. Anti-Soviet insurgency was so widespread that a virtual state

of war continued to exist throughout the year in almost every

region of the republic. According to contemporary Soviet intelli-

gence sources, in April 1921 at least 102 “bands” numbering

from 20-30 up to 450-500 insurgents were known to be operating

in Ukraine and the Crimea. By the end of the year 464 such units

had been reported. At the peak of the insurgency, in May and
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June, Soviet intelligence reported that there were at least 10,000

“political bandits” at large and a further 10-15,000 “bandits”

who supported Makhno. During the first year after the Civil War
had ended, the insurgents carried out 1,375 raids on various set-

tlements and 259 on Soviet institutions. They killed close to 4,000

people and wounded another 745. Hardly surprisingly, the Soviet

Ukrainian government declared in January 1921 that it regarded

the struggle against “banditism” to be no less important than the

war against the Whites had been.^6

Hanzha reveals that what was especially alarming for the

Soviet authorities was that the ranks of the insurgent units were

swelled by recruits from the poor and middle peasantry In other

words, it was not simply the kurkuli who took up arms against the

Bolsheviks, as most Soviet sources maintain. Attempting to explain

how this situation had arisen, he admits that the Bolshevik policy

of War Communism in the countryside had led to the growth of

peasant discontent. Hanzha also blames the unrest in the villages

on the weakening of the economic links between the countryside

and the towns as a result of the Civil War, arguing that this had

made it difficult for the proletariat to exert an influence over the

peasant masses. These conditions, he continues, were exploited by

anarchist and “bourgeois-nationalist” parties, whose social base

were the kurkuli?-^ As for precisely who provided the leadership,

Popov points out that, as in 1919, so in 1920, the main organizers

and instigators of resistance in the countryside were identified as

being “the village intelligentsia, especially teachers .”^9

In January 1921, a special council headed by the military

commander Mikhail Frunze was established by the Soviet

Ukrainian government to coordinate the pacification of the

countryside. Two thirds of the military units used to defeat

Wrangel were now deployed against the Ukrainian insurgents and

the remnants of Makhno’s anarchist movement. Apart from the

Red Army and the Cheka, during 1921 some 56,000 members of

the komnezamy, organized into 750 detachments, were also used

against the guerrillas.^o Between January and March 1921, the

Cheka conducted 87 operations primarily against the Ukrainian

resistance, as a result of which 80 otamans and 4,936 insurgents

were killed in battle; 17 otamans and 4225 insurgents arrested;

and 28 underground organizations destroyed.^^
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The Soviet authorities also used other methods to weaken and

demoralize the resistance. In March 1921 an amnesty was pro-

claimed for insurgents prepared to lay down their arms. Between

January and June 1921, 48 otamans and 1100 partisans gave

themselves up; by the end of the year the total of those who had

surrendered had risen to 10,000.^^ As early as the summer of

1920 the Soviet Ukrainian authorities had attempted to discredit

Petliura and the UNR government by holding a show trial in

Kharkiv of the Directory’s former head of counter-intelligence,

luliian Chaikivsky, who apparently defected in June 1920 to the

Bolsheviks. Incidentally, it is worth noting that former member of

the Directory, Volodymyr Vynnychenko, also gave evidence at

this trial against Petliura and his commanders .^3

At another show trial in May 1921 in Kharkiv, former leaders

of the Ukrainian Socialist-Revolutionary Party “recanted” and

condemned the Ukrainian insurgent movement as “banditry.”

This was the first really major show trial staged by the communist

authorities in their vast realm, preceding by a year the more

famous trial in Moscow of the leaders of the Russian Socialist

Revolutionaries. As an attempt to discredit the Ukrainian political

and cultural elite that had backed the attempt to establish an inde-

pendent Ukrainian state in 1917-20, it also foreshadowed the

better-known show trial of 1930 in the fabricated case of the

Union for the Liberation of Ukraine (SVU).34

At this time Petliura and his officers were attempting to form a

unified command structure for the insurgent movement. With this

aim in mind, at the end of the Soviet-Polish War, a “Central

[Insurgent] Staff’ {Tsentralnyi shtab) was set up in Lviv headed

by Major-general Tiutiunnyk. It included a Polish military liason

officer, which reflected the degree of Polish support. 35 The

Central Staff divided Soviet-ruled Ukraine into five sections, in

which insurgent units and parallel insurgent committees

ipovstankomy) were to be organized from the village level up-

wards. It despatched numerous UNR army officers and instructors

into Ukraine to carry out this scheme. According to Golinkov, the

Central Staff was only relatively successful in two of the five des-

ignated areas: in the south, in the Odessa, Kherson, and Tavriia

gubernias, and in the Kiev and Volhynia gubernias.3^

Attempts were also made to form a clandestine insurgent

command centre inside Soviet Ukraine. Such a body was finally
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established in Kiev in March 1921 under the name of “The all-

Ukrainian Central Insurgent Committee,” or TsUPKOM. It was

headed by Colonels Chepilko, Nakonechny, Hrudnytsky, and

Danchevsky. Maintaining contact with the Central Staff, the

TsUPKOM set about establishing links with insurgent units and

underground organizations. The plan appears to have been to

prepare for a general uprising in the summer that would be sup-

ported by UNR troops interned in Poland. However, the Cheka

managed to learn of the TsUPKOM ’s existence from captured

insurgents and rounded up its members. In August 1921, 39 of

them were shot.^^

The Ukrainian insurgent movement suffered further reverses

during the summer of 1921, when quite a number of guerrilla

detachments were smashed and Makhno’s movement was finally

destroyed. Although resistance was beginning to wane, it was still

considerable. Communists in the villages, Popov writes, continued

to “live in a state of siege” under constant threat of attack.^^ In

September 1921, according to Hanzha, there were still 64 large

anti-communist units active in Ukraine which carried out 248

raids that month. In October, the number of such groups fell to

50.39 NQt suprisingly, after the destruction of the TsUPKOM and

other setbacks suffered by the Ukrainian resistance in the summer

and autumn of 1921, including penetration of the insurgent net-

work by Cheka agents the second “Winter Campaign”

launched by Tiutiunnyk in October of that year ended in disaster

the following month at Bazar.

Within weeks of the destruction of the TsUPKOM some of it

surviving members formed a new underground group based in

Bila Tserkva— “the Cossack Council of Right-Bank Ukraine.” By
September 1921 they had decided to broaden it into an organiza-

tion that would replace the TsUPKOM. Its leadership consisted of

Pavlo Haiduchenko (Honta), Mykola Lozovyk, Mykhailo Symak,

and otamans Tykhon Bessarabenko and Ivan Shamulenko
(Fedortsiv). The Cossack Council succeeded in forging links with

various underground groups and partisan units, and was even able

to recruit some local Red Army personnel. In January 1922, it

held a conference in Bila Tserkva at which it was decided to pre-

pare for a major uprising in the spring. However, the secret police

had had the Cossack Council under surveillance for six months,

and, in March 1922, in a skillfully executed operation, the Kiev
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region Cheka arrested 600 people in one night, including mem-
bers of a Petliurist counter-intelligence cell operating in Kiev

In May 1922, some of Tiutiunnyk’s men, who had broken out

of the encirclement in Bazar and joined guerrilla groups in the

Volhynia region, established the Volhynian Insurgent Army
(PVA) under the leadership of Afanasii Petryk. This organization

was made up of insurgent groups operating in the Volhynia area

and also included an underground group in Zhytomyr called

“The Committee for the Liberation of the Native Land.” It

conducted anti-Soviet agitation, issued proclamations, and planned

to launch an uprising in the autumn, beginning with a revenge

raid on Bazar on the first anniversary of Tiutiunnyk’s debacle

there. The organization was betrayed and on the night of October

5, 1922, that is, three days before the planned raid, 285 PVA
activists were rounded up. The leaders were shot.^^

Among other examples of resistance groups that were

destroyed in 1922 are the “Kharkiv Gubernia Insurgent

Committee,” and the 100-strong insurgent detachment of Otaman

Hrizny operating out of Kholodnyi lar. Also, in October 1922 the

GPU, as the Soviet secret police was now called, succeeded in

luring two leading otamans away from their units and capturing

them: Zavhorodny from Kholodnyi lar, and Haievy; they were

active in the Kiev and Bila Tserkva districts According to a

GPU report, altogether in Ukraine during 1922, 58 underground

Petliurist organizations, 11 White Guardist ones, and one

Makhnovist group operating in the Poltava region, were de-

stroyed.^4

As can be seen, during the early 1920s, in addition to the

Ukrainian nationalist resistance, various Russian anti-Soviet

groups, mainly White Guard ones, also sprang up on Ukrainian

territory. In a number of Ukrainian cities, mainly in the south, un-

derground organizations were formed by the remnants of General

Wrangel’s defeated forces. In some cases they even formed armed

units, or so-called “free detachments The most important of

the “White” clandestine organizations was the “Kiev Oblast

Centre of Action,” which managed to exist for two years before

being suppressed by the GPU in July 1923.^^^ Also, for several

years after the Civil War had ended, the celebrated Russian

Socialist Revolutionary and conspirator, Boris Savinkov, sent his
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agents into Ukraine and apparently succeeded in organizing at

least one armed detachment in the Chernihiv region

Ukrainian national resistance continued on a diminishing scale

into 1923. On the eve of the Seventh CP(b)U Conference held in

April of that year, the Ukrainian communist official Mykola

Popov wrote: “We have been unable at the present time, in the

sixth year of Soviet rule, to suppress political banditism about

which the Moscow provinces have forgotten a long time ago.”"^^

In the early part of the year the Petliurists managed to form a

number of new insurgent units. During the first half of 1923 the

partisans carried out 327 raids in which an estimated two and a

half thousand men took part. Fearing a major new wave of armed

resistance in the summer, the authorities were ordered to step up

their campaign against the Petliurist resistance. In April 11 under-

ground groups, mainly Petliurist ones, were destroyed. Some of

them were quite large. For example, the Petliurist organization

smashed at this time in the Katerynoslav gubernia numbered 138

people, while another, the Bronitsky district insurgent committee

in the Chernihiv region, was 220-strong

The offensive against the Ukrainian resistance movement con-

tinued into the summer of 1923. For instance, in the Poltava

region, between April and June, seven underground Petliurist

groups were destroyed, the last remaining one in the area, accord-

ing to Kucher, being uncovered as late as August. In September

1923, 56 armed detachments were still active in Ukraine, of which

only 13 regarded themselves as political. By the following January

the number of such groups had been reduced to 18, of which only

three are described as Petliurist.^®

Gradually, the Ukrainian resistance movement lost not only its

soldiers in the field, so to speak, but also its “generals.” In the

summer of 1922 Colonel Hulii-Hulenko, the Central Staff mem-
ber responsible for operations in the southern region, was
apparently captured in Odessa while on a secret mission and sub-

sequently recanted at his trial

The following spring or summer Tiutiunnyk was lured into a

trap in a classic GPU operation. Just as with the “White” Russian

emigres, the Soviet secret police successfully managed to infiltrate

the Ukrainian nationalist underground and to control to a signifi-

cant extent the communications between the anti-Soviet forces in

Ukraine and outside the republic. Like Savinkov, Tiutiunnyk was
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persuaded by Soviet agents to risk secretly crossing the Soviet

frontier in order to revamp the anti-Soviet resistance. On being

captured, he appealed to the Soviet Ukrainian authorities for

mercy and agreed to co-operate with them. He was amnestied and

used to besmirch the Petliurist movement. Subsequently,

Tiutiunnyk became one of the countless victims of Stalin’s

terror.^2

By the end of 1923, Hanzha claims, the anti-Soviet banditism

of the kurkuli had been practically eliminated, and what this

meant, he adds none too obliquely, was that their attempt to re-

main “a political force, which openly opposed Soviet rule,” had

been defeated Yet he also emphasizes that banditism was only

one of the forms that the opposition of the kurkuli to the Soviet

authorities assumed. He goes on to say that passive resistance from

the wealthier peasants continued and that many of them soon

learned how to exploit legal methods in order to defend their

interests. Some of them even began to call for the creation of

separate “peasant unions.” On the one hand, he concludes, the

better off peasants attempted to exploit NEP for their own ends,

and on the other, they did everything possible to sabotage the

policies of the Soviet government

Evidently, Ukrainian resistance in the form of guerrilla and

underground political activity was not fully extinguished even in

the mid- 1920s. Golinkov confirms that “in the years 1922-1925

the Chekists liquidated a few more Petliurist underground organi-

zations and armed bands in the Kremenchuk area, and the

Mykolaiv, Kiev, Podillia, Odessa, Poltava, Kharkiv, and Chemihiv

gubernias. Petliura, in his correspondence from this time,

indicates that the underground was still active. In a letter of 9

September 1924 to I. Kedrovsky, he wrote that contacts with the

underground had actually improved during the last few months

and that things seemed to be going well.^^ In December of the

same year he mentioned two new organizations: the “Union for

the Struggle for an Independent Ukraine,” and the “Ukrainian

People’s Party On 18 April 1926, shortly before he was

assassinated, he also referred in a newspaper article written under a

pseudonym to a recent speech given by Vlas Chubar, the head of

the Soviet Ukrainian government, in which the latter had ac-

knowledged that supporters of Petliura were still “conducting

underground work.”^^
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A valuable source for assessing the situation in Ukraine

between 1925 and 1928 is the Petliurist organ Tryzub, which was

published in Paris. Each issue of this journal contained a section

entitled “Chronicle” that provided the latest information on de-

velopments inside the Ukrainian SSR, some of it based on reports

appearing in the Soviet Ukrainian press. The publication lists

numerous cases attesting to the continuation of various forms of

nationalist resistance: insurgency, underground groups, and indi-

vidual acts of terrorism carried out against Soviet officials,

especially in the countryside. As late as 1928 it reports the

destruction in the Proskuriv area of a partisan detachment led by a

certain Dobrohorsky that had been active since 1921; the exis-

tence of insurgent units in the Tulchyn, Berdychiv, Katerynoslav,

and Bila Tservkva districts;^^ as well as the execution of two

insurgents, H. Honcharuk and M. Lomachynsky, who had been

involved in a partisan unit that had been active until March
1928.60

A number of cases of nationalist resistance during the second

half of 1920s are recorded in a collection of indictments issued by

courts in the Ukrainian SSR, which were published as a book in

Kharkiv in 1928. Perhaps the most intriguing of these is an armed

revolt involving over 50 “counter-revolutionaries,” which took

place in July 1927 in a town simply referred to as “M.” Another

of the cases mentioned is that of a pro-UNR underground organi-

zation (the location is also not revealed) led by Ivan Matrosyn

which was uncovered that same year .61

Quite a few other references to the existence of Ukrainian

insurgent detachments and underground groups in Soviet Ukraine

in the mid and late- 1920s can also be found in other literature

dealing with this period. For example, P. Lotarevych provides an

account of a resistance group which he claims was active in the

Poltava area until 1926.62 Hrytsko Siryk mentions an insurgent

group in Sivershchyna led by a certain Vashchenko that was active

until 1929.63 Semen Pidhainy mentions meeting a former member
of a clandestine organization calling itself “Kharkiv” in the sec-

ond half of the 1920s.64 Various other underground groups are

mentioned in books by Dmytro Solovei65 and Vasyl Pliushch,66

and in the testimonies compiled in 1931 by L. Chykalenko in his

Solovetska katorha.^'^
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The controversial case of the Union for the Liberation of

Ukraine (SVU) and the resistance in Ukraine to collectivization

and “dekulakization” fall beyond the scope of this paper. It

should be pointed out, though, that apart from the numerous

genuine resistance groups discussed above, there was no shortage

of criminal bands in this period as well as “organizations”

fabricated by the Cheka and GPU. Among the accounts provided

in Chykalenko’s book is one given by a peasant from Poltava,

who was arrested in 1926. He stressed that wherever five or so

Ukrainian farmers would gather, the authorities were sure to con-

coct an anti-Soviet organization This example also underlines

how difficult it must have been to conduct underground work in a

society increasingly penetrated by the secret police and its in-

formers.

The nebulous but widespread Ukrainian resistance movement
in Soviet Ukraine in the 1920s is a tragic-heroic chapter in mod-

ern Ukrainian history that has been all too often overlooked. Yet,

it was as much a part of the process of Ukrainian nation-building

in the 1920s as were the developments connected with

“Ukrainization.” It is also an important and integral part of the

history of the Ukrainian struggle for national independence. This

point was not lost on some of the leaders of the next wave of

Ukrainian armed resistance twenty years later. One of the com-

manders of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UPA)-North, Colonel

Honcharenko, was none other than Leonid Stupnytsky— a former

Petliurist insurgent leader in the Volhynia region. Even more

telling is the fact that the Commander in Chief of the UPA, Roman
Shukhevych, took the nom de guerre Chuprynka, after the poet

and TsUPKOM member Hrytsko Chuprynka, who was shot in

1921 for his role in organizing the prototype of the UPA.^^

The purpose of this article was to identity an important

“blank spot” in the modern history of Ukraine. Now that

Ukraine has become an independent and democratic state and the

constraints on historians imposed by the Soviet imperial system

have been removed, it is hoped that eventually the true and full

story of Ukrainian national resistance to the imposition of Soviet

rule in the early 1920s will emerge.
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reopriii KacbmioB

Bjia^a Ta iHTejiireHi;ia na
YKpaini b poKH HEIIy

YKpaiHCbKa iHTejiireHi^la Tpaam^iiiHO Binirpanajia npOBinny pojiB

y nojiixHHHOMy :»CHTTi cycniJibcxBa. 3 nonaxKy XX cxojiixxn Bona

6yjia JiiflepoM HaitioHajibHo-BH3BOJibHoro pyxy, Bona tk oHOJiHJia na-

i^ionajibHy pcBOJiioi^iio 1917 poxy. B xoai niei pcBOJiioLiii ocxaxoHHO

BH3HaHHJincn ocHOBHi ifleHHO-nojiixHHHi xenii b cepenoBHmi

yKpaiHCbKoi inxenireni^ii, rki nocxynoBo BH3piBajin npoxaroM

nonepeanix abox aecaxHaixb. IlepeBaacHa Oiabinicxb ii

aoaepacyBaaacb aeMOKpaxHHHHX noraaaiB, Bxoanaa ao coaiaa-

aeMOKpaxHHHHx HH coaiaaicxHHHHx napxiii a6o niaxpHMyaaaa ix

MOpaabHO. rieBHa nacxHHa aoxpHMyaaaaca aiOepaabHO-

aeMOKpaxHHHHX noxaaaiB. Byan cepea iHxeaireHitii i Monapxicxn.

MiBepna KiabKicxb niaxpHMyaaaa 6iabuioBHKiB a6o cniBMyaaaa im.

B pc3yabxaxi npeacxaBHHKH Mafiace Bcix noaixHHHHX HanpaniB

cepea inxealreHaii onHHnanca b poKn xpoMaaaHCbKoi BinnH cepea

XHX, xxo aBHO He cniBHyBaB OiabmoBHKaM a6o Bopoace cxaBHBca ao

HHX.

rioaii aiei BiHHH, axi BHKaHKaaH cnaaax nacHabcxBa,

acopcxoKOCxi i napoaHHx cxpaacaanb, noxnaHHaHca na noaixHHHHx

no3Haiax iHxeaireHaii. Biabmicxb ii, Baaaxaea nocxiHHHMH penpe-

ciaMH, BiaiHuiaa Bia axxHBHoi noaixHHHoi aiaabHOCxi i 3HaxoaHaaca

B cxani CBoepianoi noaixHHHoi aenpecii, oOMeacyiOHHCb BHxaiOHHO

npo4)eciHHOK) aiaabnicxio npH Oyab-axiH Baaai. IloaixHMHO axxHBHa

aacxHHa, Bopoaca paaancbKOMy peacHMOBi, nimaa na eMirpaaiio, mo6
npoaoBacyBaxH 6opoxb6y 3-3a Kopaoey. Ha nyacHHi OHHHHaaca

xaxoac 3HaHHa nacxHHa noaixHMHO HefixpaabHoi iHxeairenaii, axa ne

Oaacaaa acHXH b yMOBax «npoaexapcbKoi aHKxaxypH». Ta He3HaHHa

aacxHHa inxealrenaii, axa 6e3 ycnixy HaMaraaacb opraniByBaxH

6opoxb6y B nianiaai, 6e3acaabHo BHHiayBaaacb. iHxeaireHXH, mo
BxoaHaH ao pi3HHx coaiaaicxHHHHx napxifi (MenmoBHKH, ecepn, Byna

xomo) Ha HoaaxKy 20-x poxiB me ne npHHHHHaH noaixHHHoi

aiaabHOCxi, aae Bona nocxynoBO 3XOpxaaacb nia xhckom

OiabuiOBHabKoi napxii, axa XBepao cxaaa na maax BcxanoBaenna
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oaHonapTiHHoi flHKTaxypH. Thck u,eH Maa penpecHBHHH i aflMiH-

icTpaxHBHo-HacHJibHHi^bKHH xapBKxep. Tax y 1920 p. BiflOyBCii

npoi^ec HaA HAenaMn KnmcbKoxo KOMixexy napxii MeHuioBHKiB.

BiAbuiicxb niAcyAHHx noxpanHAa ao KOHU,eHxpaij,iHHHx xaOopiB. ^

Bocchh xoxo AC poKy y XapKOBi 6yAH aaapemxoBaHi ACAexaxH

BceyKpaiHCbKoi KOHcJ)epeHAii Aid napxii. MenmoBHKiB nocxinno

nepecAiAyBaAH y npoc|)cniAKax i na niAnpneMcxBax.^

HaBecni 1921 p. y Knebi BiAOyBca noKasoBnn npou,ec naA

HAenaMH UeHxpaAbHoxo KOMixexy yKpaincbKoi napxii coAiaAicxiB-

peBOAioAionepiB (YnCP), mo 3 oAHOHacnnM nepecAinyBanniiM

MJieniB Aiei napxii na MicAAx npaKXHMHo napaAiayBaAo ii AiAAbnicxb.

3po3yMiAO, LAO OiAbLuicxb niAcyAHHx na AbOMy npOACci naACAcaAa ao

inxenixennii.^

nicAA opraniaaAinnoxo po3xpoMy ahx napxiii OiAbuioBmcn npnc-

xynHAH AO MexoAHHHoro nepecAiAyBannii ix HAcniB. Y AHCxi UK
PKn(6) BciM xyOepncbKHM i oOAacnnM KOMixexaM napxii bin 4 AnnnA

1923 p. 3 xpH(|)OM «AiAKOM xaeMHo» npononybaAocb ne AonycKaxn

MeniuoBHKiB ao MHxaHHA ACKAin, poOoxH y Bnnj,nx ynOoBHX 3aK-

AaAax, «BHAyHaxH» ix 3 xpecxib, npoc|)cniAOK, napoAnnx KOMicapia-

xib xoLAO. Ao Aiei npaAi aaAynaAHCb opxann AepAcaBHOxo

noAixHHHOxo ynpaBAiHHA (flllY)."^ IlepeAiK c(|)ep AiAAbnocxi, ao

AKHX ne AonycKaAHCb MenuiOBHKH, cbiAHHXb, lao yAapy aaanaaaAa,

nepm 3a Bce, inxeAixeHAi-a. OO’gkxom anaAoxinnoi «po6oxn» cxaAH

HAenn napxii ecepiB. B peayAbxaxi npoxAxoM 1922-1923 poxiB Ai

napxii (^aKxnnno poanaAHCA. FleBna Macxnna KOAnmnix HAenib ahx

xa inuinx noAixHHnnx napxin, xxo 3 iAennnx Moxnaib, xxo npnc-

xocobyioHHCb AO AincHocxi, nepenniAa ao pAAib Kn(6)Y. Aaa
3HaHHoi HacxHHH inxcAibCHAii, aka ctsljisl na xaKnn luaax, ao 6yAa

GAHna MOACAHBicXb ne xiAbKH 0(J)iAiHH0 3aHMaXHCA nOAiXHMHOK) Ai-

aAbnicxK), a Pi npocxo oxpnMaxn poOoxy. HanpHKinAi 1920 p. i3 3a-

xaAbHoi KiAbKOcxi HAenib KIT(6)Y - 37,9 xnc. hoaobIk - nacxKa bh-

xiAAifi 3 «nenpoAexapcbKHx napxin» cxanoBHAa 19,6%.^ BeAnxy

KiAbKicxb cepCA nnx ckababah KOAnmni 6opoxb6icxn (6AH3bKO 4

xnc.).

Y 1921 p. 3xiAHO 3 pimeHHAM X 3’bAy PKn(6) 6yAa npOBCAena

MHCXKa napxii. Kn(6)Y CKopoxHAacb na 26%.^ 3 4000 KOAHuinix

6opoxb6icxiB y napxii xaAHuiHAocA 118. Y 1922 poAi BHxiAAiB 3

«nenpOAexapcbKHX» napxiii b Kri(6)Y 3aAHiuaAOCA 4,7 xnc. hoaobIk;

MAHACe nOAOBHHA 3 HHX 3A pOAOM 3AHAXb HAAeACAAa AO CAyACOOBAib

xa inxeAixeHAii. CepcA nnx koahuihI MenuiOBHKH ckaaaaah 40,7 %,
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npaBi ecepH - 16,8%, jiIbI ecepH - 9,7 %, 6yHAmi^i - 15,1%, bhxIapI 3

iHiiiHX napxiH pasoM (6opOTb6icTH, yKanicxH, 6op 61cxh, anapxicxH

xomo) - 16,7% 7

OxAce, inxeAlxcHpia, ma pamuie cxanoBHAa mo30k aAbxep-

HaxHBHHX Kn(6)y noAixHHHHX napxifi, xenep a6o nepeHiuAa flo

KOMyHicxHHHoi napxii, a6o 3obc1m BiAiiimAa bIa nojiixHHHoi

AiAABHOCXi. BaxaXO 3 XHX, IAO yBiHUIAH AO Kn(6)y, BHKOpHCXOBy-

BaAHCb cane b xhx xaAy3AX, iij,o noxpe6yBaAH aochxb bhcokoi

iHxejieKxyaAbHoi niAroxoBKH. KoahuihI 6opoxb6icxH, mchuiobhkh,

ecepH 3aHMaAH KepiBHi nocaAH b HapKOMaxi ocbIxh, npaBAiHHAx

xpecxiB, 6affidB, 6yAH pexxopaMH By3iB, pcAaKxopaMH xaxex i x.n7

BiAKpHxa noAixHHHa AiHAbHicxb iHxeAixeHU,ii no3a MCAcaMH

Kn(6)y npHHHHHAacb. B cepcAHHi 20-x poxiB, 3 OCXaXOMHHM

3aHenaAOM yKpamcbKoi KOMymcxHMHoi napxii (yKIl), Ha

HOJiixHHHOMy xepeni BcxaHOBHAacb noBHa MOHonoAm Kn(6)y.

BxiM, HenapxiiiHa inxenixcHAia MaAa m,e Aemi MOACAHBOcxi aaa

npOBCACHHA KBa3inOAiXHHHOi AiHAbHOCXH B iHUIHX XpOMaACbKHX

opxaHhaALax. HanpHKAaA, bocchh 1922 p. na 3’i3Ai axpoHOMiB yKpaiHH

nacxHHa ACAexaxiB BHcxynHAa 3a pe30AiOAiK) npo HCMOACAHBicxb

HOpMaAbHOi po6oXH HpH paAAHCbKiH BAaAi.^ AHXHpaAHHCbKi Hacxpoi

6yAH nouiHpem cepcA nacxHHH BMHXCAiB, oco6ahbo ciAbCbKHx; mIac

ciAbCbKOK) iHxeAixeHAicK) B3axaAi. Ha nonaxKy 20-x pOKiB cnocxep-

ixaAHCb cnpoOn BHKOpHCxaxH b noAixHHHHX uiAAX «npocBixH»,

KoonepaxHBHi xoBapncxBa xonj,o. Aac Bci u,i KanaAH nocxynoBO, npo-

XAXOM nepmoi hoaobhhh 20-x poxiB, nepcKpHBaAHCb a6o

penpecHBHHMH, a6o inmHMH «0praHi3aAiHHHMH» 3axoAaMH babah,

xoMy BAce 3 cepcAHHH 20-x poKiB iHxeAixeHU,iA noxpanHAa b cxan

CBoepiAHOXo opxaHi3au,iHHO-noAixHHHOxo BaKyyMy. AAbxepnaxHBa

6yAa npocxa; a6o 3aHMaxHCA rpoMaACbKO-noAixHHHoio AiAAbHicxio b

OpxaHi3aAiHHHX 4)OpMaX, A03B0ACHHX BABAOIO (xyx MOACAHBOCXi BH-

6opy 6yAH ne AyAce bcahkhmh), a6o He 3aHMaxHCA neio B3axaAi.

BiAbuiicxb cxapoi iHxeAixeHpii oOpaAa Apyrnfi uiaax i cxaAa na

no3Hu,ii noAixHHHoro HCHxpaAixexy. npHHU,Hn noAixHHHOxo ne-
HxpaAixexy (xo6xo HCBxpyMaHHA y noAixHKy) 6yB AyAce

HonyAApHHM cepeA iHAceHepHO-xexniHHoi inxcAlxcHAii, 3HaHHoi

MaCXHHH HayKOBpiB, yHHXCAiB, MCAHkIb, xomo. JleAKi XpOMaACbKi

opraHhami iHxeAixeHAii y CBoix AeKAapapiax naBixb HaBMHcne hIa-

KpeCAIOBBAH CBOK) BipnicXb AbOMy npHHAHHOBi (HanpHKAaA,

BceyKpaiHCbKa acoAiapiA iHAcenepiB). Hpoxe h xi 3 hhx, up
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CTBopioBajiHCb nia eriaoio paziiiHCbKoi BJia^H i b cboix flOKy MCHTax

fleKJiapyBajiH «BiziflaHicTb cnpaBi npojieTapiaTy» (iH:aceHepHO-

xexHiHHi ceKi^ii, ceKi^ii nayKOBHx npai^iBHHxiB xa in.), na npaxxHi^i

6yjiH nojiixHMHO HeHxpajibHHMH. no3Hi^iii ayMOBJiioBajiacb ne

BiacyxHicxK) npaxHCHHJi no nojiixHHHoi aKXHBHOCxi, a cane

nojiixHKOK) MOHonapxiHHoi /iep:)KaBH, cnpjiMOBaHoi npoxn 6yab-mHx
no3ao(|)ii;iHHHX 4x)pM nojiixHHHoi fliiuibHOCxi.

BxiM, HOBa CKOHOMiMHa nojiixHKa i BiflHOCHa CKOHOMinHa CBo6oaa

BHKJiHKajiH cepcA neBHOi nacxHHH iHxejiixeHi^ii cnofliBaHH^

nojiixHHHoi jii6epajii3aLi;ii. HaMaraiOHHCb cnpHaxH ih, mxejiixeHLUii

xaK 3BaHoro «3MiHOBixiBCbKoro» nanpiiMy 3a^BHJia npo cbok)

niflxpHMKy paa^CbKoi BJia/in. (B cepe^HHi 1921 p. y ripa3i BHHiujia

apyKOM 36ipKa cxaxeii «CMeHa Bex», aBxopaMH moi 6yjiH BiflOMi

npcAcxaBHHKH KaAexcbKoi iHxeAixeHij,ii (K).B. KjiioHHiKOB, M.B.

YcxpiuiOB xa Ih.). laei, mi BHRAa^aJiHCii aBxopaMH 36ipKH, nojimajiH

rOJlOBHHM HHHOM y bIaMObI bIa 6opOXb6H 3 paA-aHCbKOK) BJiaAOK),

nepexoAi AO cniBpo6ixHHAXBa 3 hck) 6e3 npHHuaxx^ ii iAeoAoxiHHHx

HacxaHOB.)

Ui Hacxpoi po3noBCK)AHAHCb xaKOAC cepeA nacxHHH yKpaiHCbKoi

CMixpaiA’i y BiAHi, Ilpa3i xa Bepiiini, b ocHOBHOMy cepCA cxyAenxcxBa

i HacxHHH jii6epajibHO HacxpoeHoi npo4>ecypH, noMiAc npoKO-

MyHicxHHHO HacxpoeHoi xbahabkoi iHxeAireHAii. YKpaiHCbKi 3Mi-

HOBixiBAi (A.I. XapMCHKO, O.B. HiKOBCbKHH) npHMKHyJIH AO pCAAKAii

pociHCbKoi raxexH «HaKaHyHe» (peAaKxopH Jl.F. KipACAOB xa K).B.

KjiiOHHiKOB). Bocchh 1922 poxy A.L XapHCHKo BHcxyraiB y u;m raxexi

3i cxaxxeio-AeKJiapaAieio, ac BUKJiaAaJiocb KpeAO yKpaincbKoro 3Mi-

HOBixiBcxBa: BHxnaHHA Ae-(|)aKxo PaAAHCbKoi YKpaiHH ak gahho

MOACJiHBoi AepAcaBHoi opraHi3aAii yKpaiHCbKoro HapoAy, aobhhh

p03pHB i 6opoxb6a 3i BciMa eiviirpaHxcbKHMH aHXHpaAmcbKHMH

yrpynyBaHHAMH, 3aKJinK ao noBepneHiia na YKpa'my aaa npaKXHMHoi

npaAi Ha KyAbxypHOMy i xocnoAapCbKOMy xepeni. Bijibuiicxb

yKpamcbKoi eMirpapii nocxaBHJiacii ao Aiei AOKAapaAii a6o HeraxHBHO,

a6o 6aHAyAce: Ha AyMxy 6axaxbox, ii aBxop 3anaAxo xicHO KOHxaxxy -

BaB 3 paAAHCbKHMH HOCXiHHHMH HpeACXaBHHAXBaMH; Hc6e3 niACxaBHO

BBaAcajiocb, mo hoxo AiAAbnicxb (|)iHaHcyexbCii hhmh.

BiAbuioro nouiMpcHHA 3MiHOBixiBCXBo Ha6yAO na xepHxopii

YxpaiHH, npH Ai>OMy, xyx boho Aemo BiApi3HAJiocb bIa pociHCbKoro

3MiHOBixiBCXBa. PociHCbKa inxejiircHAiA, mo 30cepeAAcyBajiacb nepe-

BaACHo y By3ax, HuiAa b pycjii 3axaAbHHx hoxo npHHAnniB.

YxpaiHCbKa HapioHajibHa inxcAircHAiA cnpHHMaAa 3MinoBixiBcxBO ne
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xijibKH m npHHi^HnoBy srony na cniBpo6ixHHi;TBO 3 6ijibmoBHKaMH,

ajie Hm injiax ao Hai^ioHanbHO-KyjibxypHoro Bi/ipoA^enHii yKpaiHH,

m. yMOBy AerajibHoi po6oxH y rajiysi HaAioHanbHoro po3BnxKy.

CxaBACHHA BAaAH AO 3MiHOBixibCXBa 6yAO He0AH03HaHHHM. XII

BcepociHCbKa KOHcJ^epCHAia PKI1(6) (1922 p.) 3a3HaHHAa, mo 3mI -

HOBixiBCbKa TCHiR MOAcc xpaxH o6’eKXHBHo-npoxpecnBHy pOAb, mo
BOHa 3xypxoBye xi rpyira eMixpaAii xa pociHCbKoi inxcAireHAii, Koxpi

«npHMHpHAHCA» 3 paAAHCbKOIO BAaAOK) i 3FOAHi CniBApaAIOBaXH 3

HCK) AAA BiApOA^*^eHHA KpaiHH. KOH(J)epeHAiA 3aKAHKaAa HAeniB

napxii no3HXHBHO cxabaxhca ao 3MiHOBixiBmB, BayBaACHBUiH npn

AbOMy, mo He MOACHa Hi na xBHAHHy 3a6yBaxH npo «6ypAcya3HO-

pecxaBpaxopcbKi» xeHACHAii Aiei xenii.^ U,e 6yAa aochxh paAionaAbna

i npaxMaxHHHa (npHHaHMi, 4)opManbHo) no3HALa.

Ilpoxe Ha YKpaiHi cxaBAenHA napxiiiHoro xepiBHHAXBa ao 3m1-

HOBixiBCXBa Aemo BiApi3HAA0Cb bIa noBHAiH AOHXpy. «Ui Hacxpoi, -

HHCaAOCA B «H3BeCXHAX UK KIl(6)y» npo 3MiHOBixiBCXBO, - CHACAH

co6i MiAHe xhIbao cepeA yKpaiHCbKoi npo(|)ecypH, cepcA akoi

BHaiimAHCA eACMCHXH, AKi HaMaraioxbCA akxhbho BnpoBaAAcyBaxH

CBoi Hacxpoi b achxxa. BABini He6e3neHHimi aaa PaAAHCbKoi baaah

Ai CHpo6H XOAi, KOAH BOHH HAyXb bIa yKpaiHCbKHX HaAlOHaAicxiB, mo
CHOHyKAAo UK AaxH pimyny AnpcKXHBy 6opoxHCA 3 BKa3aHHM

ABHmOM...».^

Taxa H03HAiA moAO 3MmoBixiBcxBa, aka ananHO BiApi3HAAacb bIa

ACKAapaAin AOHxpaAbHHx napxiiiHHX opraniB, noACHioexbCA a6o xhm,

mo HopyH 3 ahmh ACKAapaAiAMH 3 AOHxpaAbHoro napxiHHOFO anapaxy

HAAXOAHAH XaCMHi iHCXpyKAil npo 6opOXb6y 3i 3MiHOBixiBCXBOM (ac

XHM 6iAbm BipOXiAHO, Axmo BpaxyBaXH, mo (|)aKXHHHHH FOAOBa

Aboro anapaxy, H. CxaaIh, 6yB npoxHBHHKOM 3MiHOBixiBCXBa), a6o

no3HAieio nacxHHH napxiiiHoro KCpiBHHAXBa pecny6AiKH, na noAi 3

ApyxHM cexpexapeM UK KIl(6)y U.3. Jle6eAeM. Cane Bin 6yB

aBxopoM yKpaiHCbKOFO Bapianxy umpoKO bIaomoi axAii - bhchakh

BCAHKoi xpyriH xyManixapHoi iHxeAixeHAii 3a KopAOH y 1922 poAi.

B cepHHi 1922 p. Bin xax iH(|)opMyBaB cexpexapiB xy6epHCbKHX

KOMixexiB napxii npo cyxb i xapaxxep Aiei axAii: «UK aab piuiyny

AHpcKXHBy npoBCCXH apeuixH i naMixnxn a-ha bhchakh xhx npo-

4)ecopiB i HpCACxaBHHKiB inxcAiFCHAii, AKi abho hh xacmho

noHHnaioxb npoxAxyBaxH CBoi 3MinoBixiBCbKi MipKyBannA b npaK-

XHKy KyAbxypnoi npaAi y BHmin uiKOAi xa inuiHX paAAHCbKHX

ycxanoBax. 3 naMinenHX 70 noAOBiK npo(|)ecopiB i ACKiAbKox Aixapib

OiAbuiicxb BHABAAioxbCA yncpxHMH iACOAOXAMH 6ypAcya3ii,
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KOJiHiuHiMH HiienaMH KaflCTCLKoi napxii, mi aapaa HaiviarajiHCii b

HOBiii (J)pa3eojiorii nponoBizzyBaxH cxapi KaaexcbKi racjia...».^ .Hicmo b

Pocii Liii BHCHJTKa cnpjiMOByBajiacB HacxKOBO npoxH xiei nacxHHH

cxapoi inxejiireHi^ii, ma aifiCHO BiflBcpxo npoxHCxaBJiiiJia ce6e

«npojiexapCBKiH flHKxaxypi», xo Ha yKpaini cepea HaMineHHx jxo bh-

CHJIKH He 6yJIO BiflKpHXHX npOXHBHHKiB BJiaflH; I^e 6yJTH 3MiHOBixiBI^i,

mi npaxHyjiH jxo cniBpo6ixHHi^xBa 3 hck). Ue 6yB 3axia, 6e3XJiy3flicxb

moro HOABOiOBajiacb nocniuiAHBicxK) iioro npoBCACHHii. Tax, b xoMy

>K AHcxi 3a3HaHaAOCb, mo «...B AbOMy HHXaHHi 6yAH 3po6ACHi

HOMHAKH. Baxaxo xxo 3 3aapemxoBaHHx cxajiH AcepxBaMH 3BeAeHHA

oco6hcxhx paxyHKib, a 6axaxbOx 3AicHHX ne aaapemxyBajiH, 6o b

Any He 6yAO BiAOMOCxeii. Tony LI,K 3anponoHyBaB me pa3

nepexAmyxH chhckh npo4)ecopiB, hohobhhxh ix xhmh, mo 3axo-

BaJlHCA».14

y AcoBXHi 1922 p. u,K) aKAiio 6yA0 aaKinneHo. Bahbbko 70 bhk-

AaAaniB ByaiB i npo(J)ecopiB 6yAo bhcabho 3a KOpAOH (moacha

BBAACaXH, mo IM HOmaCXHAO, AKmO B3AXH AO yBAXH JXOJIK) XHX, XXO

3aAHuiHBCA) xa Ha niBHin. A. AeOiAb 3 3aAOBOAeHHAM KOHcxaxyBaB:

«3apa3 Hacxpoi cepeA iHxeAixeHAii, b xoMy HHCAi, npoc|)ecypH, mo
3aAHuiHAacb, MOACHa oxapaKxepH3yBaxH - roxoBi cAyACHXH i ne po3-

AyMyBaxH».i^

y AbOMy BHCAOBi - «CAyACHXH i He p03AyMyBaXH» - HOAAXaAa

BCA 4)iAoco4)iA HOBoi BABAH B 11 cxocyHKax 3 iHxeAixeHmeio,

4>iA0C04)iA XBOpeHHA «XBHHXHKiB» i «HpHBOAHHX HaciB» 3 AIOACH,

AKi MaAH CKAaCXH OCHOBy XOXaAixapHOi CHCXeMH. U.HM

«peBOAKmiHHHM» 3AXOAOM - BHCHAKOK) iHXeAireHmi - 3MiHOBixiBCXBy

Ha yKpaini m AeranbrnH xenii 6yB noKAaAemiH Kpaii.

Ha eMirpamio, b xoMy MHCAi na 3MinoBixiBCbKy ii nacxHHy, aa

AKAiA cnpaBHAA BKpaii HecnpHAXAHBe BpaAceHHA; 3MinoBixiBCXBO

niuiAo Ha chaa. CexpexapiAx nocxiHHoro npeACxaBHHAXBa yCPP b

ABCxpii HOBiAOMAAB H,K Kn(6)y, mo 3MiHOBixiBCbKHH pyx m meiiHa

xeniA npHHHHHB CBoe icHyBAHHA.^^ SanenaAy XMiHOBixiBcxBa 3a Kop-

AOHOM cnpHAAO i yxBOpeHHA y xpyAHi 1922 p. CPCP. Ua hoaIa

CnpHHMAAaCb AK KpOK AO oOMeACeHHA AepACABHOl CaMOCXillHOCXH

yKpaiHH HABixb B 11 OiAblHOBHAbKOMy BApiaHXi, i AO HOpOAACyBAAO

BHHiKyBaAbHi Hacxpoi moAO noAaAbuiHx hoaIh. BIa yKpaincbKoro 3a-

KOpAOHHOrO 3MiHOBixiBCXBa BiAiHUlAH Bci OCHOBHi AixepaxypHi CHAH,

AKi arypxyBAAHCb habkoao B.K. Bkhahhchka xa iioro AcypnaAy

«HoBa Ao6a». EMirpaHxcbKe 3MiHOBixiBCXBo ne maao bhahbobofo

AiAepa, AKHH Mix 6h ohoahxh ach pyx. flo xoro ac, y xpoMaACbKifi
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ayMi^i CMirpai^ii BKOpiHHJioct yaBJieHHii npo SMiHOBixiBCTBO m npo

iHipHTy paaaHCBKHX saKOpflOHHHX npeacxaBHHi^TB. Hapeuixi, y 1923

p. xpyna yKpaiHCBKoi iHxejiireHi^ii (mo He 6yjia 3MiHOBixiBCbKoio) Ha

HOJii 3 M.C. FpymeBCbKHM noBcpHyjiacii na YKpaiHy, i i^e 3aHBHH pa3

niflKpecjiHJio 6e3nepcneKXHBHicxb mei xenii.

y 6epc3Hi-KBixHi 1924 poxy b KhcbI Bifl6yBCii c4)a6pHKOBaHHH

Any H0Ka30BHH HOJliXHHHHH HpOUeC Hafl yHaCHHXaMH XaK 3BaHOXO

«UeHxpy Ha^epeflo^Hi npoi^ecy 6yjio aaapemxoBaHO xijibKa

fleciixKiB HpeflcxaBHHKiB iHxejiixeHmi. Uia nac cjiiflcxBa 6ijibuiicxb 3

HHX 6yjia 3BijibHCHa 3a 6paKOM flOKaaiB. Ha Jiaai nmcyflHHx ohhhh-

jioca 18 hojiobIk. Cepefl hhx - BiflOMi npeacxaBHHKH caMe 3m1-

HOBixiBCbKoi mxejiixeHi^ii: npo4)ecop, axafleMiK yKpaiHCbKoi AKaaeMii

Hayx M.n. BacHJiCHKO, hoxo 6pax K.n. BacHJicHKO, npo^^ecop n.n.

CMipHOB, aflBOKax JI.G. MojixaHCbKHH xa inmi. niflcyani

XBHHyBanyBajiHCb y mnHxyncxBi, flep:»caBHiH 3pafli, koh-

xppCBOJiioi^iHHiH fli^jibHOCxi. niA Mac npoAecy xoaobhc

3BHHyBaHeHHja - UIHHXyHCXBO Ha KOpHCXb nOAbHJ,i - 5yAO 4>aKXHHHO

CKacoBaHo, xa h bcI inmi BHXAAaajiH aochxb a6cypAHHMH4^ RIa nac

npOAecy, mo npoxoAHB y HaH6iAbuioMy npHMimeHHi KneBa -

KyneAbKOMy 3i6paHHi (3apa3 c|)iAapMOHiA), 6yAa cxBopena bIa-

HOBiAHa xpoMaACbKa axMOccf)epa. npoxoAHAH Ao6pe niAroxoBAcni

«36opH i AeMOHCxpaH,ii xpyAAmnx», akI xhIbho 3acyA*^ybaAH

«KOHxppeBOAK)moHepiB i umHxyHiB» xa BHMaxaAH aaa hhx

AcopcxoKoxo HOxapaHHA. ByAH opraHixoBani i BiAryxH «HayKOBoi

xpoMaACbKocxi»: «mnHryHiB i 3paAHHKiB» xaBpyaaAH na cxopiHKax

npecH BHKAaAani KHiBCbKHx, xapxiBCbKHx xa OAecbXHx Byxia; 3 bIa-

hobIahhmh xaABaMH BHCxyHHAH B xaxcxax aKaACMiKH A.K).

KpHMCbKHH xa n.A. TyXKOBCbKHH.^^

npOAeC BHKAHKaB HHCACHHi HpOXCCXH HpOXH HCpeCAiAyBaHb 1h-

xeAlxenmi b CPCP cepeA eMixpanxcbKHx kIa. 7 kbIxha ao cnpaBH

BxpyxHBCA HpeM’q)-MiHicxp OpaHAii PaiiMOH nyaHxape, akhh npocHB

HapoAHOxo KOMicapa Ihoxcmhhx cnpaB CPCP M.B. Hinepina

BHAHHyXH Ha xIa HpOACCy i He AOnyCXHXH BHHeceHHA CMepXHHX

BHpoKiB. Ue XBepHeHHA nyaHKape 6yAO BHKOpHCxaHo na caMOMy npo-

u,eci AK CBiAHeHHA 3b’a3k1b niAcyAHHx «3i cbIxobok) 6ypAcya3ieio b

oco6i ii BOAmiB».

BxIm, CHpaBa na6yAa He6aAcaHoxo aaa paAAHCbKoi babah
MiACHapoAHboxo pexoHaHcy. npoxypaxypa BepxoBHOxo CyAy YCPP
nepexAAHyAa BHpOK, b pexyAbxaxi hoxo bcIm, xxo 6yB xacyAAceHHH

AO poxcxpiAy (4 hoaobIkh), xaMiHHAH BHmy Mipy noxapaHHA 10-Ma
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poKaMH TiopMH cyBopoFO pe>KHMy; iHuiHM :»cepTBaM npoi^ecy TepMin

yB’iiBHCHH^ 6yjio CKoponeHO BZiBi^i.^^ HacTynHoro pOKy npo(J)ecopiB

Bsarajii BiflnycTHJiH Ha bojiio. PojiOBHe 6yjio 3po6jieHo: iHTeJIireH^ii^

3MiHOBixiBCBKoro Ta6opy 6yjia fleM0pajii30BaHa i Hajiincana

3MiHOBixiBCTBO Ha yKpaini m BBHme cycnijibHO-nojiiTHHHoro

>KHTTB nicjia i^boro npaKXHHHO 3hhkjio, xona caM xepMiH

«3MiHOBixiBCXBO» H^C 3aJlHUiaBCiI ilK HOJlixHHHC XaBpO. 3 CepeflHHH

20-X pOKiB BOHO B>KC HC KOpHCXyBaJIOCb i aeKJiapaXHBHOK)

niaxpHMKOK) i^eHxpajibHHX opraniB KOMymcxHHHoi napxii. Ha yKpaim

yK BOHO cxa6ijibHo po3i;iHioBajiocii BJiaaoio m c|)opMa «jiexajii3ai^ii

HeniBCbKoi 6yp:acya3ii». HanpHKJiaa, 12 xpaBH^ 1926 poxy na 3aci-

aaHHi nojiix6K)po UK Kn(6)y JI.M. KaxanoBHH xaiiBHB: «Mh MaeMO

nacxHHy iHxejiireHi^ii, ma jiexajiiBOBana 3MiHOBixiBCXBOM, ajie ma y

CBom ifleojioxii Bifl6HBae ifleojioriio xpocxaiOHOxo cijibCbKoxo

KypKyjia i mIchkoxo HenMana. Ha nac MexaKDXb BCJirad xpyanomi caMe

3 i^ieio nacxHHOK) inxeiiixeni^ii, Koxpa nia bhaom aoaabHOCxi ao

PaaaHCbKoi BaaaH 6yae HaMaxaxHca yxopinioBaxHca b nauiOMy

paaaHCbKOMy opram3Mi»y^ KaxanoBHH xpoxH 3ani3HHBca 3i cboimh

BHCHOBKaMH: CBMC u,a HacxHHa iHxeaireHai’i «yKopiHHaaca b

paaaHCbKOMy opraHi3Mi» n;e 3 nonaxKy 20 pokIb; 6c3 hci aeii

«opraHi3M» He 3m1x 6h HOpMa/ibHo cjDyHKaioHyBaxH.

y cepeaHHi 20-x poxiB yKpaiHCbxa inxealxenaia 6yaa ocxaxoHHO

npHOopKana Baaaoio (npHHaHMi, na 30BHiuiHiH noxaaa). HacxHHa ii

6e3yMOBHO niaxpHMyBaaa paaaHCbxy Baaay, ne Bxoaaan ao eaHHoi

icHyioHoi Ha yKpaini napxii KH(6)y. HepcBaacna Oiabuiicxb aoaep-

acyBaaaca npHnanny noaixHHHoro Hciixpaaixexy i ne Oaacaaa y

6yab-aKin cjDOpMi BxpynaxHca y noaixHKy. HcBHa nacxHHa me
HOB’axyBaaa aeaxi cBoi cnoaiBanna 3 xpaHCc|)opMaH,ieK) Baaan b 6iK ii

ai6epajii3aaii, xona HaiiaaaeKOxaaaHimi Bace po3yMiaH, mo ai cno-

aiBanna Mapni. Byab-aKi noaixHHHi BHCxynn iHxeaixenaii 6yaH

MoacaHBi xiabKH b paMKax o4)iu,iHHoi iaeoaoxii xa na ii niaxpHMKy.

«AabxepHaxHBHHx» noaixHHHHx iaeii, nporpaM, xomo iHxeaixeHiaa

BHcaoBaiOBaxH Bxoaoc ne Moxaa.

Miac XHM, 3a nacxpoaMH cepea inxeairenaii nnabHO cxeacHaa

napxia xa ii «HeapeMHe oko» - UHy. Axenxypa ocxannboxo nocxiimo

in4)opMyBaaa napxiiiHe KepiBHHaxBO npo nacxpoi b cepeaoBHmi ih-

xeairenmi y 3B’a3Ky 3 xhmh hh iHuiHMH noaiaMH. Uo UK KH(6)y
pexyaapHO naacHaaaHCb oxaaaH noaixHHHHX nacxpoiB cepea pbnnx
rpyn iHxeairenmi.
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HanpHKJiafl, bshmky 1926 poKy JXUy AonoBiaajio npo spocxaHHii

aHTHpaflaHCBKHx HacTpoiB cepefl yMHxejiiB YKpaiHH b 3B’a3Ky 3

HH3BKOK) 3apo6ixHOK) njiaxHCK), 3JiHAeHHHM MaxepiajiBHo-no6yxoBHM

cxaHOBHLU,eM. y flemHx paftonax yHHxejii npoxecxyBajiH npoxn bh-

6opiB KOMynicxiB ao xepiBHHAXBa npo(|)cnijiKH po6ixHHKiB ocbIxh,

MOXHByiOHH CBoi flii XHM, uj,o napxia He fl6ae npo nojiinmeHna yMOB

^KHxxii yMHxejibcxBa. BejiHCii po3MOBH npo cKcnjiyaxai^iio BnnxejiiB

paflancbKOK) BJiafloio. Y IlojixaBi roxyBajincii ao ynnxejibCbKoro

cxpaHKyY^ TaKnn cxan cnpaB 6yB b onax napxinnnx 4)yHKAionepiB

^BHHM noripmenniiM cnxyaAii y nopiBHanni 3 nonepcAniM pOKOM,

KOJiH HapKOMax po6ixHHHO-cejiaHCbKo'i incneKAii (PCI) noBiAOMJiaB,

mo 6ijibui aK xpexnna cijibCbKHX ynnxeAiB «AijiKOM nenoxnxno

cxoixb na 6oa 1 inxepeciB npojiexapcbKoi Aepacaan, a 6jiH3bK0

nojiOBHHH AOAepacyexbca Henxpajiixexy».22 llixaBo, mo y 1927 pom,

Bcynepen naBeAennivi c|)aKxaM, X x’bA Kn(6)Y 6aAbopo Koncxaxy-

BaB, mo «3apa3 ynnxeAbcxBo YKpainn, 6epynH b maoMy, cxaao

xBepAO niA paAancbKnn npanop»Y^ Peaabnicxb CBiAHnaa npo inme:

nacxynnoro, 1928 poxy, y xaeMHOMy oraaAi «noaixHHHoro cxany»

ynnxeabcxBa, niAroxoBaenoro AJi-a UK Kn(6)y, npo BHHxeaiB, axi

Hi6nxo «XBcpAO cxoaan nia paAancbXHM npanopoM» xoBopnaoca, mo
Bonn «6oaxbca xaacoBoi 6opoxb6n i ne 6aacaioxb Bxpynaxnca ao

nei»7'^

noAi6ni npOACcn cnocxepiraanca (y 3B’a3xy 3i cxoponennaM

uixaxiB y 1925-1926 poxax) cepea cayac6oBaiB aepacaBnnx ycxanoB.

Picx 6e3po6ixxa cepea nnx BnxanxaB neBaaoBoaenna Baaaoio, axe

3arocxpnaoca xieio o6cxaBHHOio, mo b aen nac oco6anBoro po3Maxy

na6yao «BHcyBancxBO», xo6xo npHBnaHenna na ynpaBaincbxi nocaan

«CBiAOMHX po6ixHHxiB i ceaan», BiopoxpaxHnnnn anapax 3pocxaB, i

cxoponenna oannx na aoroay inuinM Bnxaaaaao 6e3xay3anM i ne-

cnpaBeaapffiHM. AnxnpaaaHCbxi nacxpoi cepea cxyaenxcbxoi Moaoai

nepioAHnno niaacHBaioBaancb npnMixHBHO-BoaiOHxapHCxcbXHMH

aiaMH Baaan moao hhcxox cxyaenxcbxoro cxaaay npoxaroM nepmo'i

noaoBHHH 20-x poxiB. Hanpnxaaa, nia nac nncxxn By3iB 1925 poxy

Bia «xaacoBO nyacnx eaeMenxiB», b KneBi cnocxepiraanca cxy-

aenxcbxi npoxecxn, axi Maan anxnpaaancbxe 3a6apBaeHna; b

xHiBCbXHX By3ax 3’aBHanca npoxaaMami anxnpaaancbxoro 3Micxy;

6yan cnpo6n opraHi3au,ii aeMoncxpamn npoxecxyY^

KoanBanna noaixHnnnx nacxpoiB cepea inxeairenaii 3aaeacaan

Bia xoai3iii BnyxpimnbonapxiHHoi 6opoxb6n cepeannH 20-x poxiB.

flycxycii b napxii xonnanca aoBxoaa nanBaacanBiuinx nnxanb
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:»CHTTE KpaiHH, ox:»ce neBHa nacTUHa iHTejiireHi^ii ne Morjia

3ajiHiiiHTHca 6aHfly*^OK) jxo qHX no^iH, xona iH(J)opMapiii npo

flHCKycii, ma 3’iiBJiiuiacii b npeci, 6yjia cnoxBopeHoio i HeaaeK-

BaxHOK) peajibHOMy ix 3Micxy.

TacMHi 3BefleHHB fllTY npo nacxpoi inxenixeni^ii y 3B’a3Ky 3

AHCKycieio 3 «hoboio ono3Hpieio» (TpoabKnn, SinoB’eB, KaMenea) y
1925-1926 pp. CBi/inaxb npo 3Hanny nn4)epeHpiapiK) niaxoaib no niei

ancKycii cepen inxejiirenpii. UixaBO, nanpHKJian, Lpo nanionajibna

yKpaincbKa inxejiirenaia b u,ijioMy nocxaBHJiacb no anxncxajiincbKoi

ono3nnii nexaxHBHO nepen ii «aHXHcejinncbKi» 3a3ixannn, a xaxonc

3aBnnKH xoMy, n^o b npeci 3’nBJiiuincn BinoMocxi npo nexonepanxne

cxaBJieHHn JI. TponbKoxo no yKpaini3anii. Ilpoxe nenna nacxnna

yKpaincbKoi inxenixennii Bixana caM 4>aKX icnyBanna onoBHuji,

noB’n3yK)HH 3 hhm cnoniBannn na xe, n^o b npoxHcxoanni 3 nieio

onoBnnieio UK BKri(6) noBBonnxb icnyBannii inninx JiiBHX napxinY^

Tax, onnn 3 KOJinninix JiinepiB yKpaincbKoi napxii coinajiicxiB-

peBonionionepiB B. rojiy6oBnn (onnn 3 nincynnnx na nponeci 1921

poxy) xa3aB, n;o «naM xenep Bnanno 6jinncMe no xoMynicxiB, nine no

npaBoi yxpaincbxoi nySnixn, xoMy n;o nanionajibHHH momchx 3apa3

Bnce BinnaB, i nxm,o 6 3apa3 nj,ocb xpannnocb, xo xonnuinix ecepiB

nepecxpijiiuiH 6 pa30M 3 X0MyHicxaMH»Y^ Hoxo xonexa no napxii I.

JlnBaniBCbxnn noB’nBynaB nonny ono3HU,ii 3 xinn,eM nnxxaxypn napxii

B3axajiiY^

Uncxycin b napxii Bnxnnxajia cepen Hacxnnn naMinbui XBani-

4)ixoBanoi inxenixennii cnoniBannii na po3xon BKI1(6), nanixb - na ii

xpax. Cepen xniBCbxoi npo4)ecypn nouinpioBaJincn poBMOBH, uno b

pcByjibxaxi n,boro poBxony «xynxa xap’epncxiB, ni,o Bxonnxb no

cxnany UK» no36aBnxbcn BJiann. Cepen inneenepiB nexann no-

Bajiennn Cxanina. HacxHna inxenixenpii, nepcBancno pocincbxa,

BBancana niniio onoBnnii ninxoM cjiyuinoio. Jlixapi b Xepconi i

MnxonaeBi BHCJiOBjnoBajincn na ninxpnMxy ono3nnii; lopncxn b

Jlyrancbxy i Cynax poBnoBCionncyBajin ii BnnaHHnY^ SayBancHMO,

m,o cepen caMnx onosHnionepm na yxpa’ini 6yjin BinoMi npencxaBnnxH

inxenixennii: nanpnxjian, npo4)ecop, exonoMicx B. UauixoBCbxnn

(pexxop KoMynicxHMHOxo yniBepcnxexy iM. ApxcMa); nenxi cniBpo-

6ixHHxn IncxHxyxy MapxcHBMy y XapxoBi.

Po3xpoM onoBHnii noxjiaB xpaii BciM uhm naexponM. PoBnpaBa 3

onoBMpionepaMH BanBHH pa3 nponeMonexpyBana cxnjib BBacMnn

BJiann 3 inaxoMHCJiBHHMH. Uo nboxo nonaBannen HHcnenni 4>axxH

piBHoro pony penpecin xa yxncxin m,ono xnx rpyn inxenixennii xa
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OKpCMHX oci6, mi He npHXOByBajiH CBoix nojiixHHHHx norjimiB

(HanpHKJiaA, AbKyBaHHJi aKaaeMiKa C.O. GcJjpeMOBa b npeci y BB’mxy

3 Horo BHCxynoM y AbBiBCbKiH rasexi «AiAO» Ha nonaxKy 1929 poxy;

p03xpoM BiAbHoi aKaAeMi'i npoAexapcbKoi Aixepaxypn na Moni 3 M.

XBHAbOBHM y 1928 poAi; AbKyBaHHH O.^. IIIyMCbKoro xoh^o). Cepen

inxenireHuii 3anaHyBajiH nacxpoi noAixHHHoro HiriAi3My, BHxoBy-

BaBCH xaKHH 6aAcaHHH BAaai noAixHHHHH a6ceHxei3M.

^CKpaBHM CBiflHeHHiiM HaHyBaHHA xaKHx HacxpoiB cepcA in-

xeAixeHAii cxaAH noflii, noB’ii3aHi i3 cxBopcHHJiM nia erifloio

arixauiHHO-HponaraHAHCXcbKoro BiaaiJiy IJK Kri(6)y hoboi rpo-

MaflCbKo'i opraHi3aAii inxenireHAii - yKpaiHCbKoro xoBapHCXBa

po6ixHHKiB HayKH i xcxhIkh aaa chphhhha coAiajiicxHHHOMy 6y-

AiBHHuxBy (yTOPHITCO). Lla opraHi3au;ia Majia o6’eAHaxH y cBo'ix

AaBax HaHKBajii4)iKOBaHimy nayKOBy i xexniHHy iHxeAireHu,iio nifl

racAaMH hobhoi niAxpHMKH (nepm 3a Bce, noAixHKO-iAeoAoriMHoi)

napxii xa ii AiaAbHOCxi y no6yAOBi «CBixAoro MaH6yxHboro».

He3BaAcaioHH na BCAHKi noAixHHHi aBancH iniAiaxopiB cxBOpeHKa

opraHi3aH,ii, iHxeAireHH,ia ne nocnimaAa nifl ii npanopn. Bifl

yTOPHITCO, opraniBaflifl axoi nonajiacb y 1927 pou,i,

BifluixoBxyBaB caMC ii o4)iflio3HO-nojiixHHHHH xapaxxep. Cnpo6H

3po6HXH yTOPHITCO MacoBOK) opraniBaflieio npoBajiHAHca caMC

Hepe3 xe, h^o KBajiicJ^iKOBana inxeiiixenflifl, no-nepme, ne Bipnjia b

mHpicxb napxiiiHHX opraniB, mi naxponyBajiH xoBapHCXBo; no-flpyre,

BOHa Hpocxo 6oflJiacb 3aHMaxHCH «nojiixHKOio» b 6yflb-miH (J)opMi.

Kicxm yTOPHITCO CKflajiH hachh napxii; omoahb opraHi3au,iio, b

min HapaxoByBajiocb KiflbKa flecnxKiB HfleniB, MapKCHCxcbKHH ic-

xopHK M.I. ^BopcbKHH, 111,0 flc flo 6ijibHJOcxi iHxejiixcHxiB, mi MajiH 6

yBiiixH flo xoBapHCXBa, xo ixne cxaBJicnna flO fliei iflei flo6pe

ifliocxpye ahcx oahoxo 3 opraHi3axopiB, xiMixa 0.1. HepKeca flO O.B.

HajiflafliHa. Aaxop AHcxa, mnii 3’acoByBaB cxaBACHnn iHxejiireHu;ii

flo iflei cxBOpeHHfl yTOPHITCO, xan OfliniOBaB norjiflflH CBoix

cniB6eciflHHKiB: «B 6ijibmocxi BHnaflKiB n 3ycxpiBca 3 abhhm CKei^

XHAH3M0M, 13 3HaHH0K) MipOK) CyMnifliB Hl,OflO XOXO, HH CHpaBfli B

yMOBax cynacHoro achxxa MOACJiHBe icHyBanna nepeflSaMeHoro

yxpynyBaHHii (yTOPHITCO - T.K.). Baraxo 3 xhx, 3 khm a po3-

MOBJiAB, BBaflcaioxb, uj,o 6a3H fljiA Hj,npoi KpHXHKH HeMae. BBaflcaioxb

xaKOflc, Hj,o icHyiona BAce caMOfliAJibnicxb, Hj,npa i cnpAMOBana b

HaHKpan^OMy HanpAMKy - MOAce 6yxH npHnnHena b koachhh MOMenr.

Apyre, na mo BKaByBann, - n,e na npo6fleMy oco6Hcxoi 6e3neKH (b

HiHpoKOMy po3yMiHHi flboro cflOBa). 3 xohkh 3opy pafly KOJier opraHH
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BJiaflH He 3aB:acflH aocxaTHbO Bipno oiiinioiOTb xapaKxep i micxb

xpOMaflCbKHX BHCxyniB, i xoh 6iK aiiiJibHOCxi, mo nepeflOanaexbca

cxaxyxoM xoBapHCXBa, Mo:)Ke aaxH ocoOjihbo 6axaxo niAcxaB AJiii

HenpaBHJibHoi OAiHKH....»30 Ox:ace, inxeiiixeemii ne BHCJiOBJiioBajia

najiKoxo 6a:acaHH^ 6paxH ynacxb y nojiixHHHiH fliajibHOCxi, HaBixb

xaKiH, mo «6jiaxocjioBJi^exbCii» napxieio. YTOPHITCO xax i He

cxajia MacoBOK) opxamaameio, ao xoxo ac, y 1930-xi pOKH Bona xaKOAC

3a3Hajia penpecin.

^Kmo BH3HaHHXH xapaKxep HOAixHMHHx HacxpoiB B eepeAOBHmi

iHxejiixeHm'i Hanpracinpi HEIly (KineAb 20-x poxiB) - npHHaHMi, xhx

HacxpoiB, mo BHXOAHJIH Ha HOBOpXHIO CyCnijlbHOl CBiAOMOCXi, -

AOBOAHXbCA KOHcxaxyBaxH Kaxacxpo(J)iHHe 36iAHeHHA 6apB

HOJliXHHHOXO CneKXpy y nopiBHAHHi 3 AOpeBOAIOAiHHHMH i

peBOJHOU,iHHHMH pOKaMH. 3hHKJ1H 6yAH-AKi JieXaJIbHi npOABH

HOJliXHHHOi AiAJTbHOCXi, AkI 6yAH 6 ajlbxep HaXHBHHMH

6ijibiuoBHu,bKHM. BaAcaHHH HOJiixHHHHH HOHxpajiixex iHxejiixeHm'i,

xoHa 6 i 30BHiuiHiH, 6yB hobhIcxio AOCAxnyxHH. OAnax, BAce 3 cepe -

AHHH 20-x pOKiB CHOCxepixaioxbCA cnpoOH bjibah nojiixHHHO ax-

XHBhyBaxH inxeAlxenpiio y OaAcanoMy pycjii. npH AbOMy bhko-

pHcxoByBajiHCb KOHcJiopMicxebKi KOJia cxapoi inxeiiixenpii. Y xpaBHi

1924 poxy, HanpHXJiaA, na BocbMm BceyxpamcbxiH xoH(|)epeHmi

Kn(6)y 6yjia BHXOAomeHa BiA03Ba «flo yxpa'mcbxoi paAAHCbxoi

inxeiiixenpii i paAAHCbxoi xpOMaACbxocxi», Axy niAHHcajiH 66 Ieh

xeAixenxiB. IIopyH i3 3BHHaHHHMH Ha xoh nac pHxyajibHHMH

nacaAcaMH npo BiAAanicxb «cnpaBi poOixHHxiB i cejiAH» y Aexjiapapii

MicxHJiHCA OpyxajibHi nanaAXH na hoaIxmaho neiixpajibHy xa

eMixpanxcbxy iHxejiixeHAiio: «nopyM 3 aIck) axxHBicxcbxoio

eMixpanxcbxoK) xoHxppeBOjnopiHHOio iHxejiixeHmeio jiHuiaexbCA no

pi3HHx 3aniHxax na yxpaim naeHBHa ixha OpaxiA, mo xaxoBaBuiH b

HaHAaJibuiHx CBoix xjinOHHax cBoei Ayuii npnxHJibHicxb ao xjiacoBO

BHxiAHoi AAA Hei iAeoAoxii yxpainebxoxo (JianiHBMy, ne Bxpanae Aoci

HaAi’i Ha ii BxiAeHHA i nexae. Ua nacHBHa nacxHHa xeAc cxpexone

3y6aMH Ha paAAHCbxy yxpaiHCbxy poOixHHHo-ceAAHCbxy in-

xeAixeHHix), mo npHCAHaAacA ao paABAaAH i yxBOpHAa cahhhh

XAacoBHH 4>poHx 3 po6ixHHxaMH 1 ceAAHAMH yxpaiHH»y^ MicAO npo-

xoAoiueHHA AcxAapaAii, li cxhjib xa 4>opMa eBiAnaxb npo HaMaxaHHA

OiAbiuoBHAbxoi napxii p03X0A0XH hoaIxmaho HeHxpaAbHy

xeAixeHAiio, BHxopHcxoByioHH npH A^OMy xy ii nacxHHy, Axa

(JiaxxHHHo cxoAAa Ha hoxhaIax HOAixHHHOxo xoAa6opaAioHi3My.

HanpHxiHAi 20-x poxiB, xoah nonaBCA 3axajibHHH bIaxIa bIa npHH-
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qHnifi HEITy xa nepexia ao cxajiiHCbKoi KOJieKXHBisaiiiii i 6yjia

BHcyHyxa xesa npo sarocxpeHHa KJiacoBoi 6opoxb6H, posnonajiacb

BiAHaHflyuiHa 6opoxb6a npoxH nojiixHHHoro HCHTpajiisMy in-

xejiireHLtii, mHii 6yB nporojiomeHUH KOHxppeBOJiioi^iHHHM,

uiKi/iHHLi,bKHM 1 T.n. HapTiftHa 6iopOKpaTiii, ma 6yjia imuiaTOpOM

BHxoBaHita i^boro nojiixHHHoro HeHxpajiiaMy, orojiocHJia HOMy BiiiHy.

Bifl iHxejiireHi^ii BHMarajiH rpOMOXJiacHHx fleKJiapai^iii y «BipHOCxi

cnpaBi npojiexapiaTy», npHMymyBajiH ii 6paxH ynacTb y pisHoro

pOAy «rpoMaacbKQ-nojiiTHMHHx KaMnaHLax» xomo.

B yMOBax HEITy, b yMOBax bIahochoxo CKOHOMinHoro

nAK)paAi3My (B. JIchIh xapaKxepn3yBaB i;e m SaraxoyKAaAHicxb

CKOHOMiKH), 6ijibiuoBHAbKa napxiii, xoHHime, napxiHHHH anapax,

6yjin 3aAiKaBA6Hi y noAixHHHiii HeHxpajii3aAii inxcAireHAii, mo h

6yAO flOCAXHyXO a0MiHicXpaXHBHO-HaCHJlbHHIl,bKHMH UIAaXaMH.

MaibKe OAHonacHO nonaAMca cnpo6H «noAixnHHoro nepeBHX0BaHHA»

iHxeAireHAii, akI HanpradHAi 20-x poxiB nepexBopHAHCA na MacoBany

axaxy npoxn noAixHHHOxo HeHxpaAi3My. iHxeAixeHAiii cxaAa o6’eKxoM

noAixHKO-iAeoAoriHHHX MaHinyAAAiH, mi noeAHyBaAHca 3 penpe -

CiAMH npOXH ii HOHKOHC|)OpMicXCbKOi HaCXHHH, HanpHKiHLI,i 20-x pOKiB

napxiA nepeHiuAa bIa cyAiAbHoi AenoAixH3aAii inxcAircHAii AO ii xo-

xaAbHoi noAixHKo-iAeoAoxiHHoi ym^^iKaAii.
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The Ukrainian revolutionary era, filled with both great

promise and terrible tragedy, remains one of the most paradoxical

eras in modern Jewish history. At the same moment that the

leaders of the Ukrainian revolutionary movement attempted to

extend unprecedented civil rights to the Jewish population,

pogromists operating in the name of that very same movement

terrorized hundreds of Jewish and other minority communities

living in Ukraine. The historiography on this topic has, for the

most part, failed to address properly this incongruity; it has

instead focused on either the actions of the pogromists or on the

attempts of Ukraine’s leaders to protect minority rights by

including Jews in government. This unfortunate trend has been

particularly prevalent since the 1926 assassination of Symon
Petliura at the hands of a Bessarabian Jew, when Jewish and

Ukrainian historical scholarship became mobilized to provide

evidence at the Paris trial of the assassin. While works published

previous to that date tend to grapple with the issues in a forthright

and reasonably balanced fashion, works published after 1926 have

followed in the main the arguments presented by the prosecution

and defense of Petliura’ s assassin rather than carefully examining

the historical record. Recent historiography, however, has shown

an encouraging trend towards an honest re-evaluation of the

polemics of previous generations.
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In the immediate aftermath of the failed revolution, the major

issue of concern to most scholars of Ukrainian Jewry was not the

pogroms nor the question of Petliura’s personal responsibility for

them. The issue of politics was of far greater import to these early

researchers, specifically the nature of the split between the

Socialist and the Zionist blocs in Ukrainian Jewry, in the debate

over doikeyt, a Yiddish term meaning “hereness.”^ While the

Zionists argued that the ultimate expression of Jewish nationalism

could only be realized in a Jewish state in Palestine, the Socialists

held that Jewish national aspirations must also be pursued in the

Diaspora, with or without a Jewish state. This had implications for

the Jewish response to newly independent Ukraine— the Socialists

argued that Jews should take complete advantage of Ukrainian

offers of “national-personal autonomy,” including the creation

of the Ministry of Jewish Affairs, while the Zionists hesitated,

feeling that the deeper the involvement in the fledgling Ukrainian

state, the more energy would be diverted from the building of the

Jewish homeland in Palestine.

Nevertheless, all shades of Jewish political opinion agreed that

some form of participation with the Ukrainian government was

desirable, and fixed organs of Jewish representation in the

Ukrainian parliament were established soon after the fall of the

tsar. Until the spring of 1919 these organs were led by members

of the more moderate Jewish socialist parties; they have left a

considerable memoir literature on their experience. The first

significant work of this nature was published by Moshe Zilberfarb,

who was active in Ukrainian-Jewish politics from the founding of

the Central Rada up until the resignation of the Vynnychenko

government in January 1918.^ Zilberfarb, who was the first

Minister of Jewish Affairs in history, concerns himself for the

most part with the struggle for leadership amongst the Socialist

and Zionist blocs, and how political compromises were negotiated

over the composition of the various governing bodies. The subject

of antisemitism in the Ukrainian government in particular, and

within the population in general, is treated only sporadically. The

few pogroms during Zilberfarb ’s term of office were mainly

committed by demobilizing Provisional Government troops on the

western front, making them a cause of concern, but not crisis, for

Ukrainian-Jewish politics.
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Similarly, the memoir of the third Minister of Jewish Affairs

Avraham Revutsky [Revusky], is useful for understanding the

relationship between Jews and the Ukrainian governments.^

Although Revutsky ’s activity in the Ukrainian government was

mainly in late 1918 and early 1919, he provides an interesting

account of the months which connect his memoirs with

Zilberfarb’s. The issue of pogroms perpetrated by Ukrainian

forces became especially important in February 1919, causing

Revutsky to devote several chapters to the Proskuriv-Felshtin

violence and its aftermath The discussion of the pogroms does

not dominate his work, however, and in general it follows the

pattern set by Zilberfarb, discussing the internal Jewish political

concerns of the day. Finally, the memoirs of A. Gumener, a local

official of the Kamianets-Podilskyi Jewish community, complete

the treatment of Jews in the Ukrainian government with his

account of the final period of the Directory’s activity in that

region.^ Gumener’ s memoirs deal extensively with internal Jewish

conflicts.

The Zionist opposition, however, was not silent during this

period, publishing in 1920 a major work criticizing the Socialist

bloc’s policy of heavy involvement in the Ukrainian government.^

This work reproduced many decrees which implicated Ukrainian

government forces in pogrom activity, particularly concerning the

Proskuriv-Felshtin massacres perpetrated by Otaman Semesenko.

It is crucial to note, however, that despite this evidence the Zionist

bloc did not condemn the Ukrainian government as a whole, and

still argued for Jewish participation in the Ukrainian revolutionary

movement. The major point on which the Zionist bloc differed

from the Socialist was that while the Socialists accepted the

position of a Minister of Jewish Affairs, the Zionists argued for a

senior civil servant who would perform essentially the same

functions. By not sitting on the cabinet this “State-Secretary”

would not be so heavily involved in national, extra-Jewish political

issues.”^

With the rise of Ukrainian participation in the growing wave of

pogroms during the spring and summer of 1919, the cooperation

of Jewish and Ukrainian political parties came to an end. The
Zionists moved further and further away from the government

while the Socialists contended with the growing success of

communism. All of the Jewish Socialist parties split over the
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controversy, their left wings joining the Communist movement.^

The Soviets welcomed Jewish Socialists who had left the Ukrainian

movement and were willing to repent in print, resulting in several

prominent figures, such as the Moshe Rafes, publishing their

memoirs critical of the Ukrainian revolution under Soviet

auspices.^ Other Socialists, who had not joined the pro-Communist

factions of their parties, continued to publish pro-Ukrainian works

in the West, notably Solomon Goldelman and Arnold Margolin.

While the works of Goldelman and Margolin are not nearly as in-

formative as other sources such as Zilberfarb and Revutsky, they

have enjoyed considerable popularity among Ukrainian

researchers, probably owing to the fact that they published in

other European languages besides Yiddish.

The most significant centre of scholarship on the topic was in

western Europe, where the noted scholar Elias (Eliyohu)

Tcherikower had emigrated. Tcherikower, one of the editors of

the pro-Zionist 1920 collection Di idishe avtonomie un der

natsionaler sekretariat in Ukrayne, had amassed a considerable

volume of documents while working in Kiev, including a large

collection of papers from the Ministry of Jewish Affairs and a

wide assortment of newspaper clippings from the short-lived

periodicals of the day. Tcherikower set up the “Eastern Jewish

Historical Archive,” and continued to collect eye-witness reports

of pogroms, intending to embark on an ambitious multi-author

study under the title History of the Pogrom Movement in Ukraine,

1917-1921 including these seven volumes:

1 ) Elias Tcherikower, Antisemitism and Pogroms in Ukraine

in the Years 1917-1918 (On the History of Ukrainian-

Jewish Relations), published in 1923.^^

2) Elias Tcherikower, The Ukrainian Pogroms of 1919,

published posthumously in 1965 .^^

3) Joseph Schechtman, The Pogroms of the Volunteer Army,

published in 1932.^3

4) Nahum Shtif, “The Pogroms of the Rebels (The Year

1920 in Ukraine— Civil War and Pogroms),” extant only

in manuscript.
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5) Jacob Lestschinsky, “The Results of the Pogroms

(Statistical-Economic Enquiry),” never completed 3^

6) Nahum Gergel, The Pogroms in the Ukraine in 1918-

1921

,

published in 19283^

7) “Materials on the History of Self-Defence,” never

completed 2”^

While the series is generally critical of the Ukrainian

revolutionary movement, in part stemming from the moderate

Zionist approach of most of the authors, it is more balanced than

most publications that appeared after World War II. This is

particularly evident in Tcherikower’s first volume which treats the

activity of the Jewish political parties in the Ukrainian

governments in great detail, and discusses pogroms perpetrated by

all forces in Ukraine rather than focussing exclusively on those

perpetrated by pro-Ukrainian forces.

In May of 1926, a Bessarabian Jew named Sholem [Samuel]

Schwartzbard [sometimes erroneously called “Shvartsbart”]

walked up to Symon Petliura outside a Paris cafe and shot him

dead. Although Schwartzbard never tried to hide his guilt (indeed

he did not even attempt to flee the scene of the crime), his defence

lawyer Henri Torres adopted a clever line of argument at the trial

which took place in October 1927. Rather than dealing with the

issue of Schwartzbard ’s guilt or innocence, Torres turned the

focus of the trial on the murdered Petliura, contending that

Schwartzbard was driven to an act of revenge for the pogroms that

Petliura had orchestrated during the Revolution. Torres’

argument created the need for a new body of scholarship that

supported the allegation, and a group of scholars including

Tcherikower and Schechtman quickly assembled a publication

that argued for Petliura’ s complicity in the pogroms. Issued in

both English and French, the work published by the “Committee

of the Jewish Delegations” proved to be both highly influential

and highly effective. Not only was Schwartzbard acquitted, it has

coloured decades of Jewish scholarship and even the popular

mentality concerning Jews and Ukrainians in the revolution.

The Committee publication heavily relied on both

Tcherikower’s Antisemitzm un pogromen in Ukrayne and the

earlier Di idishe avtonomie un der natsional sekretariat in
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Ukrayne, reproducing many documents in English and French

translations from those volumes. Several of the documents,

however, were edited tendentiously to support Torres argument

that Petliura was the architect of the pogroms. For example,

minutes from a meeting of the Mala Rada in which Joseph

Schechtman argued for the establishment of special Jewish self-

defence units (December 1917) is reproduced in the “Materials

and Documents” section of Tcherikower’s 1923 study (pp. 203-

4). In this Yiddish language edition, Schechtman’s comments are

followed by the notes of the recording secretary;

In answer to the question, Petliura, the General Secretary for

Military Affairs, confirmed that the pogroms had become quite se-

vere and that the measures taken so far have been insufficient. He

was sympathetic to the idea of separate units of Jewish soldiers and

special military units for pogrom defence. He also declared that the

Secretariat would take the strongest measures against the pogroms,

and in the areas where the pogrom activity is the worst, he will

send certain military units which may be relied upon.

These remarks of the secretary, which tend to argue against

Torres’ thesis that Petliura was responsible for the pogroms, were

omitted from the Committee of Jewish Delegations publications.

Similarly, other documents, which may have to some degree

exculpated Petliura, were not included in the Committee

publications.20

For the next sixty years, the vast majority of published works

dealing ostensibly with the history of the Jews in Ukraine during

the revolutionary years were in fact concerned more with

condemning or upholding the 1927 verdict in Paris. Jewish

scholars in the West and in the Soviet Union found common
ground in their critique of Ukrainian nationalism, and the tenor of

most publications lost any moderation which was present in the

better works of the pre-Schwartzbard era. Even Pinkhos Krasny, a

recent convert to communism and previously the last Minister of

Jewish Affairs in Petliura’ s government, published a stinging

attack on Ukrainian nationalism including an open letter sent to

Schwartzbard’s judges in Paris urging a decision in

Schwartzbard’s favour .21 This historiographic trend, which tended

to ignore the positive activity of Jewish representatives in the
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Ukrainian government and emphasized instead the pogroms

committed by troops ostensibly loyal to that same government

(often also ignoring pogroms committed by other forces such as

the Whites and the Red Army), was given renewed vigour after the

Holocaust, when Jewish historiography examined Ukrainian

complicity in war crimes. Petliura had become, in the popular

mentality, one in a long line of Ukrainian national leaders and

rabid antisemites stretching back to Khmelnytsky. The most vivid

example of this popular trend in the West is Saul Friedman’s

polemic Posromchik: The Assassination of Simon Petliura (New

York 1976).

Ukrainian researchers were slow to defend their cause. Despite

the fact that some important material had already been published

on this issue by Batchinsky, Lewitzkyj, and Specht, as well as the

important general works by Khrystiuk and later by Doroshenko,

no new publication of significance on Jews in Ukraine during the

revolution appeared until after World War II One small

collection edited by Pigido in 1956, and another by Dushnyck a

decade later, remained the only meaningful contributions to the

debate .23 These works relied heavily on the material published by

Goldelman and Margolin, as well as the pro-Jewish laws passed by

Petliura, particularly while Krasny was Minister of Jewish

Affairs .24 While there is a minimal treatment of the pogroms in

these volumes, they are clearly propagandistic in intent and offer

relatively little in understanding the deeper phenomena of

Ukrainian-Jewish relations during the revolution.

In 1969 an important article by Taras Hunczak appeared in

Jewish Social Studies which signalled the beginning of a new
phase in the debate .25 Although Hunczak did not uncover any

important new sources, nor did he advance any radically new
arguments, he placed the level of debate on a higher plane as he

eloquently presented the case for a “reappraisal of Symon
Petliura and Ukrainian-Jewish relations” in a respected Jewish

journal. In the best spirit of adversarial scholarly debate, the

journal invited the rebuttal of Zosa Szajkowski, a long-standing

proponent of the Jewish interpretation .26 While Szajkowski ’s

impassioned article found several major flaws in Hunczak’s

argument, he failed to ascend to the generally more academic tone

of Hunczak and preferred to write in the language of vendetta and

blood-feud (pp. 212-213):
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I can easily understand why some people, both Ukrainians and

Jews, are eagerly propagating a Ukrainian-Jewish dialogue, al-

though these Jews represent only themselves...! do not doubt that

the Ukrainians will easily find a few Jewish allies who are willing

to sacrifice the sacred memory of massacred Jewish men, women

and children of the Ukraine.

The Hunczak-Szajkowski debate descended to increasingly bitter

ad hominem attacks in the subsequent volume of Jewish Social

Studies

Although Jewish scholars of Szajkowski’s generation might

have argued that questioning the Paris decision was in fact a

“sacrifice [of] the sacred memory of massacred Jewish men,

women and children of the Ukraine,” a new generation of Jewish

researchers did not agree, examining Hunczak’s arguments in

greater detail. As most Ukrainian researchers did not have the

linguistic ability adequately to evaluate the documents, it took

scholars with a strong background in Yiddish and Hebrew to

complete the task.^^ Recent scholarship has placed less emphasis

on Petliura and has examined the period from a broader

perspective .2^ The pogroms perpetrated by Ukrainian forces are

not ignored, however they are placed in the context of the brutal

violence of the era as a whole. Furthermore, the activity of Jewish

politicians in the Ukrainian parliaments is taken seriously, and

examined as a bona fide attempt, however unsuccessful, for a

rapprochement between these nationalities. The centre of this

revisionist approach to Ukrainian-Jewish relations was in Israel,

where the scholars Matityahu Mintz (Mine) and Arye Zaidman

produced significant works which challenged the post- 1926

Jewish traditional interpretation Research of this nature was also

presented at a 1983 conference on Ukrainian-Jewish history held

at McMaster University, significantly advancing the state of

information on the topic The latest contribution to the topic,

following in this revisionist trend, is my article, which appeared in

a recent issue of Slavic Review?'^

The historiographical debate over the experience of the Jews

during the Ukrainian revolution takes place within the larger

context of the debate on Ukrainian-Jewish relations in general.

The issue of Symon Petliura’ s personal role or lack thereof in the

pogroms dominates the literature; many Jewish scholars ignore the
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positive experience of Jews in the Ukrainian governments, while

many Ukrainians avoid frank discussion of the pogroms. More

seriously, this historiographic Petliurivshchyna is confused with

other traumatic periods in Ukrainian-Jewish history, such as the

Khmelnytsky rebellion or the Holocaust, notwithstanding the

obvious fact that these events are quite distinct and have far more

complex dynamics than the monocausal “Ukrainian

antisemitism” or “Jewish Ukrainophobia.” If any resolution to

Ukrainian-Jewish relations is to be achieved, then each of these

periods must be examined in turn, perhaps with a methodology

suggested by the Talmud {Avot 13b): “There are... [several]

characteristics of an idiot, and [the same number] of a scholar...

a

scholar discusses first things first and last things last; of things he

has not learned he says T have not learned’; and he acknowledges

the truth; the reverse of all these is an idiot.”
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Putting History on Trial:

The Ukrainian Famine of 1932-33

Few attempts have been made to settle historical controversies

by trial process.^ One such attempt was the International

Commission of Inquiry into the Ukrainian famine of 1932-33. In

1988 this Commission convened hearings in Europe, England and

New York, heard viva voce evidence from expert witnesses and

from famine survivors, examining more than fifty volumes of

documentary evidence in an attempt to settle what may well be the

least known mass tragedy of the twentieth century. This article

examines, from a participant’s perspective the origin, terms of

reference, composition, procedure, and final report of the

Commission.

The Origin

The World Congress of Free Ukrainians is an organization

representing approximately four million Ukrainians living outside

the Soviet Union. It was founded in 1967 by delegates represent-

ing 230 Ukrainian organizations in twenty countries. At the fourth

World Congress in 1983 a resolution was passed to create a special

international tribunal to examine the famine of 1932-33. The

original Terms of Reference envisaged a tribunal of five jurists

“selected by reason of their eminence, independence and impar-

tiality.” The number was later expanded to seven. Once selected,

the Commissioners held a number of preliminary organizational

meetings at which a President (Dr. Jacob W. F. Sundberg, Sweden)

and a Vice-President (Professor Joe Verhoeven, Belgium) were

selected, they drafted Terms of Reference, appointed General

Counsel, and established procedures. A trust fund, administered

by an independent trustee, was also established. Having in mind

the pithy observation of the U.S. Chief Prosecutor at Nuremberg,

Justice H. Jackson, that “the world yields no respect to courts that

are merely organized to convict,” the trust fund was intended to
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create an arm’s length relationship between the petitioner (The

World Congress of Free Ukrainians) and the Commission.^

Composition

The seven Commissioners, with a brief biographical back-

ground, were:

(1) President: Dr. Jacob W.F. Sundberg (Sweden), some-

time jurist of the Swedish Court of Appeals and, since

1963, professor of law at the University of Stockholm. Dr.

Sundberg was Rapporteur-General of the International

Association of Penal Law (Budapest, 1974), a participant

at the U.N. Congress on Prevention of Crime and

Treatment of Offenders (Geneva, 1975 and Caracas,

1980), and Swedish Correspondent to the Documentation

Centre for Human Rights, Council of Europe (1982-84).

Dr. Sundberg, who holds a doctorate in law from the

University of Stockholm (1961), has written numerous

books and since 1985 has published the annual report

“Human Rights in Sweden.”

(2) Vice-President: Professor Joe Verhoeven (Belgium)

has been, since 1975, professor of law at the Catholic

University of Louvain. He holds a doctorate in law and is

the author of a number of monographs and articles on

international law.

(3) Dr. Covey T. Oliver (United States), Hubbell Professor

of Law (Emeritus) at the University of Pennsylvania. Dr.

Oliver holds law degrees from the University of Texas

(1933), Columbia University (1953), and Southern

Methodist University (1974). A member of the Inter-

American Juridical Committee, Organization of American

States (1963-66), ambassador to Columbia (1964-66), and

U.S. Co-ordinator, World Bank (1969), Dr. Oliver is the

author of many books and articles on international law

and economics.

(4) Professor Ricardo Levene (Hijo) (Argentina). Dr.

Levene (Hijo) was called to the bar of Argentina in 1937,

appointed President of the National Court of Appeals
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(1975), and a judge of the Supreme Court in 1976. He
was the founder and director of the Institute of Penal Law
and Centre of Criminology at the University of Buenos

Aires. A member of the Law Reform Codification

Committee of Argentina (1953-70), Professor Levene

(Hijo) is the author of more than fifty books, monographs,

and articles in international law.

(5) Professor John Humphrey (Canada). A former Dean

of the Faculty of Law at McGill University, Professor

Humphrey is best known for his work as Director of the

Division of Human Rights, United Nations Secretariat

(1946-66), where he was instrumental in the drafting, and

subsequent ratification, of the Universal Declaration of

Human Rights.^ Among his many honors and awards.

Professor Humphrey is an Officer of the Order of Canada

(1974).

(6) Professor George Levasseur (France). Professor

Levasseur earned a doctorate in law at the University of

Paris, and taught at the Universities of Hanoi (1936-38),

Grenoble (1938-49), Lille (1949-55), and Paris (1955-

70). He has participated in international law conferences

in Europe, North and South America, Asia, and the Middle

East. He is the author of many legal texts, one of which

(General Penal Law) is currently in its twelfth edition.

(7) Professor Colonel G.I.A.D. Draper (England). Colonel

Draper received his LL.B. degree (1935) and LL.M.

(1938) from the University of London. He was the Senior

War Crimes Prosecutor before the British courts in occu-

pied Germany in 1946 and he subsequently prosecuted at

Nuremberg. He was legal advisor to the War Office

(Ministry of Defence) until 1956. He lectured in law at the

University of London and subsequently became professor

of law at the University of Sussex (1976). He was

Secretary to the British Delegation on the Geneva Protocol

(1971-77), and joint author (with the late Judge

Lauterpacht) of the Law of War on Land and numerous

other books and articles. In 1965 Colonel Draper was

awarded the O.B.E. “for services to international law.”^
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Terms of Reference

On February 14, 1988 the Commission was constituted,

declaring itself an independent body free to set its own terms of

reference. The following terms of reference were then adopted:

Whereas there is contention as to the evidence that there was a de-

liberately planned famine in the Ukraine in 1932-33.

This has resulted in the establishment of the present

Commission as an entirely non-govemmental body which is based

as to structure on the draft statute for Commissions of Inquiry, re-

ported favourably to the International Law Association at its 60th

conference held at Montreal, Canada, August 29-September 4,

1982.

With the purpose of inquiring into and reporting on the 1932-

33 famine in Ukraine and without restricting the generality of the

foregoing to inquire and report upon:

(1) the existence and extent of the famine;

(2) the cause or causes of such a famine;

(3) the effect it had on Ukraine and its people; and

(4) the recommendations as to the responsibility for the

famine.^

Procedure

The Soviet Union was the obvious nominal respondent in the

proceedings. The Commission took two steps to ensure fairness.

On February 13, 1988 the Commission President, Dr. Sundberg,

wrote to the Right Honorable Nikolai Ryzhkov, Chairman of the

USSR Council of Ministers, promising “an ordered, fair and thor-

ough inquiry” into all issues, and inviting “contribution by

appropriate officers, individuals and groups in the U.S.S.R. to the

proceedings of the Commission.”^ Dr. Sundberg further re-

quested Commission access to the archives and public records of

the Soviet Union pertaining to the famine.

On March 1, 1988, a reply was received from Mr. Yuri

Bohayevsky, First Secretary of the Soviet Embassy in Ottawa. Mr.

Bohayevsky lamented “a campaign of malicious allegations and

speculation around the so-called issue of ‘man-made famine’ in

Ukraine in 1932-33.” This campaign, Mr. Bohayevsky asserted,

was sponsored by “Ukrainian anti-Soviet nationalistic group-
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ings.” He enclosed with his letter an article published in News
from Ukraine by Stanislav Kulchytsky in order “to help you and

other members of your Commission to make a fair and objective

evaluation of our past.” Subsequently, the Soviet Union did not

take a direct part in the work of the Commission.

Anticipating that the Soviet Union might choose not to be

formally represented at the public hearings, the Commission ap-

pointed General Counsel whose responsibilities were based, in part,

on L’Avocat General of the Courts of Justice of the European

communities.^ Commission minutes noted that the purpose of ap-

pointing General Counsel was: “to bring balance to the hearings

and add to the integrity of the Commission. The General Counsel

is to this extent an opposing party as well as an amicus curiae

The Commission resolved that all proceedings would be con-

ducted in English, although interpretation would be provided.

Hearings were open to the public. Evidence was taken on oath. All

evidence was transcribed by a court reporter. The proceedings

were also videotaped.

Witnesses were called and examined in chief counsel to the

petitioner (the World Congress of Free Ukrainians). The petitioner

was originally represented by Mr. John Sopinka, Q.C., who, on the

opening day of the hearings in Brussels, was appointed a Judge of

the Supreme Court of Canada, necessitating a change in counsel

for the petitioner. Witnesses were subject to cross-examination

by general counsel, after (or during) which the Commissioners

might question the witness directly. Rule 3(2) allowed the

Commission to delegate one member to receive evidence. This

rule was invoked to receive evidence from Mr. Malcolm
Muggeridge in Sussex, England on June 27, 1988 before

Commissioner Draper.

The Evidence

The evidence considered by the Commission fell into several

categories: (1) viva voce evidence of historians, demographers and

others qualified to give expert evidence; (2) oral testimony, often

harrowing, from famine survivors; (3) books, monographs, and

published accounts; and (4) documentary evidence. The docu-

mentary evidence, most of it never before assembled, consisted of:

(a) Soviet decrees; (b) diplomatic and foreign office documents
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from Britain, Italy, and Germany; (c) European newspaper

sources; (d) eyewitness accounts of Western journalists; and (e)

contemporary press sources.

The Final Report

The Commission’s Final Report was released in May 1990. It

consisted of a majority opinion, a separate concurring majority

opinion (Covey T. Oliver), a lengthy separate opinion concurring

in part (Jacob Sundberg), and two partial dissents (George

Levasseur and Ricardo Levene (Hijo)). This proliferation of

opinions (five from seven Commissioners) makes it rather difficult

to extract clear findings of fact in all cases, however there are

important points on which the judges were unanimous. The

remainder of this article attempts to give an accurate synopsis of

the judgements of the four issues originally identified in the

Terms of Reference.

I. The Existence and Extent of the Famine:

On the existence of the famine, the Commission was unani-

mous. All seven Commissioners found that a famine existed in

Ukraine (and certain other territories of the Soviet Union) from

approximately August 1932 until July 1933. The Commission

based this finding on “overwhelming evidence” specifically: (a)

testimony of survivors; (b) diplomatic sources, particularly

German and Italian consular reports which “refer unequivocally

to the famine situation prevailing from autumn 1932 to summer
1933”^^; (c) contemporaneous press reports, particularly those of

Malcolm Muggeridge and William Henry Chamberlin, then

Moscow correspondents for the Manchester Guardian and

Christian Science Monitor respectively; (d) contemporary scholar-

ship, most notably Robert Conquest’s ground-breaking study. The

Harvest of Sorrow and (e) Soviet sources, “Although for years

it was fiercely denied by the Soviet authorities, today the fact [of

the famine] is almost universally accepted within the U.S.S.R.”i^

The Commission considered the extent of the famine under

three separate headings: (a) duration; (b) geographic location; and

(c) number of victims. All seven Commissioners concurred on

these findings.
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Duration

While the fluid nature of events precluded attribution of pre-

cise dates, the Commission found as a fact that the famine

appeared at the end of the summer of 1932, reached its peak by

the beginning of spring 1933, and came to an end in the early

summer of 1933.

It is obvious that the famine was a gradual phenomenon. Its pre-

cursory signs appeared early in 1932 and were the easily foreseeable

culmination of the attacks Stalin launched against the peasantry in

general and Ukraine in particular from the end of the previous

decade. The successive grain procurements imposed on Ukraine

significantly reduced the population’s food supplies. A decisive

blow was dealt them in July, 1932, when Moscow imposed a quota

of 7.7 million tons of grain. Later, this quota was reduced to 6.6

million tons at the demand of the Third All-Ukrainian Party

Conference. But even this reduced quota was manifestly beyond the

capacities of a population which, despite a fairly good harvest, had

gradually been reduced to the famine conditions which appeared in

Ukraine in early autumn 1932.

From all of the evidence received, it emerged that the famine

was at its most terrible in March 1933, even if other dates are

sometimes put forward. Sorely tried by the harsh winter and having

exhausted the last stores of food which they had managed to save

from the requisitions, the peasants starved to death in great num-

bers. Postyshev’s appointment to the post of Second Secretary of

the Communist Party in January 1933 seems to have aggravated

the situation; it was followed by the reinforcement of the measures

directed against the Ukrainian population, and this led to the most

appalling sufferings in the early spring of 1933.

Just as it took many months to implement the conditions

which brought about the famine, so it took many months before

the famine came to an end. Witnesses and experts agree, however,

that by the end of April/early May 1933, the grain requisitions

were temporarily halted, or at least considerably reduced. Food

rations were distributed, though not on a regular basis, to the sur-

vivors who were allowed to gather the fruits of the year’s first har-

vests. Famine conditions may therefore be said to have disappeared

by the beginning of summer 1933, although it would take years to
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mitigate the tragic consequences of more than 10 months of total

privation which caused death on a massive scale.

Geography

The location of the famine was a contentious issue. The peti-

tioner contended that the famine, in purpose and execution, was a

direct attack on Ukrainians because of stubborn Ukrainian na-

tionalism. However, if the famine was not confined to Ukraine, this

thesis was undermined. On geographic location, the Commission

found;

The famine was not confined to Ukraine. In 1932-33 it also stmck

other regions of the Soviet Union, mainly Kazakhstan, the Don

and Kuban areas of the North Caucasus Territory, along with the

Volga Basin and parts of western Siberia.

Chronologically Kazakhstan was the first area affected by

famine. Inhabited for the most part by nomadic herders of Turkish

origin, the region showed very early signs of strong resistance to

the forced collectivization of agriculture implemented by Stalin.

The famine appeared here in the first months of 1932 and

apparently caused even greater suffering than in Ukraine.

Remember that when they had slaughtered their last cattle to feed

themselves and escape official requisitions, these nomads— in

contrast to the Ukrainian farmers— could not count on food crops,

no matter how inadequate, because they did not grow any.

Generally speaking, the North Caucasus territory experienced a

very similar situation to that of Ukraine. The Don and Kuban re-

gions, with a majority of Cossacks, were the worst hit by the

famine. Following the Bolshevik Revolution, autonomous

Cossack republics were founded in this territory to satisfy the tradi-

tionally strong nationalistic sentiments of the inhabitants. These

republics were dissolved on July 18, 1923 and the Cossacks were

known mandatorily as Russians or Ukrainians depending on their

ancestry. Moreover, a policy of Ukrainization was systematically

enforced in much of Kuban after 1923. In these territories the mea-

sures taken by the Soviet authorities during the famine faithfully

reproduced those which were then being applied in Ukraine and

seemed to have been aimed at regions with an ethnic Ukrainian

majority.
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The 1932-33 famine also struck in the Volga Basin inhabited

by people of mixed ethnic origins. People of German origin living

in the region since the 18th century, and regrouped in the Volga

German Republic instituted after the Bolshevik Revolution, seemed

to have been particularly affected. It is said that Stalin had always

regarded them with deep mistrust bordering on open hostility.

Although the famine was mainly concentrated in Ukraine or

in territories with a Ukrainian majority, it is beyond doubt that

other regions with different ethnic majorities were among its vic-

tims. The famine apparently reached maximum intensity in

Kazakhstan.

Number of Victims

The Commission concluded that it was impossible to calculate

with precision the number of famine victims. In his memoirs

(quoted with approval of the Commission), Nikita Khrushchev

wrote: ‘T can’t give an exact figure because no one was keeping

count. All we knew was that people were dying in enormous num-

bers.

The Commission sees no point in reviewing all the conceivable

methods which might be applied and were brought to its attention.

It need only observe that, in order to justify their estimates, all the

most reliable experts used a demographic method based on an anal-

ysis of the results of the censuses carried out in the Soviet Union

before and after the famine. Two censuses are particularly valuable

in this respect. The first took place in 1926, i.e., six years before

the famine began, and recorded 31,195,000 Ukrainians out of a to-

tal population of 147,627,900 people in the Soviet Union. The

second census took place in 1939, i.e. six years after the famine; it

recorded 28,111,000 Ukrainians out of a total population of

170,557,100 inhabitants. The population of Ukraine had therefore

declined in 13 years by 3,084,000 people; that is by 9.9%. The

decline contrasts sharply with the rise of 11.3% in neighbouring

Belorussia (a difference of 20.2%) and of 15.7% for the Soviet

Union as a whole. The difference of 21.9% in Kazakhstan is even

more significant.

Scientific circles in the Soviet Union and in the West maintain

that the figures obtained by the 1926 census are too low.
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Conversely, the results of the 1939 census are widely taken to be

over-estimated. The excess population could be explained by the

desire of census officials, for fear of sanctions, to register a popula-

tion increase of satisfying proportions in the light of progression,

deemed inevitable, of a Communist society. It is true that the re-

sults of a census carried out in 1937 were destroyed, or at least not

published, because they were judged politically unacceptable and its

authors were shot for plotting to discredit socialism by an obvious

underestimation of the population of the Soviet Union. This prece-

dent certainly incited their successors to act prudently.

The primary data provided by comparison of the censuses must

be corrected in relation to several factors, such as the overall popu-

lation growth rate and the number of victims of dekulakization, be-

fore establishing an acceptable evaluation of the number of famine

victims.

The Commission does not intend to analyze all these correc-

tives in detail. It is not its role as a Commission of Inquiry to put

an end to the controversies to which their utilization might give

rise. It is content to observe that the experts are not unanimous

about these correctives, and this explains their variable estimates—

4.4 million (Maksudov); 4.5 million (Kosinski); 5 million

(Conquest); 7.5 million (Mace). Despite the many explanations re-

ceived on this point, the Commission does not feel able to choose

one or another figure. It is clear, however, that the number of

famine victims in Ukraine was at least 4.5 million, something

which no one disputes. To this figure must be added the famine

victims outside Ukraine. These are generally estimated at 3 mil-

lion, of which 1 million respectively in Kazakhstan and North

Caucasus. The 1932-33 famine would therefore have claimed at

least 7.5 million victims; this figure may be underestimated and is

certainly so in the light of conclusions upheld by some experts.

To the direct victims of the famine must be added all the other

victims of Stalin’s policies and, in particular, dekulakization, in

order to fully evaluate the losses inflicted on the Ukrainian people

at that time.^^

II. The Causes of the Famine

The Commission identified three principle causes of the

famine of 1932-33: (a) compulsory grain requisitions; (b) collec-

tivization; and (c) dekulakization.
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Compulsory Grain Requisitions

Grain requisitions, which constituted a kind of tax on agricul-

tural production, had a long history in the Soviet Union. In the

twenties, a Commissariat of Food in Moscow set quotas which

farmers were obliged to fulfill and which seldom took account of

the actual resources of a local farmer. In 1928 the Soviet govern-

ment repeated a ruthless policy of forced procurement first

applied during the Civil War period. In 1930 the quota imposed

on Ukraine was fixed at 7.7 million tons. Because of an excep-

tionally good harvest, the quota was filled, although little grain was

left for storage. The same quota was maintained in 1931, but was

not met because of a poor harvest. Nevertheless seven million tons

were requisitioned, which seriously diminished the farmer’s

resources. The same quota was demanded in 1932, which repre-

sented more than 50 percent of the annual harvest in Ukraine.

This procurement was clearly disproportionate, and this was

stressed in public by Ukrainian leaders such as Stanislav Kossior,

Mykola Skrypnyk, and Panas Liubchenko at the Third All-

Ukrainian Party Conference which met from July 6 to 9, 1932.

This conference was attended by the two senior Moscow officials

in Ukraine, Lazar Kaganovich (a former Ukrainian party chief)

and Viacheslav Molotov. The conference resulted in a reduction

of 1.1 million tons but even this lowered figure was beyond the

capacity of Ukrainian farmers. In the end only 3.7 million tons

were collected by the authorities, despite immense efforts under-

taken to squeeze the last supplies from farmers debilitated by

famine.

The way in which grain requisitions were handled was simple;

centrally established quotas were imposed on collective farms (and

on the diminishing number of peasants who had temporarily es-

caped collectivization) with scant regard for the personal needs or

resources of the farm. In theory, supplies were to be paid for but

the price offered was ridiculously low. In 1933, for example, it

came to 4 or 5 percent of the price which was obtainable on the

free market. The quotas were fixed in Moscow by a Planning

Commission, and additional supplies over and above the quota

could also be demanded. Repressive measures were adopted to

reinforce the efficiency of the collection process, especially from

1932 onward. The collective farms (kolkhozy), as well as individ-
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ual farmers, were forbidden to store grain for personal need or to

sell grain on the free market until the imposed quota had been

handed over in its entirety. Orders were given to search farms to

find grain hidden from procurement officers. These searches were

carried out with particular brutality. The peasants were forced to

pay in kind for any services rendered to them, such as the use of

tractors or other equipment and the grinding of grain. Kolkhozy

were forbidden to supply their own members until the seed reserve

fixed by law had been officially stored.

Initially, quotas were applied to grain, but soon other food

(meat, milk, butter and wool) became subject to requisition and

seizure. In its Final Report the Commission wrote:

The plainly exhorbitant nature of compulsory seizures led in-

evitably to famine, since the peasants no longer had the food to

meet subsistence needs.

The Commission noted that, among other survival strategies,

the peasants were obliged to hide as much food as possible and to

eat the reserves of seed grain set aside for the next sowing season.

Both reactions aggravated their condition.

The fact of hiding grain and food in general gave the authori-

ties a basis for searching people’s homes, and this was the occasion

for all kinds of abuse and ill-treatment that terrorized the people.

In addition, the total or partial disappearance of the grain

stored for seed irrevocably compromised any hope of overcoming

such extreme shortages. The authorities used this danger as pretext

for increasing the misery of the people in the autumn of 1932.

...The activist methods became more and more brutal from

autumn 1932 onwards, as is shown from the great number of depo-

sitions admitted by the Commission. House searches to discover

hidden food gave rise, in particular, to ill-treatment and humiliation

of all kinds. They were usually carried out at night and were ac-

companied by robbery and destruction of property as well as by

physical outrage. The aim was apparently to terrorize the popula-

tion. The deeper Ukraine was plunged into famine, the more the

requisitions were accompanied by abominable acts of violence. The

Soviet authorities were informed of these brutalities which, to take

one instance, were openly denounced in a letter addressed to Stalin

on April 16, 1933 by Mr. Sholokhov, who, however, did not ques-

tion the very principle of forced procurements. His protest was in
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vain, although in his reply, Stalin promised that the authors of

senseless acts of violence would be punished, but at the same time

he denounced the existence in Ukraine of a campaign of sabotage

aimed at depriving the Red Army and the workers of bread.

...While awaiting transportation, the requisitioned grain was

stored in warehouses or simply stacked in situ near railway sta-

tions. As the famine grew worse, the peasants, now totally without

food were irresistibly attracted to those stores. It is understandable

that the starving tried to steal the food they needed to survive, and

even to take possession of it by brute force.

As the disturbances spread, the authorities called in the army to

guard the stocks, and the soldiers, usually Russian or at least not

Ukrainians, did not hesitate to use their arms to safeguard the pro-

curements. By virtue of the decree of August 7, 1932 on the safe-

guard of socialist property, provision was made for very heavy

penalties, including death and the confiscation of all possessions,

against those who tried to get hold of the grain or other food be-

longing to the state.

From concurring testimonies, it emerges that these warehouses

or other stockpiles were literally overflowing with grain which

often rotted on the spot despite the dire food shortages of the local

population. Perhaps administrative disorganization was at the bot-

tom of this paradoxical situation, but it does suggest the author-

ities were not so acutely short of the grain amassed as to justify its

compulsory delivery.

Collectivization

From the triumph of the October Revolution onward, land

tenure was a vexed question in the Soviet Union. The abolition of

private ownership of the means of production was axiomatic to

Marxism, however, the meaning of the phrase “means of produc-

tion,” particularly as it is applied to agriculture, was to prove

elusive. For a time the authorities were content to praise collec-

tivization of agriculture but not to impose it. Ten years after the

Revolution less than 2 percent of agrarian households belonged to

collective farms.

State policy changed in 1928. The adoption of the first Five-

Year Plan and the abandonment of the New Economic Policy

(N.E.P.) were accompanied by a decision to collectivize agricul-
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ture by compulsory means. To begin with, the authorities were

content to incite peasants to volunteer to join collective farms

without forcing them to do so. In the autumn of 1929, collective

farms still only included 5.6 percent of rural households in

Ukraine and 3.9 percent of Ukraine’s arable land. However, in

November 1929, the Politburo decided to speed up the process of

collectivization. By March 1, 1930 kolkhozy controlled 69

percent of the arable land and 63 percent of the peasant house-

holds in Ukraine.

The publication in Pravda on March 2, 1930 of a speech by

Stalin entitled “Dizziness from Success” marked a pause,

occasioned no doubt by the very strong resistance to collectiviza-

tion and dekulakization in Ukraine. The peasants were given

permission to leave the collective farms and they did so en masse.

But for the authorities this was only a temporary and tactical re-

treat. At the end of 1930, enforced collectivization returned so

that by the end of 1931 it embraced 70.5 percent of all farm

households. When the famine broke out in 1932 three-quarters of

all Ukrainian peasants were under the kolkhoz regime.

The Commission described peasant reaction to enforced col-

lectivization as follows:

In Ukraine in particular, collectivization and dekulakization met

with very fierce resistance, which could only aggravate the brutality

of the procedures used to enforce them. Very many acts of resis-

tance were put before the Commission and bear witness to the ex-

treme hostility towards collectivization and dekulakization.

Resistance included such acts as:

the slaughter of cattle, the destruction of harvest and setting

fire to farm buildings;

the murder of party members and of other officials in the vil-

lages;

anti-kolkhoz demonstrations which often attracted several

thousand people and were almost insurrectionary in character

on more than one occasion;

armed local rebellions;

the revolt of the women who tried to get back their collec-

tivized belongings and to leave the kolkhozes.
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...Collectivization was never limited to Ukraine, as this would

have been contrary to the basic tenet of Marxist/Leninism concern-

ing economic and social organization.

Nevertheless it seems that it was in Ukraine that forced collec-

tivization was implemented most rapidly, at a pace which was

achieved at no other time or place.

Dekulakization

The “kulak” (in Ukrainian kurkul) was in principle a rich

peasant at the top stratum of Ukrainian society, a society which (as

in the Soviet Union as a whole) was traditionally divided into three

categories: kulak, seredniak (middle peasant) and bedniak (poor

peasant). These were, however, loose categories which varied from

region to region. Beyond referring to the more prosperous peas-

ants, no precise definition of “kulak” was ever formulated. Nor

was there ever a precise census of their numbers though most

experts consider that when Stalin took power the kulaks com-

prised between 3 and 5 percent of the total population of the

U.S.S.R.

In Ukraine, the kulaks were at the very centre of social life. It

was not that they had a monopoly on wealth, far from it. It was

that, in exemplary fashion, they expressed the cultural identity of

the Ukrainian people. It was among the kulaks that nationalistic

feelings were strongest and most often displayed.

When the Bolsheviks took power, the kulaks became the object

of certain specific measures which their prosperity, if not their

influence, was supposed to justify. This discriminatory treatment

was not systematic prior to 1929. However, in the first months of

that year, there appeared sporadic signs of a new policy of sys-

tematic elimination of the kulaks, notably in Ukraine, and mainly

at the instigation of local authorities. Then, on December 27,

1929, during a lecture on agrarian policy at a conference of

Marxist students, Stalin announced his intention to proceed with

the “liquidation of the kulaks as a class.” This marked the begin-

ning of dekulakization. It was to be formally instigated by a

decree on February 4, 1930, calling for “elimination of kulak

households in districts of comprehensive collectivization.”

The Commission examined the impact of this decree.
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According to the Politburo resolution (January 30, 1930) distinc-

tions had to be made between three categories of kulaks.

The first category was composed of kulaks who, reputedly ac-

tive counter-revolutionaries, should be arrested immediately and

imprisoned, or, more frequently, shot without any form of trial.

The kulaks of the second category were to be subject to depor-

tation to Siberia or the Arctic regions, after confiscation of their

property.

The less prosperous and least influential kulaks formed the

third category. Reputedly ‘honest,’ they were as a rule simply ex-

pelled from collective farms, after partial confiscation of their

property, and dispersed within the province, where they would be

asked either to tend the poorest land or carry out menial jobs.

The criteria for distribution among the categories was particu-

larly hazy, which reinforced the arbitrariness of the authorities.

...It seems that in theory the village Soviets had the responsi-

bility of drawing up lists of peasants to be ‘dekulakized’ based on

plans transmitted by the district authorities, themselves acting on

orders from the province, which was controlled by Moscow. These

plans, however, appear to have been no more than a total figure of

kulaks to be liquidated. Their execution was generally assured by

special brigades in which ‘activists’ played a dominant part. Their

assistance was, in particular, shown to be indispensable in organiz-

ing mass movements of the population. In these brigades the pres-

ence of Russians seems to have been important, as emerges from

evidence gathered by the Commission.

There is no completely reliable estimate of the number of vic-

tims of dekulakization in the Soviet Union. Basing their figures on

Soviet authors. Professors Kosyk and Conquest do, however, put

the number of people deported at -i-/- 1,500 ,000. Making reference

to an unnamed Soviet source. Professor Kosyk quotes 240,757

families; the same figure is quoted by Roy Medvedev. In addition

300,000 to 500,000 kulaks were at this time executed in Ukraine.

Dekulakization was a general policy applied to the whole

Soviet Union and was never specific to Ukraine

Having examined the three principal causes of the famine, the

Commission concluded that it was “certainly man-made in the

sense that its immediate origin lies in human behaviour— and not,
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for example, in climatic conditions or in natural catastrophes, i.e.,

earthquakes.”

Does this mean, then, that there was a master plan? First, the

Commission noted that there is no “necessary connection” be-

tween grain procurement, collectivization and dekulakization.

Nevertheless all three policies were implemented at the same time

and pursued with similar ruthlessness. Whether or not Soviet au-

thorities actually adopted a coordinated plan, of which the famine

of 1932-33 was a deliberate component, the Commission could

not conclusively determine until Soviet archives have been opened

and primary source materials studied. Nevertheless, on the basis of

available evidence, the Commission did draw five conclusions:

1) It is beyond doubt that Ukraine was severely affected by

famine in 1932-33 and that the Ukrainian and Soviet

authorities were aware of the dire food shortages of the

population.

2) Although aware of the famine, the Soviet authorities re-

frained from sending any relief until the summer of 1933.

“They allowed the famine to get a firm hold and cause

greater and greater devastation over a period of ten

months, without trying to avert its effects.”

3) The Soviet authorities adopted various legal measures

which amplified the disastrous effects of the famine by

preventing victims from finding food or from leaving the

region. These measures were (a) the decree of August 7,

1932 on the protection of socialist property; (b) the de-

crees of September 13, 1932 and March 17, 1933

forbidding peasants to leave the kolkhozy to find other

employment unless in possession of a contract guaranteed

and approved by the authorities; and (c) the decree of

December 4, 1932 creating a system of interior passports

which had the effect of forbidding famine victims from

moving without official authorization.

4) Ukrainian towns and cities largely escaped the famine, as

did the rural local authorities charged with carrying out

the grain procurements and with implementing collec-

tivization.
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5) Soviet authorities at the time denied the existence of any

famine in Ukraine and, against all evidence to the con-

trary, persisted in these denials for more than fifty years.

The Commission concluded this section of its unanimous re-

port.

Do the above findings point to a preconceived carefully prepared

plan to starve Ukraine? The existence of such a plan appears

nowhere in the documents submitted to the Commission and no se-

rious evidence seems to substantiate it, apart from allegations too

general to be fully reliable. It is possible that a personality as

monstrous as Stalin might have conceived the most insane strate-

gies. However, with the information now at its disposal, the

Commission is unable to confirm the existence of a preconceived

plan to organize a famine in Ukraine, in order to ensure the success

of Moscow’s policies.

That no preconceived strategy existed does not mean the

famine was merely the accidental outcome of policies unfortunately

interacting to annihilate the Ukrainian people. The Commission

believes that the Soviet authorities, without actively wanting the

famine, most likely took advantage of it once it occurred to force

the peasants to accept policies which they strongly opposed. Since

famine proved to be a potent weapon, as the events of 1921-22 had

perhaps suggested, the authorities soon resorted to it, whatever the

eost to the Ukrainian people.

...It is undeniable that the famine extended beyond Ukraine; the

Volga Basin and North Caucasus in particular became severely af-

fected by the shortage of food. It is equally clear that the grain

procurements, collectivization, and dekulakization were not exclu-

sively applied to Ukraine.

...Does this mean that there was nothing specific about the

situation in Ukraine?

This would seem exaggerated. From the mass of testimonies

gathered by the Commission, there can be little doubt that the

Soviet authorities tried to impose on Ukraine and predominantly

Ukrainian territories faster than on other regions, policies devised

for all. This conclusion is supported by comparing the situation in

each Soviet republic, and therefore precludes any unreserved assimi-

lation of the fate of the Ukrainian peasants to that of the Soviet

peoples as a whole. Objective reasons may have justified this par-
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ticular treatment, including the fear that Ukrainian ‘nationalist

deviations’ would induce systematic resistance to Moscow’s orders.

The fact of this particular treatment remains undeniable.

...The Commission does not believe that the 1932-33 famine

was systematically organized to crush the Ukrainian nation once

and for all; nonetheless, it is of the opinion that the Soviet authori-

ties used the famine voluntarily, when it happened, to crown their

new policy of denationalization. It is significant that, generally

speaking, the famine in Ukraine spared towns where people were

mostly non-Ukrainian; likewise, in the countryside where the

famine raged, local officials (Russian for the most part) responsible

for the grain procurements, the enforced collectivization of agricul-

ture, and dekulakization, did not suffer.^

^

III. The Effects of the Famine

The Commission’s findings on this third Term of Reference

are succinct:

The immediate effect of the famine in Ukraine in 1932-33 was to

inflict disastrous damage on a formerly wealthy region and terrible

sufferings on the Ukrainian people. These are attested by the innu-

merable famine-related deaths, which are difficult to estimate pre-

cisely but were not less than 4.5 million, according to the figures

mentioned earlier in this report. These sufferings were compounded

by the serious physical and psychological disorders of those who

survived malnutrition, some of whom never recovered. Lastly,

these sufferings are palpable in the shocking moral degradation

caused by the unceasing desperate search for food. Instances of

cannibalism brought to the notice of the Commission are re-

minders of this fact. Even without such extremes, the jealousy, the

fights, the informing, the murders or suicides by hanging

(numerous according to the witnesses), manifest the immense

moral distress of the Ukrainian people.

These sufferings were added to those arising from collectiviza-

tion, dekulakization, and denationalization, under the aegis of au-

thorities bent upon radically altering the structures of Ukrainian

society, so as to make it conform to the requirements of Marxist

Communism and the dictatorship of the proletariat. Misery was

caused by searches, confiscations, arrests, executions, deportations,

and all other measures resorted to, which afflicted the Ukrainian
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people so traumatically. Events since have demonstrated that the

identity of the Ukrainian people survived these tragic ordeals, al-

though they will never be forgotten, and that its representatives

seek, as the establishment of this Commission proves, to shed full

light on the 1932-33 famine and on the responsibilities arising

from it. It is the duty of the international community to assist

them in this enterprise

IV. Responsibility

The Commission was an inquiry, not an international court,

still less a criminal court. Nevertheless the fourth term of reference

required the Commission to formulate recommendations “as to

the responsibility for the famine.” The Commission subdivided

this into the question of (1) legal responsibility and (2) genocide.

Whereas the Commission was unanimous in its findings on the

first three terms of reference, it was sharply divided on these last

two issues.

Majority

The starting point for the majority was that the famine was

conclusively proved to be man-made; that is, it did not arise from

natural causes such as drought, but from human actions. The

Soviet authorities decreed and promulgated measures, the most

significant of which was compulsory grain requisitions, that

brought about famine. Those same authorities then deliberately

withheld food from the famished population and precluded

voluntary domestic and international relief efforts. Who were the

authorities responsible for these decisions?

These authorities are specifically all those who, at the various or-

ganized echelons of Soviet society, carried out those measures that

for ten months occasioned a dire shortage of foodstuffs in Ukraine.

They are local just as much as central, Ukrainian as well as Soviet.

It is evident that the responsibility of the local officials cannot be

entirely absolved on the grounds that they acted on the orders and

under the control of Moscow. They might not have been able to

oppose the wholesale implementation in Ukraine of the measures

that resulted in the famine, or even substantially modify them.

Some officials vainly did their best, only reaping punishment
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meted out to them for insubordination. Nevertheless, it clearly

emerges form the evidence put before the Commission that the

local authorities did not limit themselves merely to fulfilling orders

but, by their behaviour, sometimes aggravated the damaging effects

of the measures they applied. In most cases, this turn for the worse

stemmed from the particularly infamous circumstances in which

Moscow’s decisions were enforced; sometimes, however, it

originated from the freedom of action of the local authorities to

adapt statutorily formulated general criteria to particular circum-

stances. This was particularly noticeable when it came to labelling

persons as kulaks.

...Whatever the considerable role of these local authorities in

the enforcement of particular policies, it appears obvious neverthe-

less that the prime responsibility rests with the central powers. The

body of studies and testimonies compiled by the Commission

unequivocally confirms this. Nor is the fact surprising. Like all

other sensitive questions, collectivization, dekulakization, and grain

procurements were masterminded in Moscow.

...All the available material— testimonies, documents, stud-

ies— attributes key responsibility to J. Stalin. It is he who first and

foremost bears responsibility for the Ukraine famine of 1932-33. It

was the outcome of policies which he initiated when he finally

seized power in the Soviet Union, after ousting his rivals after

Lenin’s death. Stalin could not have been ignorant of the famine

because it was reported to him many times. He is all the more to

blame for refusing to assist the Ukrainian population before July,

1933, trying first to use the famine to impose his policies for good

on the refractory peasantry. It is true, as the Commission has al-

ready underlined, that there is no irrefutable proof of this monstrous

calculation. The fact remains that, for ten months Stalin did noth-

ing to alleviate the sufferings his policies had inflicted on Ukraine,

and this is enough to make him carry the brunt of responsibility.

It is reasonable to maintain that this responsibility must be

shared by other members of the Politburo. The precise role that

these other members played cannot easily be determined. It seems

to have been less decisive than one might have expected. At the

time, Stalin exercised absolute control over the Politburo. He did

not hesitate to eliminate those who tried to oppose him, for in-

stance with regard to dekulakization
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The majority opinion mentions other individuals, both Russian

and Ukrainian, by name. Nevertheless, they concluded that it is

impossible, on the evidence presented, to extend personal respon-

sibility beyond Joseph Stalin.

The term “genocide” came into popular usage after the

Second World War to condemn the persecution of Jews and

Gypsies by the Nazis. The United Nations unanimously adopted

an international convention on genocide on December 9, 1948.

Article II of the Convention defines “genocide” as follows:

In the present Convention, genocide means any of the following

acts committed with the intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a

national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such:

(a) killing members of a group;

(b) causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the

group;

(c) deliberately inflicting on the group conditions calculated to

bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part;

(d) imposing measures intended to prevent births within the

group;

(e) forcibly transferring children of the group to another group.

From this definition, the Commission extracted three essential

elements required for “genocide”: (1) a national, ethnical, racial

or religious group; (2) an intent to destroy, in whole or in part,

this group “as such”; and (3) one or more of the specific acts

enumerated in points (a) to (e) of Article II.

The Commission majority had no difficulty in finding the first

and third conditions to be “obviously fulfilled.” The Ukrainian

people constituted an ethnical or national group; “the events of

the time easily confirm that the Soviet authorities at least ‘killed

members’ of this group or ‘caused serious bodily or mental harm

to members of the group’.” However, the majority acknowledged

that it was more difficult to ascertain the fulfillment of the second

condition; namely, the existence of an “intent to destroy” the

group “as such.” Was there “an intent to destroy” the Ukrainian

people?

As the Commission has already said, there exists no serious

evidence that the famine was really devised by the authorities to
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definitively implement their policies. In this sense, it was not

wanted, even if these authorities willed the policies that resulted in

the famine. However, it is very likely that Soviet authorities

sought, under the direction of Stalin, to capitalize on the famine

once it started, which explains why for ten months they left the

Ukrainian peasantry to its fate, aggravating by their decisions the

havoc wrought by a catastrophic dearth of foodstuffs. While the

famine does not seem premeditated, however much the authorities

wanted to impose repressive policies, the will to strike the

Ukrainian peasantry appears to have existed when the famine broke

out in the autumn of 1932. Admittedly, no decisive proof of such

an intent exists; a thorough analysis of the Soviet archives would

be necessary to confirm or invalidate the latter with relative cer-

tainty. Such an analysis is not available to the Commission; how-

ever, in view of all the substantiating data, it deems likely that

such an intention existed.

The majority conceded that the famine may not have been

directed against an ethnic group “as such.” But it finds that the

Ukrainian people constituted a “national” group, whose

“nationalist deviation” Moscow was not prepared to tolerate.

The will to denationalize Ukraine was in this respect clearly

formulated, even though it did not pursue any racial or ethnic ob-

jective. It is likely that its original raison d’etre was to preserve the

integrity of the Soviet Union from any menace and equally to

check a national ‘petit bourgeois’ inclination not congruous with

the underlying prerequisites of communism. By merely looking at

what happened, i.e., at the conditions in which this denationaliza-

tion was effected and at the scale it assumed, following the people’s

opposition, it is hard to believe that the authorities limited them-

selves to this narrow objective. On the contrary, it is the impres-

sion of the Commission that Stalin tried, through the famine, to

deal a terminal blow to the Ukrainian nation ‘as such,’ and this

attempt sheds light on the enormity of the sufferings endured.

To this extent, and with due regard for the substantiating data

supplied it, the Commission deems it plausible that the constituent

elements of genocide were in existence at the time.^^
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The international convention on the crime of genocide did not

exist at the time of the famine. However, the majority concluded

that a rule of international law may predate its promulgation.

While declining to say with certainty precisely when an interna-

tional rule against genocide originated, the Commission majority

“...has no doubt in this regard that this period had already started

for quite some time when the 1932-33 famine hit Ukraine...the

Commission therefore feels justified in maintaining that if geno-

cide of the Ukrainian people occurred, it was contrary to the

provisions of the international law then in force.

Dissent

Professor George Levasseur dissented on the question of

genocide. He concluded that the evidence did not support a con-

clusion of genocide as defined in the International Convention,

nor did there exist evidence of an intent to destroy a national,

ethnic, racial, or religious group. Professor Levasseur also ex-

pressed reservations about applying the Convention to events

which predated it by nearly two decades. He concluded that the

Ukraine famine of 1932-33 was a “crime against humanity.” He
wrote:

the texts which define that sort of crime speak of: murder, extermi-

nation, slavery, deportation, torture, and other inhuman treatments

against any civil population. The evidence gathered by the

Commission has clearly shown that the crimes committed during

the Ukrainian famine were indeed crimes against humanity

Professor Covey T. Oliver issued what is styled a “separate

statement” rather than a formal dissent. He wrote:

I find that the petitioner did not come to grips with two issues fun-

damental to the legal crime of genocide, whatever its origin; viz.,

(1) specific criminal intent to destroy Ukrainian ethnicity-national-

ity and, (2) an exclusive Ukrainian scope of injury through central

Soviet operations. Union-wide.

I have no objection to the increasing use of the term ‘genocide’

as the ultimate stagnation of horrible and utterly indefensible acts,

such as a dictator’s blood lust; but the legal crime is a more
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sharply etched reality within the penumbra of outrage. To confuse

the shadow with the core legal crime tends to cheapen the latter and

threatens unjust applications of the law?^

Professor Ricardo Levene (Hijo) concluded that the

International Convention on genocide has no retroactive applica-

tion to events which occurred more than fifteen years before.

Professor Levene (Hijo) also dissented from the majority by refus-

ing to make findings of personal responsibility. He wrote:

The perpetrators of the deeds under investigation have not been

pinpointed. Throughout weeks of hearings, 1 have heard very few

actual names of persons responsible; all the talk has been of acts,

policies and events. Very rarely did it become personal. This is not

a tribunal of trial and conviction but of investigation within the

confines that have been laid down. But, although we may not be

speaking of an international or criminal tribunal, what is certain is

that there has taken place an investigation relating to deeds that

may be criminal. What we have not had is the presence of defen-

dants or any indictments against specific persons; these deeds have

not been cast in a legal mould; they have not been criminally clas-

sified. There has been no prosecution and no defence. They have

not been given a hearing. There has been no due legal trial. All this

limits the scope of this Commission, tribunal, or whatever we care

to call it. But, if a reproach of a generic or unnamed kind can be

made by this tribunal, it is a reproach that implies both denuncia-

tion and an indictment, if the perpetrators of these deeds are no-

tioned, in general, not personalized, for the most part. This is in

order to satisfy, albeit partially, the sentiments of a people who

saw millions of their own die, disappear and suffer to the point of

being wiped off the face of the earth.

We shall therefore refer the conclusions of this tribunal to the

judgment of public opinion

Conclusion

The pace of change recently in the Soviet Union and Eastern

Europe has meant that, to some extent, the Final Report of the

Commission has been overtaken by events. President Gorbachev

has admitted the basic conclusions reached by the Commission.
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Meanwhile, Ukraine has announced its intention to become a

neutral state. Historical archives, which will shed more light on

the famine, have been opened to Western scholars for the first

time. Against this fluid background, it is important to remember

that when the International Commission began its work the official

position of the Soviet Union, steadfastly maintained for half a

century, was to deny that there had ever been a famine in 1932-

33.

It may be that the work of the Commission was a partial cata-

lyst to recent Soviet admissions. But the Commission’s most

significant function was to scrutinize, methodically and objec-

tively, the disparate historical and personal evidence that had been

accumulating since 1932. Its central mission was fact finding

rather than judgmental. The Commission unanimously adopted

these findings as fact:

1 ) that a famine existed in Ukraine (and other adjacent areas)

from August 1932 until July 1933;

2) that this famine was not brought about by climatic condi-

tions or crop failure or natural disasters, but was the

foreseeable outcome of certain policies devised in Moscow
and ruthlessly enforced in Ukraine;

3) that the three principle causes of the famine were compul-

sory grain procurements, collectivization, and dekulakiza-

tion;

4) that at least 7.5 million people perished in the famine.

A majority of Commissioners held that Joseph Stalin must

bear personal responsibility for a crime of genocide, contrary to

the International Convention on Genocide. A minority of

Commissioners were unprepared to ascribe personal responsibility

or to find genocide legally established.

Beyond shedding any light on a horrible but little known
tragedy, the International Commission could serve as a model for

the future. In its independent, non-governmental status, with

authority to draft appropriate rules of procedure and evidence, the

model might be used, with appropriate refinement, to settle other

historical and contemporary controversies by quasi-judicial

inquiry.
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Yaroslav Harchun

French Loan-words in the Work of

19th Century and Early 20th

Century Ukrainian Writers

The modern Ukrainian literary language, as we will term it in

this article, gained momentum in the last quarter of the 19th cen-

tury, mainly in the prose works of writers of post-romantic and

non-populist orientation who began to enrich their lexical fund

with new borrowings from Western European languages.*

Clearly, the transfer of new vocabulary is preceded by the

transfer of new concepts,^ and this obvious fact suggests one of

several possible approaches to the classification of loan-words

Early modern literary Ukrainian would be the language of

authors from Ivan Kotljarevs’kyj to, for example, Panas Myrnyj

and others of his time (not all, however: Ivan Necuj-Levyc’kyj is

only one of several well-known “reactionaries” in matters of

cultural contacts). We will mention that early period only for the

purposes of background information, although, of course, it was

not free of borrowings

The question, to what extent, in the language of an individual

writer, borrowed words are used, is inextricably tied to the au-

thor’s style. Evolution of style might be explained by the need to

change the socio-cultural message of the work without drastically

changing habitual literary forms and genres. If we go further and

look for broader generative links between a given work and the

time in which it is written, we also realize that the evolution of style

is linked to the dominant literary current of the day. And the

appearance of a literary current is conditioned both by a degree

of rejection of the previous current and by the social processes

that are at work. The latter condition helps explain why the lan-

guage of Ukrainian/Ruthenian writers on both sides of the

Russian-Austrian border began, in the last quarter of the 19th

century, to take on large numbers of words from a distant lan-

guage— French.
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When we call French a “distant” language, we have in mind

the fact that it was not the language of any neighbouring country

and was not in any extra literary contact with the Ukrainian

language. In other words, it never served as an alternative means

of communication for any significant portion of the Ukrainian

population on its own territory. And when we speak of a

“significant portion of the population,” we think of the varying

degrees of diglossia and bilingualism that existed in Ukraine at

various times: Ukrainian-Polish, Ukrainian-Romanian, Ukrainian-

Hungarian, Ukrainian-Russian, and, to a lesser extent, Ukrainian-

German. Ukrainian-French bilingualism never existed to such a

degree that it could be termed a socio-cultural phenomenon. And
Ukrainian-French diglossia, of course, is only a modern occur-

rence observed in emigre pockets in some Western countries.

Thus, when referring to the period under study, we can speak only

of individuals who knew the French language and of the influ-

ences of neighbouring languages and literatures, which borrowed

French words in their own ways. For our present research, two

neighbouring languages and literatures are relevant: Polish and

Russian. These were the languages and literatures with which

Ukrainian writers working on both sides of the Russian-Austrian

border were most familiar.^

In passing a French word to the Ukrainian language, Polish

and Russian take on the role of intermediary languages. This

intermediary function is not merely mechanical, or, to put it fig-

uratively, disinterested. The intermediary language gives to the

“transit” word its own mark, its own phonetic or morphological

“stamp.” The picture is further complicated by the fact that very

often Polish and Russian acquired their French borrowings

through yet another intermediary language. Most often that

intermediary language was German.

At the end of the 19th and in the first quarter of the 20th

centuries the modern Ukrainian literary language acquired a basic

fund of French words which have remained to this day. In the

language of Ukrainian writers of that time these French borrow-

ings often had clear phonetic or morphological features of the

languages through which they had come— Polish, Russian, or

German.

In choosing authors on whose works to base our lexical anal-

ysis, we considered such qualities as degree of general erudition
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and spheres of literary interests. The authors selected are Ivan

Franko,^ Myxajlo Kocjubyns’kyjJ Ahatanhel Kryms’kyj^ and

Lesia Ukrajinka.^ Of Ukrainian scholars and lexicographers, most

useful for our purposes was Ivan Ohijenko.*^ Ohijenko’s stylistic

dictionary is particularly valuable because it gives both variants of

the Ukrainian literary language of the day— that of Austrian

Ruthenia and that of Russian Ukraine. Ohijenko gathered most of

the material for his dictionary from early 20th century newspapers

published on both sides of the border. For background informa-

tion we also used the dictionary of Pavlo Bilec’kyj-Nosenko. This

first large Ukrainian dictionary published in St. Petersburg and

reissued in Kiev*^ is interesting mainly because it helps us to see

how Ukrainians have ceased to mould, or “ukrainianize” bor-

rowed words. We have in mind here popular moulding, folk

etymology and various types of distortion. Popular moulding of

this sort can be found in the works of Hryhorij Kvitka-

Osnov”janenko. Some of those spontaneously-adapted borrow-

ings were systematized and, at least partly, rejected by Volodymyr

Samijlenko,i2 was both a writer and a linguist.

It may be interesting for readers to see some examples of the

words that were being created in Ukrainian during the period of

early modern literary Ukrainian, just before the time when foreign

words began to be adapted on a rationalized basis. Here is how
some of the words familiar to us today sounded at the time:

hul’var (buFvar), kopytan (kapitan), kuserka (akuserka), leportu-

vaty (raportuvaty), okonom (ekonom), oxvycer (oficer), parsuna

(persona), patret (portret), prancjuzf^ xrancuz (francuz), sekletar

(sekretar).

Some formations of this type are still used today: kumpanija
(kompanija), kumedija (komedija), haplyk (aplike).

Folk mouldings ceased to play any significant role in foreign

word acquisition by the end of the 19th century. Today we meet

only some curious remnants of these forms. On the other hand, a

different problem remains: competition between two or more dif-

ferent forms of the same word, which came through different

intermediary languages. At the end of the 19th century, the num-
ber of such variants was considerable. Here are some of them,

chosen at random:

avantjura—avantura, bahnet—bajonet, batareja— baterija, bal-

ans— biljans, bjudzet—budzet, deser— desert, detajV —detaV

,
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deviz—deviza, dyversija—dyverzija, eskadron—svadron, etyket—

etyketa, gabinet—kabinet, gvarancija—harantija, hazard— azart,

hrupa—grupa, kabare—kabaret, kadrelja—kadryV
, klas—kljas—

kljasa, koljor—kolir, kon'jak—konjak, kotleta—kotljet, nota—

nuta, puder—pudra, salja—zal—zala—zalja, valec’— vaV s,

zandar—zandarm—sandar.

We will now, by looking closely at the language of particular

Ukrainian writers, attempt to trace the ways of penetration of

borrowings and their gradual accommodation.

We will begin with the works of Lesja Ukrajinka. The follow-

ing of her short stories were considered for our purposes: Svjatyj

vecir, Metelyk, Caska, ZaV ,
Misto smutku, Nad morem and

Pryjazn’

.

Ukrajinka’s breadth of subject, richness of theme, eru-

dition and impulse towards innovation make her works particu-

larly fertile ground for such research. Here, then, are the

categories according to which we classify her French borrowings.

We begin with socio-political ideas, philosophical currents, and

identification of social classes:

arystokrat, arystokratija, baronesa, burzua, demokratyzm, hrupa,

lehitymist, oportunist, polityka, sovinist.

In the next category we include abstract concepts linked with

new forms of social activity and new aesthetic values:

apatycno, avantura, avtomatycnisf
,
avtomatycno, bezpardonnyj,

desperuvaty, doktors’kyj, dyplomovanyj , edukacija, edukovanyj,

ehojistka, ekonomnist’, ekscentrycno, elehantka, elehantnyj,

esencija, hraciozno, impertynencija, intencija, interes, intryhuvaty,

ironija, ironicno, isteryka, isterycnyj, vizyt, vuVharnyj, zest.

This category is so large that we will limit ourselves only to the

examples cited above. We notice immediately the presence of

verbs and adjectives which are of secondary derivation, created out

of nouns which were primary borrowings. The mechanism by

which borrowings enter a language is such that nouns prove to be

the most readily transferable words— both concrete nouns and

abstract ones. It is rare for nouns, and verbs or adjectives derived

form them, to be borrowed at the same time. Only in the 20th

century, with the dawn of the technological age, has it become

rather common for verbs to be borrowed without their related

nouns: apretuvaty, forsuvaty, kaptuvaty. Ukrajinka’s verb despe-

ruvaty, by the way, was not retained in the language of later

decades.
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Arts in the broad sense of the word form the third category of

French borrowings in Ukrajinka’s works. New literary terms are

also included into this category. Ukrajinka’s actual vocabulary of

loan-words in the category of arts is very rich; here are some

examples:

akord, akompanement , akt, aktrysa, anons, antrakt, artyst,

artystka, baV, balkon, bilet, draperija, estrada, fihura, fotohrafija,

frahment, instrument, kontrdans, orkestr, partija (as a musical

term), peizaz, p”jesa, poetesa, poetycnyj, poezija, polonez, portret,

roman, romans, rotonda, sansonetka, sjuzet, spektakV , statuetka,

strofa, scena, teatr, teatraVnisF ,
tyrada.

And finally comes the category into which we have included

all the varied objects of daily use, objects which appeared with the

development of new industries, new trading links and fashions:

abazur, baleva and baVova (suknja), bar'fer, batyst, biVjard,

bljuzka, braslet, broska, buduar, buket, danteli, ekipaz, fason,

foteV
,
garderob, hoteV , kanapa, kapot, karty, komod, konfitury,

korsaz, kostjum, kuafjura, kusetka, neseser, oteV
,
pavil’jon,

parasol’, parasol’ka, parosolyk, pelerynka, pen’juar, restoran,

sase, sal’, sapka, sapocka, sofa, vazoska, veranda, vitryna,

vizytova [suknja], vol’terivs’ke [krislo], vual’, zurnal.

Lesja Ukrajinka’s lexicon is one of the richest of any writer

working in the period under discussion. The four categories of

foreign words we have suggested above are typical for all the

other writers considered here. For that reason, we will not take the

time to classify their lexicons into these categories; instead, we will

look at their French borrowings from another angle.

The next author we will consider is Ahatanhel Kryms’kyj. To
discover his lexicon of French loan-words, we turned to his private

correspondence. The epistolary genre presents a particular advan-

tage to the researcher of loan-words, for if foreign borrowings are

used in such informal writing, this shows that they have become
truly fixed in the language. In Kryms’kyj ’s letters we find a wide

range of abstract nouns and names for objects and concepts that

differ from those of our previous author.

Kryms’kyj uses a much larger number of adjectives and

adverbs created from borrowed nominal stems. This could be ex-

plained by the fact that, as a scholar, Kryms’kyj had a greater

tendency towards abstract thinking than did Lesja Ukrajinka.
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Kryms’kyj was first to introduce many adjectives and adverbs that

still, today, form part of the Ukrainian literary language:

adresnyj (stil), brosurovanyj, burzuaznyj, delikatnyj, dramtycnyj,

dramatyzovanyj, ekonomicnyj

,

en courant, expromptu, /ormfl/ ’no,

iljustrovanyj , kolosaVnyj , kompetentnyj
, konfiskovanyj

,

konkursovyj, literaturnyj, materiaVnyj, moraVnyj, najivnyj, na-

cionarnyj, nacionaVs’kyj, normaVnyj, partijnyj, patriotycnyj

,

poetycno, rekomendovanyj (lyst), rekomendujucyj, rekomen-

dovano, rekruts’kyj, sektjars’kyj, semestral’nyj (ekzamen), senty-

mentaVnyj, sentymentaVno, sympatycnyj
, speciaVnyj, teatraVny,

zakulisovyj, zurnal’nyj.

Because the stems of many of the words cited above are

clearly Greek or Latin, the problem may arise as to whether they

truly are French borrowings or, rather, borrowings from the Greek

or Latin. In order to distinguish between Gallicisms and Latinisms

or Hellenisms, it is important to make the distinction between

etymological and historical sources of borrowings. French is the

language in which the majority of modern “internationalisms”

were moulded; French is, therefore, the historical source of

borrowings of this type into Ukrainian (as well as, Polish, Russian

and the entire Central-Eastern European Sprachbund). It does not

matter in these cases that these Gallicisms ultimately go back to

Latin and Greek etymological sources.

Something else we can observe while studying the Gallicisms

used by Ahatanhel Kryms’kyj is how these and other word forms

became stabilized. Let us consider, for example, the present-day

masculine noun form konvert. In his letters, Kryms’kyj used sev-

eral variants of this form: kovert, koverta, as well as the presently-

accepted konvert, which is, from the etymological point of view, a

rather dubious form.

Here are a few more examples of Gallicisms used by

Kryms’kyj which differ from the present-day forms of the same

words:

azitacija, banket (also benket), zakulisovyj, konkursovyj (also

konkursnyj), klasa (also klas), kurrenda (i.e., memorandum,
cyrkuljar), rezon (i.e., mirkuvannja), sektjars’kyj.

Overall, however, there are not many large differences between

the borrowed variants used by Kryms’kyj and Ukrajinka and the

forms that we use today. This is because the usages of these two
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writers formed, to a large extent, the basis of today’s literary

norm.

Another writer whose borrowed words differ little from

today’s standards is Myxajlo Kocjubyns’kyj, whose short stories

Na krylax pisni, Ljalecka, and Cvit jabluni were analyzed for our

purposes. Only a handful of his Gallicisms appear in forms that

differ from those accepted today:

syl’vetka (now syluet), parasol’ (now parasoVka), konfitury (now

dzem, varennja), enerhicnyi (now enerhijnyj), kartonovy] (now

kartonnyj)

.

One might be tempted to include among Kocjubyns’kyj ’s

Gallicisms his word leguminka (lehuminka) (French les legumes,

meaning vegetables in general). However, the word is Moldavian.

Derived from the Latin legumen, it means pea or bean soup.

In the works of all the three authors considered above, there

are many French words and expressions which have not been

adapted to Ukrainian, but are simply written wholly in French,

without graphemic substitution. These occurrences provide us with

an insight into the process of the gradual “acclimatization” of

foreign words. This process generally consists of three stages:

foreign insertions > Fremdworter > Lehnworter Some words re-

main forever frozen at the first or second stage; others reach the

status of fully adapted loan-words, i.e., they become Lehnwdrter.

Here are some examples of words and expressions that are clearly

foreign insertions in the works of three Eastern Ukrainian authors

studied so far:

a /<3— nowadays used even with masculine;

adieu— still used as a local colour element; known as ad’iu in

slang;

“ansambr ”— Silthough transcribed, this word is written in quota-

tion marks by A.K.;

distinction— not accepted;

de la bonne societe— found in L.U.;

derriere-loge— only avan-loza is known today;

esprit— spirit, mood; not accepted;

en courant— not accepted;

expromptu— today ekspromptom\ Latin-French cross-impact;

grandeur— not accepted;

pince-nez— accepted as pensne;
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souvenir— sNx'iiiQn without graphemic substitution by L.U.; now
accepted as suvenir,

sans gene— not accepted;

mesalliance— accepted as mezal’jans;

mansarde— used unadapted by L.U.; today accepted as mansarda\

neglige— unadapted in L.U.; accepted today as neglize/nehlize\

neglige; frou-frou— not accepted;

polonaise— used unadapted by L.U. as polonez',

petits riens— not accepted;

pardon— used as a local colour element nowadays; pardon;

passementerie— not accepted;

The borrowed lexicon of Ivan Franko is very rich and vari-

able. For our purposes, we consider one of Franko’s novellas,

Perexresni stezky, which depicts the life of a country lawyer and

describes the social relations that existed in Galicia during the last

half of the 19th century. This is exactly the sort of material that

gives the best results to the researcher looking for the new words

which follow upon new ideas and new social relations. The lan-

guage of commerce of the Galicia of Franko’s day was full of

German and Latin (polonized or germanized) terminology. Some
passages of Franko’s novellas are now hard to understand without

a knowledge of German, or of the Polish of that time. Examples

of folk etymology are also abundant and curious: adukant (for

advokat), kazeta (for gazeta or hazeta), etc. Here is a short list of

Franko’s Gallicisms, along with explanations when required:

anekdot, anglez (costume), artyst, ataka, avans (sluzbove

pidvyscennja) , avansuvaty (rosty na sluzbi), bal, banaVnyj,

batareja (elektrycna), biVjardnyj {pokif), bjudzetovyj and

bjudzetnyj, bjurko, blondyn, brjunet, dama, debaty, dokument,

dyrektor, elev (ucen'\ never used in Eastern Ukraine), epizod,

etjud, front {fox fasad), hotel’ ,
inspektor, interesuvatysja, intymno,

kandydat, kapryz, kar’fera, klas, klijentelja, koketka, koVons’ka

(voda), komanduvaty
,
komisar, kompliment, kondujit {sluzbova

povedinka), konfak, maskarad, mebeV (sing., sic!), mina,

moderno, noblesse oblige (no graphemic substitution), omnibus,

parahraf, pardon (no graphemic substitution), pasyvnyj, pledoaje

(donesennja: Fx. plaidoye), pretensija, pudry (pi., sic!, like

Galician poroxy), reklama, rezjume, romansovi (prybody), salon,

sekret, sentymentalizm, serveta (not servetka), sfera, sef sovinist,

skandal, skompromituvaty, sofa, socijalist, specialite (no
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graphemic substitution), sutereny {Fox, pyvnycja), sympatija,

trotuar (never xidnyk), teatr, temperament, veVon (today vuaF),

vizyt, zaveFonovana (zinka).

The task of sifting through the literary works of the authors of

the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th centuries with

the sole aim of “fishing out” foreign words is complicated by the

fact that first editions of their books are not readily available.

There is a danger that generations of editors have introduced

changes to spelling according to the norms prevalent in their own
day. Such changes could affect our conclusions about both

phonologic and morphological aspects of the adaptation of the

loan-words. Therefore, only early editions of the works being ana-

lyzed are recommended for detailed diachronic studies in adapta-

tion.

A borrowed word is a wonderful tool in the hands of a tal-

ented stylist. But borrowings can also be a drag on the language if

used without discipline.*”^ As they are bound to style, genre and

even literary currents, foreign inserted words and phrases,

Fremdworter, and Lehnwdrter go beyond the framework of the

linguist’s interests, and enter the realm of the literary critic.

Notes

1 . Lyrical poetry generally shows a remarkable resistance to borrowings;

however, the very sophisticated poetic work of Ivan Franko presents a

rare exception to this almost universal rule.

2. In other words, “les mots suivent les choses,” Laure Chirol, Les mots

“frangais”et le mythe de la France en Anglais contemporain (Paris

1973), 13.

3. For a more detailed discussion, see Y. Harchun, “L’adaptation

phonologique et morphologique du lexique d’origine fran9ais en

ukrainien.” Ph.D. Thesis, University of Ottawa, 1987, 12-4.

4. We could not include Taras Shevchenko’s fiction into this analysis for

an obvious reason: it was written in Russian.

5. Galician writers also knew German. However, their works provide

evidence to believe that they introduced only those loan-words from

German that had been already accepted by Polish. The case of

Bukovynian writers is more ambiguous and deserves special research.
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6. I. Franko, Tvory v 20 tomax, vol. 12 (New York: Knyhospilka, 1956-

62).

7. M.I. Kocjubyns’kyj, Vybrani tvory (Kiev: Radjans’ka skola, 1969).

8. A.Ju. Kryms’kyj, Tvory v p’jaty tomax, vol. 5 (Kiev: Naukova

dumka, 1973).

9. L. Ukrajinka, Tvory v desjaty tomax, vol. 7 (Kiev: Dnipro, 1965).

10. I. Ohijenko, Ukrajins’kyj stylistycnyj slovnyk (Winnipeg: Volyn’,

1978).

1 1 . P.P. Bilec’kyj-Nosenko, Slovnyk ukrajins’koji movy (Kiev: Naukova

dumka, 1966).

12. V.I. Samijlenko, “Cuzomovni slova v ukrajins’kij movi,” in P.D.

Tymosenko (ed.), Xrestomatija materialiv z istoriji ukrajins’koji

literaturnoji movy, vol. 2 (Kiev 1961).

13. In Bilec’kyj-Nosenko’s dictionary one can also find prancjovatyj-

“zarazennyj venericeskoju bolezn’ju” and pranci-“venericeskaja bolezn’;

francuzskaja bolezn’

14. It is, of course, possible to designate dozens of categories by moving

in practically any direction: see, for instance, Ch. Pratt, El anglicismo

en el espandl peninsuldr contempordneo (Madrid 1980), where the

author ridicules such descriptions as justified borrowing, unjustified

borrowing, necessary borrowing, superfluous borrowing, luxury

borrowing, borrowing by snobbism, incorrect borrowing, ill-formed

borrowing, objectionable borrowing, offensive borrowing.

15. For a further discussion about the degree of adaptation of borrowings,

see L. Deroy, L’emprunt linguistique (Paris 1980): 223-8; consult also

S.I. Oleksijenko, “Pro leksycno-semantycnyj rozvytok zapozycen’,”

Movoznavstvo, 3 (1976): 60-6.

16. For Germanisms in Ukrainian of the same period consult I.

Sarovol’s’kyj, Nimec’ki pozyceni slova v ukrajins’kij movi (Kiev

1927).

17. One of the earliest scholarly articles treating this interesting question

is O. Vocadlo’s “Slavic Linguistic Purity and the Use of Foreign

Words,” in The Slavonic Review, 5 (1926): 352-63.
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Document

Manifesto of the Democratic Party

of Ukraine

Translator’s Introduction

The “Manifesto of the Democratic Party of Ukraine” ap-

peared in Literaturna Ukraina on May 31, 1990. The text’s

author is lurii Badzio, a former political prisoner and now a

prominent analyst of Ukrainian affairs. He was asked to draft this

document by an initiative group which was at the time preparing

the party’s founding congress. A footnote to the published text

stated that the party’s detailed program of action would be devel-

oped from the principles outlined in the “Manifesto.”

The founding Congress took place on December 15-16, 1990

in Kiev with 523 delegates attending. The party’s statutes and sev-

eral other position papers were adopted. lurii Badzio was elected

head of the national council.

Although the “Manifesto” is a collectively signed document,

the text of which went through some revisions before publication,

it bears the mark of lurii Badzio ’s style, which combines a delib-

erate, lucid exposition with a passionate commitement to social

justice and national emancipation. He has examined the connec-

tion between social inequality and national oppression more

thoroughly, perhaps, than any other intellectual in Ukraine. From
1972 to 1979 he worked on Pravo zhyty (The Right to Life), his

magnum opus, which explored the issue from a number of van-

tage points and went further than Ivan Dziuba’s Internationalism

or Russification (1968) in indicting the Soviet system. Four

chapters of the manuscript, comprising 1,400 pages, were com-
pleted when it was confiscated and its author arrested in 1979.

Badzio was sentenced to twelve years in prison, the maximum
possible term under the article. The only charge against him was
authorship of the manuscript.
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When released, in December 1988, he was one of the last

individuals still being held under the infamous “anti-Soviet agita-

tion and propaganda” article. Badzio ran unsuccessfully in the

March 1989 general election. Ironically, he was defeated by Lev

Lukianenko, until then one of the longest-serving political prison-

ers and now Ukraine’s ambassador to Canada.

The “Manifesto” is an important and insightful piece. Its

analysis of the fault-lines in Ukrainian politics has already proven

prophetic in several ways, and his sensitivity to Russian great-

power psychology remains acutely relevant. Other aspects of the

declaration may, in retrospect, appear naive or dated, nevertheless

it is Badzio ’s (and the Democratic Party’s) wish that this and simi-

lar documents be translated and discussed. The engagement with

informed Western opinion remains a priority.

Myroslav Shkandrij

Manifesto
The pressure of historical circumstances initiated the policy

known as perestroika. The country was facing economic collapse.

Social difficulties and society’s moral degeneration were growing

more profound. The threat of third-world status loomed ever

larger before the Soviet Union.

The reformers’ first intentions were superficial and partial:

economic revival through some decentralization of management

(“goskhozraschet”), elimination of the most reactionary limita-

tions on civil rights (“glasnost”), weakening the direct assimila-

tory pressures on the empire’s non-Russian peoples (a wider

political field for the development of national cultures), liberaliza-

tion of economic policy to enhance economic profitability, and

improvment of the USSR’s international image. The planned

reforms aimed at superficial modernization of the social system,

lending it a more human and civilized appearance, breathing new
life into it while preserving untouched the old, anti-popular

order’s essence: the one-party dictatorship (the CPSU’s leading

role, i.e., party autocracy) and its corollary, the unitary, single-

subject state (the “single state,” the “single union state,” i.e. the

empire).
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Life soon smashed this new framework for freedom—

a

monopoly-party framework with a liberal gilding. The CPSU was

compelled to broaden and deepen its reforms; the idea of accel-

erating the country’s economic development was replaced by the

concept of democratizing society as a whole.

The totalitarian Soviet system, however, remained true to itself.

It attempted to restrict the political order’s democratization to a

mere separation in the functions of party and state organs of

power. Perestroika in the economy was limited to the creation of

partial, semi-autonomous forms of management (brigades, leasing,

cooperatives) under conditions of centralized planning, and did

not affect the essence of production relations, the ownership of the

means of production; it did not destroy the state monopoly of

economic activity. The national problem was “resolved” through

a glib promise to “widen republican powers”; the USSR’s

national-political order, the unitary state, remained unchanged.

Pretensions to the only correct and final understanding of histo-

ry’s mysteries (the ideology of “Marxism-Leninism”) remained

firm.

“Revolution from above” was, it became clear, a partial re-

formulation of the old system and clashed with life’s real revolu-

tionary requirements. This was and remains the basic reason for

contradictions in the official perestroika policy, the half-hearted-

ness of its economic reforms and their consequent ineffectiveness.

The liberal, reformist efforts of M. Gorbachev and his sup-

porters nevertheless have played an important historical role: they

have roused and politicized people’s civic consciousness, shaken

the conservatism of their ideological images, created the psycho-

logical and ideational ground for the appearance of self-directing

collectives which are ever-more-clearly taking the initiative in

affirming democracy, or, on the contrary, in expressing conserva-

tive, or even reactionary, aspirations (such as “Interfront,” and

the Russian “Pamiat”). The political force of the “lower orders”

has been formed; the “revolution from below” is gathering

momentum. This is precisely why the totalitarian system has once

again been compelled to retreat, to capitulate before the idea of a

multi-party system and a radical change in production relations

(the equality-in-law of various forms of ownership).

It retreated, but did not surrender. Although the CPSU has

been forced to accept the expunging of Article 6 from the
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USSR’s constitution, it still in fact does not recognize its new
status as one among other parliamentary parties with equal rights.

It still attempts to revive the idea of the Communist Party’s mes-

sianic role in history, disguising this intention with the word

“avant-garde” (a replacement for “the leading role”). The con-

cept of perestroika in the economic system has been formulated as

the creation of a “plan-market” economy— an impossible idea,

because the systems foundation (economic, in this case) has to be

one or the other— either plan, or market. Consequently, a gentler

formula shortly appeared, “the regulated market economy,”

which also reveals a clear leaning toward state-monopoly man-

agement.

Finally, in the national sphere the right of the nation to self-

determination has been proclaimed, but in its ideology and

practice the great-power centre still tramples upon this right. The

idea of leaving the USSR, and attempts by republics to do so, is

branded by the centre as separatism, giving this concept a negative

moral-political flavour and discrediting, in fact contradicting, the

constitutional right of republics to the status of independent states.

In today’s Soviet Union there are two well-defined basic con-

cepts of social development: the conservative-reformist and the

radical-democratic

.

The first concept is official. It is represented by the CPSU’s
platform. Its goal is liberalization, a loosening of the totalitarian

system with the preservation of the CPSU as a centralized party

and decisive political force, and the USSR as a unitary state, an

empire (in the guise of a “renewed federation”). The platform’s

conservatism comes through most clearly in its ideology— in the

declaration of loyalty to communist perspectives.

The radical democratic concept of social change contradicts

the essence of the anti-popular system, critically rethinks its

ideational basis and strives to found society on the principles of

humanism, economic freedom and the unqualified right of

nations to self-determination.

Between these two concepts of our future, and beyond them,

there exist a large variety of political tendencies: from attempts to

revive Stalin’s “law and order,” to the idea of the free, untram-

meled play of individual egoistic interests; from the desired

restoration, even formally, of the pre-Bolshevik Russian empire, to

the attempted prevention of the “empire’s self-destruction”
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through rebuilding a “commonwealth of European and Asian re-

publics within the USSR’s current boundaries.”

The presence of various political forces and positions, includ-

ing antagonistic ones, can be considered a normal social condi-

tion. Only, however, under one condition: that the condition is

stable and rests upon a democratic social system, i.e. guarantees

and defends an individual’s freedom of action.

This is precisely the problem. Our current condition of

ideational and political pluralism is unstable and does not signify

the peaceful competition of views and the tolerance of citizens. We
are living through a transitional period in the development of both

society and the state. The party autocracy, that all-encompassing

system of ideological, political, social, and national oppression, has

been shaken, but not destroyed. The system’s foundation and

material basis, the party-state monopoly over the means of pro-

duction— this corner-stone of the captive society— has hardly

been touched. Democratic gains are tangible only in the spheres

of ideology and civic self-activity, within the bounds of individual

initiative. They have been earned by oppositional forces in fierce

political struggles.

The efforts to realize the multi-party idea and the national

right to self-determination have brought the conflict between the

“revolution from above” and “revolution from below” to a

critical juncture. The concept of “perestroika” today no longer

stands symbolically for the democratic renewal of society; it has

become a banner for the official policy— partial reform of the

system.

The crisis in the social order constructed on bolshevik princi-

ples is profound and all-encompassing. Therefore the conflict

between the “revolution from above” and the “revolution from

below” will inevitably be resolved in favour of personal and

national freedom. Such a result, however, is inevitable only in the

historical perspective, as a result of objective processes. A retreat,

or a temporary defeat of democracy are possible. Were this to

occur, “perestroika” under the pressure of conservatives and

great-power supporters, would be rolled back and the conquered

freedoms would gradually be more narrowly circumscribed.

The ease and painlessness of the journey to freedom, and its

rapidity, depend on the interrelationship of political forces, on the

historical wisdom, i.e. progressiveness, of creators and victims of
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the old order, and on the level of organization and determination

of democratic forces, their ability to propose a convincing project

for ending the crisis. The creation of progressive parties, which

oppose the CPSU’s autocracy and the empire’s desire for self-

preservation, has been placed on the current agenda by history. It

is the only democratic way of practically negating the communist

party’s dictatorship and building a free, economically-developed

society.

Our Social Ideal: Liberty, Justice, Popular Power

We are witnessing a change of social epochs. The ideological,

political and socio-economic systems of “real socialism” are

disappearing into the past. A radical and total re-evaluation of

values is inevitable, and this necessitates an extraordinary reorien-

tation in people’s world-view and psychology. A party that aspires

to serious participation in the country’s political life must have an

integrated, theoretically-based understanding of social develop-

ments.

The Democratic Party of Ukraine proposes a society with a

system of views which to us appear to be a theoretical rejection of

the anti-popular, totalitarian order and a project for the construc-

tion of a new social system that is democratic and humane.

“Real socialism” grew out of communist theory as developed

by K. Marx and F. Engels. The theory divided human history into

pre-history and history proper—communist history, called the

“realm of freedom” by the creators of “scientific communism.”

The “realm” had the following appearance: planned produc-

tion, the disappearance of trade-money relations and, therefore, of

the market (thanks to the elimination of private ownership and the

socialization of the means of production). The level of develop-

ment of productive forces, the effectiveness of management, and

the material welfare of society would be so high that one could

pass from the exchange of goods based on the value of labour to

the free consumption of the social product according to needs

(each takes from the common social larder as much as they re-

quire). Labour would become an inner requirement of every

person; the individual works for the social (common) good as far

as he/she is able, i.e. wishes (from everyone according to their

abilities). Labour is multi-faceted and ceases to be attached to one
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form; the division of labour, including the professional, disap-

pears— “labour is destroyed” (K. Marx). As a consequence of

such a social order the alienation of individuals from one another,

from the world of objects and society as a whole, disappears. The

individual, therefore, is humanized, is able to regain contact with

the essentially human. The pressure of material requirements is

lifted (since they may always be satisfied, without regard for the

quantity and nature of expended productive labour), and life is

transformed into the free play of physical and spiritual forces.

Society is classless; the state withers away; power over people is

replaced by power over things (F. Engels).

The humanist pathos of the communist ideal is evident.

However, so is something else: utopianism. “Scientific commu-
nism” failed to account for one “detail”: the individual is not

only a social entity (“a totality of social relations”), but also a

biological one.

Communism’s ideal, having become the programme of a

political movement, caused a great deal of harm and led to the

creation of an anti-popular social order. The cause lies not only in

the fact that it was intended for West European societies with their

high level of economic development, economic freedom, and

political democracy. The ideal failed to anticipate the construction

of a democratic state.

Democracy assumes the coexistence, interaction, and opposi-

tion of two forces, two social subjects: the state (state power) and

civil society, the state and the people. According to Marx’s theory,

the state represents the organization of political power by the

ruling class. The proletariat, having conquered the bourgeoisie,

expresses the interests of the working masses as a whole; exploita-

tion disappears; society becomes classless; the need for a state

disappears; popular self-government becomes total; freedom

covers all aspects of life. Hence the paradoxical conclusion:

democracy (popular power) is so wide and all-encompassing that

it negates itself (as a measure of popular sovereignty over state

organs of power). Democracy disappears, dissolves in the self-

government of the population. The idea of the state’s withering

away is a pillar of the communist.

Problems of a social democracy similarly did not figure in the

context of the communist utopia. Socialism was simply the earlier

phase of communism (not a separate socio-economic formation!).
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a transitional (short-lived) stage on the path to a genuine and final

“realm of freedom.”

In late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century Russian reality,

Bolshevism, armed with the ideal of communism, from the very

beginning presented a particularly serious ideological and politi-

cal threat to the country’s democratic perspectives. A society of

bourgeois economic freedoms with its individualism and its self-

generated community practices had still not matured. Democratic

traditions were weak, the institutions of political democracy were

still embryonic. The spirit of a fetished “Russian statism” {russkoi

gosudarstvennosti) weighed heavily on people’s consciousness

and psychology.

The Bolshevik capture of political power in the name of an

ideal— the “realm of freedom”— ideologically justified the anti-

democratic practice of the new rulers. Social conditions were

unable to neutralize the “anti-state” impulse of communist

theory. Democracy— both political and social— disappeared not

only in ideology, but also in practice. Bolshevik “war commu-
nism” was not a tactic, not an enforced adaptation of the econ-

omy to civil war conditions, as it had been interpreted over

decades by the ideologists of “real socialism.” It was an attempt

to realize the communist ideal with its “social equality”

(levelling), distribution economy and “anti-state” (anarchist),

anti-democratic direction. (“Anti-democratic” in the sense that

democracy is a limitation of freedom; communism is complete

and consistent freedom.) The proletariat was the class expression

of this ideal. The staunchest advocate of the proletariat’s interests,

its intellectual, moral and organizational representative in the

communist ideal was the “party of a new type” (Lenin’s teach-

ing). The dictatorship of the proletariat becomes in actual fact—

and quite logically, according to theory— the dictatorship of the

party.

Historical reality played a cruel joke on the idealistic (and,

simultaneously, vulgarly materialistic) projects for a future “realm

of freedom” designed by the proletariat’s ideologists. Living

people shaped society according to their vital interests. The party

dictatorship created its own political infrastructure. The power of

the idea gradually became the power of an office; a new bureau-

cracy was in formation. Attempts to organize the new social life

on the principles of direct democracy, without representative
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democracy (the idea of societal rule, the rule of soviets from

separate social strata) turned out to be unsuccessful and impracti-

cal. There was a short period of undefined responsibilities when

the soviets and the Bolshevik party shared power. This ended with

the decisive victory of the party, which steadily, ever more widely

and concretely, became a power and an organization controlling

all social life, i.e. became state power. In essence a single party

state apparatus was being formed (which also assimilated the appa-

ratus for economic management). It had two branches: a formal

party apparatus and a formal state apparatus. The higher power

over society as a whole, i.e. state power, belonged to the party

apparatus. The ideological expression of such a situation was the

idea of the CPSU’s leading role; its juridical expression was

Article 6 of the Constitution of the USSR.
When private ownership over the means of production is

destroyed, the economic and political realms grow into one

another, and a citizen’s political status simultaneously defines the

socio-economic nature of their position. Political power also

becomes a direct economic subject of society.

Having gained a monopoly of power and become an anti-

democratic, corporate organization, the CPSU was thereby trans-

formed into the collective owner of the means of production. It

therefore lost the character of a party and was transformed into a

new ruling social class. The process was completed at the end of

the twenties and the beginning of the thirties; 1929 could be

considered the high point. The final defeat of the intra-party

political opposition at this time was the last political brush-stroke

in the new socio-economic picture of human history. Society fell

into two antagonistic classes— the “party” and the “people.”

The CPSU’s ideology and the USSR’s Constitution (from 1977)

fix precisely such a structural division of Soviet society.

“Real socialism” as a socio-economic system accomplished

the principles of the communist ideal’s “earlier phase,” its

“socialist idea”: planning and the state regulation of the econ-

omy, the absence of the market, the weakness and formal charac-

ter of trade-money relations, a state system of social security,

distribution and supply instead of buying and selling at real

prices, etc. Therefore, from the economic point of view (and this is

definitive in characterizing the social order) there is no basis for

speaking of a deformation (degeneration) of socialism by the
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“command-administrative system”; the system was genuine,

“pure” socialism. Grounded in state-party monopoly ownership

of the means of production a political system arose on the feudal

principle of class privilege— the CPSU’s privilege of governing

society. Therefore the party-state “real socialism” could with

greater justification be called feudal socialism.

And what is “humane, democratic” socialism? Is it at all

possible?

Life’s contemporary demands, its objective economic laws are

pushing the CPSU steadily toward a real market eeonomy with its

complexities and equality-in-law of various forms of ownership—

state, private, and mixed— and also toward a competitive struggle

between these forms. Only this will provide a way out of the

economic crisis and create an effective economic order. It is, how-

ever, a description of contemporary capitalism’s economic basis.

Denationalization (privatization) of the means of production, the

liquidation of the party-state monopoly of ownership, the freedom

of individual economic activity, the establishment of a

proportional relationship between the state and private ownership

according to the vital needs of successful economic

management— all this is a question of historical inevitability for us

and an urgent practical demand of the present day. The

convergence with capitalist economic reforms is obvious.

In the political sphere “real socialism,” having made an

attempt to democratize itself (the policy of “perestroika”), also

turned toward capitalism, toward “bourgeois democratic” forms

in both theory and practice. The principles of democracy are one,

and they can affirm themselves only on the terrain of economic

freedom.

The DPU considers that the categories “capitalism” and

“socialism” are outdated, have lost their historical content, pre-

sent an inadequate reflection of reality and disorientate the con-

sciousness of citizens.

Democratization, the destination of “real socialism,” its

demonopolization (ideological, political, economic), the decentral-

ization of the administrative system, the growing role of private,

cooperative, share-holder enterprises, the establishment of a mixed

economy— all this will inevitably change the socio-class structure

of society, will give birth to the problem of economic relations

between owners from various social groups, will redefine the
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problem of social relations between owners and hired labour, will

demand a flexible, multi-faceted and effective socio-economic

state policy. In contemporary economically-developed democratic

countries the linear division of society into owners and hired

labour is not made, and economic relations between them do not

bear the character of a categorical “black-white” contract

between social collectives— “capitalists” and the “proletariat.”

The DPU will strive to ensure that Ukrainian society, on its

path to economic and political freedom, does not repeat the

experience of primary capitalist accumulation with its acute social

antagonisms and unchecked private ownership egoism. The

dismantling of today’s economic system, the creation of a market

economy has to be accompanied by the development of a social

security mechanism.

The DPU, while defending people’s freedom of economic

activity, stands for a humane social policy and strives to express

the ideals of social justice and harmony. Therefore, it logically

adheres to the world socio-democratic movement, and continues

traditions of Ukrainian social democracy. The social order which

we wish to establish, we call popular. Such a definition has a polit-

ical, a social and an economic justification.

In the economic sphere Ukraine’s progress, its way out of the

economic crisis will, in our opinion, follow two routes:

1 . freedom for individual economic self-activity;

2. a fundamental rebuilding of the structure and character of

the national economy, the creation of a new, progressive,

technical system of material production.

The transfer of agricultural production to the tracks of eco-

nomic freedom does not signify an immediate “disbandment” of

collective and Soviet farms. First, suitable legal, psychological, and

economic conditions have to be created for farmers to freely leave

the collective farms and take up successful private agriculture.

The DPU supports the right of everyone who wishes to main-

tain a farm to obtain an allotment of land at no cost for lifetime

utilization with hereditary rights.

By virtue of greater production autonomy and an adaptation

to the needs of the market economy, a number of collective and

state farms will be capable, for a while, of increasing their eco-

nomic efficiency. As a rule, however, collective forms of
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management can be effective and apt only as voluntary creations

“from below,” as the initiatives of independent managers

(cooperators, share-holding groups and other production unions

for the purpose of marketing, processing agricultural products,

agricultural-technical education, and the like). From its earliest

appearance to the present day collective farm ownership has not

been collective, but simply a type of state ownership.

The real democratization of the political system will create

favorable conditions for the cooperative movement’s develop-

ment, the growth of its economic efficiency, a broad privatization

(in individual and collective forms) of small and middle-scale

industry, the service sector, commerce and so on. Share-holder

enterprises appear to us as the form of management which will

alleviate the social effects of removing the means of production

from state forms and will also successfully create a market econ-

omy in heavy industry.

Productive forces in Ukraine are in a state of devastation; the

level of deterioration of the means of production is very high; the

economy’s structure is archaic and ecologically unsafe.

The industrial society with its technical gigantism and exces-

sive urbanization has upset the world’s ecological balance, created

an environment dangerous for the health of humanity, whose very

physical existence is threatened. The objective historical need has

arisen to reorient economic development, to direct it towards hu-

manization and conservation, toward a responsible view of nature.

The technical foundation for the new, progressive civilization,

which can be called a humanitarian-ecological one is a computeri-

zation of material and spiritual production. A new society is being

born. Its most general socio-economic characteristics are decen-

tralized production, the development of small and middle-scale

enterprises at the cost of industrial giants. As a consequence, we
have a weakening of the urbanization process, a development of

agriculture, the growing role in production of small labour collec-

tives, including the family.

The DPU considers that the Republic’s natural and human
resources, its intellectual and cultural potential give Ukrainian

society the possibility of creating a new economic system and of

becoming a world leader in economic progress. This requires a

maximal and effective mobilization of material and spiritual
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forces in the Ukrainian Republic, something that is possible only

under conditions of Ukrainian state independence.

The proposed principles of Ukrainian society’s economic

renascence are particularly relevant today in a country with such

agricultural spaces and such an ecological catastrophe. We see our

future in the preservation, rebuilding and development of

Ukrainian agricultural civilization, united with a responsive, eco-

logically safe industry that is informed by science, that develops

for humanity’s benefit and not for its own. This will provide the

economic basis for the Ukrainian nation’s profound historical

identity.

The DPU considers that the foundation of a democratic Soviet

political order must be built on the overthrow— in ideology and

practice— of the CPSU’s privileged status and the creation of a

multi-party system. The law ought to guarantee equal rights for

political parties, freedom of speech, of information, of the press,

of belief, of all forms of democratic self-activity and self-expres-

sion among citizens. The DPU views its chief interest and activity

as the propagation of ideological freedom and democracy, the

practical participation in an elaboration and acceptance of relevant

legal propositions, the active struggle against undemocratic

phenomena.

The DPU supports all democratic expressions of the indepen-

dent civic movement; it considers that a political union is the

highest manifestation of a citizen’s social consciousness and self-

activity. We are for cooperation with all forces and individuals

who encourage society’s democratization, including democratic

forces in the CPSU. The DPU is free from ideological sectarianism

in its attitude toward the Communist Party and will support any of

its liberal initiatives. At the same time we do not disguise our view

of the historical fate that awaits the Communist Party. As a result

of the democratization of society, the Communist Party will

steadily lose the characteristics of a social class (a process that has

already begun) and will face the necessity of reforming itself into

a genuine party, i.e. a voluntary union of citizens, participation in

which does not give its members any economic, social or political

benefits. In such a situation the motivation for entry into the party

will be an individual citizen’s conviction. Insofar as the idea of

communism has exhausted itself historically, it is becoming ever

clearer that the ideological ground is being cut from beneath the
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Communist Party. This circumstance, and to an even greater

extent moral considerations, will push its thinking members to

break from their party. The criminal heritage in the CPSU’s his-

torical activity is excessively great for any honest person to feel

comfortable in its ranks, while recognizing it.

In national life and international relations the DPU will,

through its activity, create an atmosphere of harmony, mutual

understanding, mutual respect, and cooperation, defending the

national interests of people from all backgrounds. History has left

us as its heritage a large burden of international misunderstand-

ings and prejudices. The affirmation of democracy, the securing

of human rights for all of whatever nationality, the satisfaction of

cultural needs for Russians, Belorussians, Jews, Crimean Tatars,

Hungarians, Poles, Bulgarians, Greeks, Moldavians, Gagauzes, and

all other nationalities of Ukraine, the rebirth of their languages,

schools, churches, cultural centers— all this will certainly lighten

the burden of inter-nationality alienation, will bring about more

harmonious, settled relations and work for the moral-political

consolidation of Ukrainian society. The DPU considers that free

development of national cultures in the Republic will enrich the

spiritual life of all Ukraine’s population.

The DPU respects the national dignity of all peoples, is against

national nihilism, the propagation of racism and national exclu-

sivity, chauvinist and discriminatory views aimed against any

nation. It considers that the myth of the Ukrainian people’s

antisemitism, created by various Ukrainophobic forces is false and

demeaning to our national consciousness. In the society to which

we aspire there can be no room for antisemitism, for disrespect

toward any nation.

Among other nations who live in the Republic a sympathetic

attitude toward the national rebirth of the Ukrainian people and its

legitimate desire for state independence will foster and enrich the

democratization process. It will create favourable conditions for a

healthier economy, the elevation of the material and spiritual wel-

fare of the whole Ukrainian people. The DPU will do its utmost to

ensure that all republican nationalities are convinced that

Ukraine’s state independence corresponds to their vital interests.

We attach particular significance to the development of edu-

cation, science and culture, and the satisfaction of society’s spiri-

tual needs. The contemporary technological world has placed
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people in conditions of extraordinary psychological strain and

ecological danger, has created powerful mechanisms for humani-

ty’s alienation from itself and nature. Education, science, and

culture are first to be summoned in the counter-struggle. Our

primary need here is for a humanization of the educational,

cognitive, and spiritual-creative life of society, the freeing of

education, science, and culture from ideological dogmas and

administrative arbitrariness in government organs, a consolidation

of the spirit of free-thinking and the critical assimilation of

humanity’s intellectual heritage— all resting on a foundation of

democratic values and humanism.

In today’s conditions there is a growing need for science’s

analytical activity in all spheres. The DPU is for freedom in scien-

tific enquiry, for making the development of fundamental science

a priority, for raising the scientist’s prestige in society. For

Ukrainian sciences such problems as the strengthening of material

support, the radical renewal of cadres and organizational struc-

tures, the overcoming of artificial isolation from the world

scientific community caused by the “centre,” and the establish-

ment of direct contacts with science abroad are particularly

urgent.

National oppression, which has weighed upon the Ukrainian

people for centuries, has slowed, structurally deformed, and cre-

atively impoverished the development of our education, science,

and culture. A renascence and a catching up with more fortunate

nations who are leading the way will require conditions of special

support for the development of Ukrainian education, science, and

culture. They can be created only by a committed, nationally-

responsive state policy. Such a policy can only be realized by an

independent Ukrainian state.

Although a secular, non-religious organization that supports

the separation of church and state, the DPU understands the great

spiritual force of religious consciousness and feeling. It not only

defends freedom of faith and the equal rights of confession, but

supports the religious rebirth of nations, considering such a

rebirth both a serious factor in and an inevitable result of society’s

democratization. This ought to guarantee believers not only the

freedom to celebrate religious rites, but also the freedom to prop-

agate a religious world-view and religious teachings.
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Good will, tolerance in relations between atheists and faithful

is a sign of spiritual health and a high cultural level within both

groups. The DPU unites in its ranks both atheists and believers;

ideological intolerance on the grounds of atheism or religion is

not compatible with membership in the DPU.
For seven and a half centuries, from the time of the Tatar-

Mongol invasion, the foreign threat, like the sword of Damocles,

has hung over Ukraine; the people, the nation has faced the

question of survival.

At the end of the twentieth century another still more terrible

sword, related to and a product of the first, has been raised over

Ukraine: will Ukraine survive physically? Will the Ukrainian peo-

ple save themselves from the ecological catastrophe which has

already stepped across the threshold of our historical home?

A state program is required to lead Ukraine out of the ecolog-

ical crisis. It should set two goals:

1. saving people suffering from “ecological” illnesses and

improving the general population’s health, and

2. removing the sources which give rise to the danger and

create an environment that threatens human health.

The second part of our programme aims in particular at a

moratorium on the further development of atomic energy in

Ukraine, the shutting-down of the Chornobyl Atomic Energy

Station and of all RBMK-type reactors as unreliable in

construction, the reappraisal of industry’s structure in the light of

ecological requirements, the primacy of ecological over economic

considerations, a new ecologically-justified socio-economic

policy, a developed system of ecological education, and strict

control (by both state and independent community bodies) of the

quality of food products and the living environment.

For the physical survival of the Ukrainian people a particu-

larly strong economic base and particularly favorable political and

psychological conditions are necessary. The creation of such

conditions and such a base will be possible only in a democratic

society and an independent national state.
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The Goal— State Independence for Ukraine

A nation’s liberty, like an individual’s, is an absolute value

and does not require explanation or justification. However, we

cannot ignore the fact that part of humanity exhibits a prejudice

toward the national feelings and interests of the Ukrainian people.

Ukraine— the people and the territory— are in a catastrophic

situation.

National self-awareness is incomplete and deformed. The

national consolidation of the people is incomplete. Opposition can

still be sensed between various ethnographic zones on Ukrainian

territory. Linguistic Russification has made deep inroads; over

large areas of the Republic, in Eastern Ukraine, it has produced an

artificial division of the population into a Russian-speaking city

and a Ukrainian-speaking village. The colonizing population mi-

gration created by Moscow’s great-power policy has produced

and continues to produce changes in the ethnic and social com-

position of the population in Ukraine which do not favour

Ukrainians. The rulers of society are to a significant extent alien-

ated from the national interests of the Ukrainian people. The

nation has been infected with janissarism and mankurtism, a

historical amnesia, which complicates and dehumanizes inter-hu-

man and inter-ethnic relations.

The social and cultural atmosphere in Ukraine created by the

state policy is clearly provincial. The press, radio, television, cin-

ema, and book-publishing have a regional character compared to

the Russian centre. Not being a fully enfranchised subject of

international law, Ukraine has a correspondingly underdeveloped

information service. This impoverishes the Ukrainian public’s

information base. Ukrainian culture has lost its integrity. The

prestige of the Ukrainian name has been lowered. The cultures of

Ukraine’s national minorities have been ruined.

The economy is on the verge of complete exhaustion; it is

inefficient, socially and ecologically dehumanized, structurally

and functionally deficient, and lacks any future.

The natural environment has been destroyed to the point of

posing a real threat to the physical existence of the Ukrainian

people. Radiation poisoning has given birth to a new reality, an

increased death-rate in the Republic’s population.
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Such a state is the product of many centuries of foreign

domination and the lack of equal jurisdictional status within the

USSR’s structure. Politically, economically, and culturally the

Ukrainian SSR was and remains a colony of “all-Union” min-

istries and bureaus who from their metropolitan situation also

cause Russian society many historical ills.

The primary cause of all our national problems, the

threatening situation in which Ukrainians and the whole popula-

tion of Ukraine find themselves, can be found in the lack of our

own independent state. A tragic sign and symbol of our national

oppression can be seen in the Chornobyl catastrophe.

There is only one path to survival and a guarantee of human
living conditions— national freedom. National freedom is possible

for us only in the form of an independent state. An independent

Ukrainian state is life’s historical requirement, an objective

requirement for the Ukrainian nation and for the entire popula-

tion of Ukraine.

Why?
History is created by people. External freedom comes of spiri-

tual freedom, the understanding of one’s rights and the need to

live freely and with dignity. Unless it becomes aware of its right—

both juridical and moral— to state independence, unless it works

for the realization of this goal, the Ukrainian people will not be

able to raise itself psychologically, to wash itself of the feeling of

dependency, of second-ratedness, which adheres like a sticky

sediment that has accumulated throughout centuries of national

oppression.

The same can be said for the Russians.

Unless they force themselves from “their” (in reality others’)

republics, in particular from Ukraine, they will not be able to rid

themselves of the “older brother” complex, a complex which

reveals itself particularly markedly in dealings with Ukrainians

and Belorussians.

The democratization of Ukrainian and Russian society

requires the appropriate psychological and ideational ground: a

developed sense of internal freedom, equal rights for individuals

and nations. Propagating the right of national self-determination,

including the constitutional right of constituent republics to leave

the USSR’s structure, propagating the idea of state independence

for the people as a programmatic demand of the civic move-
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ment— the political position, if considered without prejudice, is

constructive even within the official ideology of perestroika. It

supports mutual understanding between peoples, and therefore, an

improvement in international relations.

An objective factor— territorially, economically, and culturally

Ukraine is a self-sufficient entity and in every sphere of life is

capable of acting alone effectively in an equal but independent

relationship with the world. Why should she deny a part of her

sovereignty in favour of the sovereign centre? The expediency of

such behaviour cannot be explained by assuming its voluntary

nature.

Quite the contrary— the centre, as a national-state Russian or-

ganism, is completely captive to the overpowering historical inertia

of the colonizing advance on Ukraine and Belorussia; it strives to

assimilate them politically, economically, and ethnically.

Two opposed and intransigent tendencies have met in East

Slavic history: the Ukrainian and Belorussian drive for state inde-

pendence and the imperial-Russian striving to retain Ukraine and

Belorussia in a condition of subjection within their state structure.

There is no middle-road in this conflict. Half-freedom is an

unstable condition; stabilization can and must occur only on the

ground of freedom.

The Soviet epoch in Ukrainian-Russian international relations

(relations between “sovereign” Soviet republics!) is also a history

of the struggle between these two tendencies.

During the reformist retreat of the totalitarian system the

great-power tendency, true to form, continues to play a crafty

game, turning history to its benefit. Thus during the “anti-cult”

thaw there arose the concepts of a “single Soviet people” and a

“new historical community of the peoples.” Theoretically they

completely negated the right of Soviet nations to self-determina-

tion, the constitutional right of union republics to quit the USSR.
Today’s “renewed federation” of the official perestroika has

a similar political content and sense.

A federation is not a union of sovereign states. Its constituent

parts, being in some degree autonomous, i.e. self-governing, are

bound by the general state (federal) laws and do not have priority

over the centre’s powers, nor their right to quit the federal struc-

ture. All federal states known to the world are of this character
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(the USA, FRG, CzSFR, Yugoslavia and others). Contemporary

Russia is also correctly termed a federation.

Stalin not only realized his plan for Russia’s “autonomiz-

ation,” he made a fiction of any autonomization of the “union

republics.” The Russian empire was renewed almost to its fullest

expanse, even though formally, declaratively, the “union

republics” did not lose their status as sovereign states.

If one is to be guided by constitutional interpretations of the

USSR as a union of sovereign republics, who have the right to

leave the union, then the Soviet Union has to be called not a fed-

eration but a confederation. Neither the 1922 agreement (ratified

in 1924 as the Constitution of the USSR), nor the 1936

Constitution called the USSR a federation. The definition of the

USSR as a state built upon the principle of “socialist federalism”

first dates from the Brezhnev constitution of 1977. The first Soviet

constitution (1918) was a constitution of the “Russian Socialist

Federal Soviet Republic” which was understood as covering the

former Russian state. The “Russian Soviet Republic” was defined

as a “federation of Soviet national republics.” The right of

republics to leave the union federation was not recognized.

Today’s idea of a “renewed federation” aims at preserving

the great-power gains of Soviet Russia and legalizing Stalin’s plan

for its autonomization. Defining the Soviet Union as a federal

state would be a step backwards compared to the current constitu-

tional status of the USSR. The clearest expression of the centre’s

reactionary tendencies in national policy during the perestroika

period can be found in the introduction of a union presidency

and in granting Russian the status of an official language.

Everything points to the fact that a modem buoy guides the polit-

ical vision of great-power supporters: the preservation and

strengthening of the USSR as a state analogous in structure to the

USA and the FRG, i.e., a state that is politically homogeneous.

There is no doubt that this would be a Russian state, that its

historical will would be expressed by the centre.

The legislative actions of the centre in constructing a

“renewed federation,” the repressive great-power attitude of of-

ficial Moscow toward the national self-determination of Soviet

republics— the Baltic ones in particular— support the conclusion

that national liberation cannot be achieved by the USSR’s nations

while they remain within the imperial state union.
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The state independence of the USSR’s peoples is not only a

progressive requirement in national terms, but in generally demo-

cratic and socio-economic ones too.

Two basic forces have created an anti-popular, totalitarian

social system in the USSR and brought it to today’s ecological,

economic, and national crisis:

1 . the social egoism of the one-party dictatorship (CPSU)

2. the national egoism of Russian great-power policy.

“Real socialism” established itself as a socio-economic for-

mation in which the political and economic interests of the ruling

class (the bureaucracy) grew into one another. The class itself was

formed historically on the basis of great-power imperialism. The

victory of Stalinism was simultaneously a socio-political and a

national one; thanks to it, Russian took up a dominant position in

the USSR’s structure and in essence renewed its pre-Bolshevik

imperial status.

The widening of the republics’ sovereign rights, their move-

ment on the path to state independence narrows the centre’s

administrative powers over the economies of the USSR’s peoples

and, therefore, weakens the socio-economic cohesion of the ruling

class, shakes its monolithic nature, brings communists— in particu-

lar non-Russians— closer to their own people and in so doing

gives an impulse to the party’s social stratification, to the demo-

cratic election of its spiritually healthy forces. The clearest exam-

ple of such a perspective is in the Baltic countries.

The current attempt to reform the Soviet economy will be suc-

cessful only if it reaches revolutionary proportions, i.e. introduces

a market. However, in the Soviet Union a market can appear only

as the result of a radical political— including a national-political—

democratization of the society and country. This process is pro-

ducing an organic growth and strengthening of the republics’

economic subjectivity; they are inevitably striving for economic

independence.

The enterprise and the republic— these are two fully-fledged

agents of the market. If the party- state apparatus resists the libera-

tion of the former, the great-power apparatus wishes to prevent the

liberation of the latter. The inevitability of democratizing the

economy and the imperial centre’s unwillingness to give up polit-

ical and economic power over the non-Russian republics are a
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dramatic contradiction in perestroika’s official policy. A charmed

circle of unfreedom which has to be broken. Today this means

one thing for Ukraine— full state independence, leaving the USSR.
The democratization of the Soviet Union threatens Russian

great-power politics in a more real and direct manner than the

autocratic pretensions of the CPSU. If great-power politics refuses

today to retreat once more, the policy of democratic reforms is

doomed. The consequences would be catastrophic for Russia also.

The problem of state independence for the USSR’s peoples

carries within it yet another important aspect of democratization.

Until now the CPSU, according to Article 6 of the Constitution,

has had responsibilities for the whole society, i.e. state

(government) responsibilities. However, it was and remains, not

even a federal organization, but a unitary one. Therefore, its polit-

ical status as the real state power failed to envisage the autonomy

of union republics even formally. From the viewpoint of constitu-

tional law this is as fundamental a contradiction in Soviet society’s

political system as is the contradiction between the leading role of

the CPSU and the full powers of the Soviet of Popular

Representatives (between the second and, according to the current

edition, the sixth article of the USSR’s Constitution). The CPSU’s

efforts to preserve its all-union monolithic (unitary) nature is a

product of its great-power calculations; it contradicts the sovereign

state status of republics and the desire of their peoples to state in-

dependence. The unitary political nature of the USSR, which rests

on a party foundation (through the CPSU) creates enormous dif-

ficulties for the democratization of the Soviet Union’s economic

and political systems, for the liberty of nations to determine their

own fate.

The view has been expressed that without democracy a free

Ukraine is impossible. Today we would supplement this idea with

this formula: without a free, independent Ukraine the democratic

perestroika of Soviet society is impossible.

The objection has been raised that Europe is going through a

turbulent process of integration, of economic and political unifi-

cation, and this process follows objective laws! This argument is an

old ideological fairy-tale of great-power supporters. Yesterday it

was called something rather different: the objective process of the

internationalization of peoples, the drawing-together and fusion of

nations.
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Firstly, at the basis of Western Europe’s contemporary inte-

gration lie big business interests engaged in a competitive struggle

in the international market. The needs of the Soviet economy are

completely opposite; it requires decentralization, which is impos-

sible without a national-political decentralization. One cannot

create a market in the USSR outside these current political

realities.

Secondly, Western Europe’s contemporary integration does

not lead to the loss of national economic, political and administra-

tive subjectivity. This status is something we have yet to acquire.

As a concept, and also from a historical perspective, a united

Western Europe is a confederation, i.e. a union of independent

states. In order to become members of such a union, the Soviet

republics have to become independent.

Thirdly, the Western European societies possess economic,

political and cultural integrity (especially linguistic) and are suf-

ficiently “saturated.” Therefore the free movement of capital and

of the labour force will not fundamentally touch the national-

historical status and position of nations.

The opposite holds in the Soviet Union; integration in the

current situation threatens all peoples in the country except

Russians with ethnic assimilation and setbacks in the struggle for

national freedom. In any case, in Western European countries the

problems associated with inter-ethnic relations have already

appeared, born of the free movement of the labour force. The

republics and the governments of Western Europe do not have an

unambiguous and uniform attitude toward integration.

State independence for Ukraine does not signify economic

isolation, autarchy, the rupture of economic relations with Russia

and other republics of today’s USSR. It is a question of translat-

ing these relations into an equal partnership and objective

economic laws. This is the only way to the economic revival of

both Ukraine and Russia. The socio-economic and spiritual salva-

tion of Russia lays in removing from its shoulders the heavy,

exhausting burden of “bringing joy” to other peoples, and in

directing its historical energy into the economic development of

its own land. If that occurred, the Russian non-black earth region

would not be an economic wasteland.

The DPU calls for a democratic, evolutionary path to the state

independence of Ukraine and imagines future Ukrainian-Russian
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state relations as the good neighbourly coexistence of two inde-

pendent, democratic societies. This perspective is capable of weak-

ening or even completely removing the edge from the problem of

individual human contacts between Ukraine and Russia in the pro-

cess of Ukrainian state self-determination and in future demo-

cratic relations with Russia.

A peaceful, unforced course to the state independence of

Ukraine would entail a gradual, but decisive widening of the

boundaries of freedom, a movement from received notions to the

psychological assimilation of a new, higher level of independence,

from the already-achieved to new victories in the struggle for

freedom. This is not a philosophy of “small deeds,” but a realis-

tic and principled politics of national liberation. Principled since it

does not hide its goal and method of achieving it. Therefore we
consider the ideological liberation most important. The right of

nations to self-determination is an international juridical principle

for the democratic solution of national questions, and leaving the

USSR is our constitutional right. Our psychological liberation is

taking place on this entirely legal ideological ground. It is the first

requirement of our practical liberation: political, economic, and

cultural.

The idea of a “new union agreement” on federal principles is

speculation, and highly dangerous for the national freedom of the

USSR’s peoples. The law passed by the Supreme Soviet of the

Soviet Union concerning the procedure for a union republic

leaving the USSR is unjust and tendentious in a great-power man-

ner. In today’s demographic and political conditions, formed as a

result of lengthy subordination to Russia, a referendum encom-

passing the Republic’s whole population would indicate the

national will of the founding nation in far from all occasions.

Most importantly, the law is invalid because it was accepted not by

the subjects of the agreement (the republics), but by a supra-

republican state organ in which representatives of the ruling

nation, who constitute a majority, imposed their will on other

members of the “union.”

In the cultural sphere Ukrainian state independence can and

must be achieved as soon as possible. No posturing, no supra-

republican administrative forces and organs ought to interfere in

the Republic’s cultural policy or define the fate of our national

culture. The DPU stands for the immediate pronouncement of the
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complete independence of Ukrainian cultural institutions from

Union administrative organs.

In the political sphere the state sovereignty of Ukraine during

the transitional period to full independence will be defined by the

principle that Union laws become valid on the territory of the

Ukrainian Republic only after their ratification by the Supreme

Soviet of Ukraine, and the validity on Ukrainian territory of ear-

lier accepted Union laws which encroach upon or limit the

Republic’s sovereignty, harm its interests, can be anulled by the

Ukrainian Supreme Soviet. There cannot be two sovereignties on

one and the same territory.

The DPU is for the immediate active development of indepen-

dent international contacts between Ukraine and other countries of

the world, including the republics of the USSR, for an indepen-

dent policy of the Ukrainian Republic in the international arena.

The legal basis for Ukraine’s economic independence ought

to be provided by a law concerning sovereign power of the

Ukrainian Republic over its territory, air and water space, natural

and economic resources. An independent financial and banking

system and its own national currency are necessary conditions for

the economic revitalization of Ukraine, for the creation of a

republican market.

A law concerning citizenship in the Ukrainian Republic

should be one of the first legal acts of a nationally responsible

Supreme Soviet of Ukraine. It ought to become one more guaran-

tee of the Ukrainian Republic’s sovereignty in the demographic,

social, and politico-economic spheres, and ought to protect the

ethnic stability of the Ukrainian people on their historical terri-

tory.

The arms industry and the armed forces in general are a

branch of life which will demand the most delicate and protracted

efforts on the path to Ukraine’s state independence. Our optimism

here stems from the idea that the democratization of the Soviet

Union is not only a deep internal historical requirement, but also

an external one. It is part of the global process of the democratic

alignment of countries as a precondition for world peace.

The DPU considers that the strengthening of Ukraine’s

sovereignty over its armed forces must begin with the creation of a

republican army, i.e., the formation of armed units in Ukraine

only by selection from the Republic’s territory. Initially the
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Ukrainian army would remain a constituent part of the USSR’s
armed forces, but its use outside the Republic’s boundaries is

allowed only with the permission of the Supreme Soviet of

Ukraine.

The DPU defends equal civil rights for all the population of

Ukraine, without regard for the individual’s nationality, and advo-

cates the free historical development of the national minorities in

Ukrainian society and unites in its ranks citizens of all nationali-

ties.

The USSR is a state construct that arose and survived through

the use of violence. Its territory is so large, that by virtue of this

fact alone the society as a political monolith becomes ungovern-

able. A mechanical union of varied geographical, national-histori-

cal, socio-psychological, and cultural entities, the Soviet Union is

not capable of existing on the principles of democracy and

freedom as an integral state.

The unity of humanity and the interdependence of countries

is today a reality of daily life. Under such conditions the stability

of the world is possible only if its component parts are

autonomous and act accordingly, harmonizing their interests with

those of others. In the light of these historical demands of the day,

the utopianism of Lenin’s view that social progress (Lenin identi-

fied it with socialism) would be accompanied by the creation of

ever-larger states, becomes evident. History bears witness to and

offers as prognosis the opposite tendency. World integration on

the basis of democracy and humanism (the only integration we
can accept and justify) does not contradict, but actualizes the

freedom of peoples’ national self-determination, the creation of

independent national states. Excellent testimony to this can be

found in the political revolutions of Eastern Europe, in the exit of

Eastern European countries from under the protection of a

“strong centre” and their confirmation of state sovereignty.

Superpowers are a constant threat to the destabilization of interna-

tional relations.

An independent Ukrainian state is an objective need of social

progress in both the world and the internal (USSR) dimension.

Our historical will to life and liberty was never extinguished.

Today it requires new efforts, including organizational work. One

example of such efforts is the creation of the DPU.
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We are inspired by the ideals of peace, humanism, liberty, and

democracy. We aspire to be equal among equals and free among

the free; to be free both as a society and as a nation.

Note: This manifesto will serve as the basis for developing a

concrete programme of activity for the Democratic Party of

Ukraine in the immediate future.

Signatories: Halyna Antoniuk (Kiev), Petro Arsenych (Ivano-Frankivsk), lurii

Badzio (Kiev), Vasyl Bilous (Uman), Oleksandr Bilous (Uman), Liubov Bobrova

(Dolyna), Bohdan Boiko (Ivano-Frankivsk), Oleksandr Burakovsky (Kiev),

Viktor Burlakov (Drohobych), Karl Vasyl (Kiev), levhen Varda (Kiev), Mariia

Vlad (Kiev), Orest Vlokh (Lviv), Stepan Vlokovetsky (Ivano-Frankivsk), Vitalii

Volokhonovych (Kiev), Stepan Havryliuk (Lutsk), Pavlo Hanovsky (Kiev),

Veleslav Heichenko (Kiev), Serhii Holovaty (Kiev), Mykhailo Holubets (Lviv),

Halyna Hordasevych (Donetsk), Serhii Hrechaniuk (Kiev), levhen Hryniv (Lviv),

Ihor Hryniv (Lviv), Roman Hromiak (Ternopil), Oleksandr Hudyma (Lutsk),

Henrikh Dvorko (Kiev), Mykhailo Dzhanda (Khust), Vitalii Donchyk (Kiev),

Mykola Drak (Lviv), Ivan Drach (Kiev), Kateryna Zavadska (Ternopil), Dmytro

Zakharuk (Ivano-Frankivsk), Oleksandr Zelinsky (Kiev), Roman Ivanychuk

(Lviv), lurii Illienko (Kiev), Volodymyr Kobzar (Kirovohrad), Pavlo Kysly

(Kiev), Volodymyr Kolinets (Ternopil), Serhii Koniev (Dniprodzerzhynsk),

Hryhorii Kryvenko (Zaporizhzhia), Valerii Kryven (Poltava), Levko Krupa

(Ternopil), Mykola Kulchynsky (Poltava), Oleksandr Lavrynovych (Kiev),

Roman Lubkivsky (Lviv), Valentyn Makarenko (Kiev), Myroslav Melen

(Morshyn), Ihor Melnyk (Lviv), Fedir Myshanych (Uzhhorod), Pavlo Movchan

(Kiev), Andrii Mostysky (Lutsk), Volodymyr Muliava (Vinnytsia), Anatolii

Nosenko (Ordzhonikidze), Volodymyr Osadchy (Sumy), Petro Osadchuk (Kiev),

Dmytro Pavlychko (Kiev), Kostiantyn Pakhotin (Uman), Heorhii Petryk-Popyk

(Ternopil), Liubomyr Pyrih (Kiev), Radii Polonsky (Kharkiv), Vitalii Protsiuk

(Lviv), Viktor Romaniuk (Stryi), Rostyslav Sambuk (Kiev), Hryhorii

Sashchenko (Kiev), Fedir Svidersky (Novovolynsk), Hennadii Sirenko

(Khmelnytsky), Mykhailo Slaboshpytsky (Kiev), Volodymyr Solopenko

(Kiev), Taras Stetskiv (Lviv), Vasyl Suiarko (Artemivsk), Leopold Taburiansky

(Dnipropetrovsk), Viktor Teren (Kiev), Mykola Tudel (Kiev), lurii Tsekov

(Kiev), Dmytro Cherednychenko (Lviv), Volodymyr Cherniak (Kiev), Oksana

Chepil (Dolyna), Valerii Chmyr (Kiev), Anatolii Shevchenko (Kiev), Petro

Sheremeta (Lviv), Volodymyr Shovkoshytny (Kiev), Ivan lushchuk (Kiev),

Volodymyr lavorivsky (Kiev), Bohdan lakymovych (Lviv), Mykola lakovyna

(Ivano-Frankivsk)

.
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laroslav Hrytsak. '\..Dukh shcho tilo rve do boiu..J\- Sproba

politychnoho portreta Ivana Franka [“...The Spirit that Propels

the Flesh to Battle...”: An Attempt at a Political Portrait of Ivan

Franko]. Lviv: Kameniar, 1990. 176 pp.

This is not a volume of frankoznavstvo, at least as we have

come to know (and be bored by) it. This is a refreshing little book

that can be read with pleasure and profit. It bears the strong im-

print of a creative encounter with Western historiography on

nineteenth-century Galicia and it also reintegrates much of the

valuable pre-Soviet literature on Ivan Franko ’s life and times. It is

a book, in short, that makes good use of the intellectual possibili-

ties opened up by the present political conjuncture in Ukraine.

The current situation in Ukraine is never far from the author’s

mind. On the very cover of the book is a picture of a demonstra-

tion in Lviv: a sea of blue and yellow banners surrounding the

massive statue of Franko across from the university. And the last,

provocative chapter— entitled “Who Is Franko for Us?”— deals

with a vexing question: how should Ukrainians now view a figure

who was used as an icon by the old Soviet regime and who cham-

pioned a cause, socialism, that is today largely discredited in

Ukrainian public opinion?

But the book is not a political tract. It is a serious historical

interpretation of Franko ’s political thinking and activities, fo-

cussing on the period from the 1870s through the 1890s.

Although bereft of footnotes, this is clearly a work grounded in

much diligent research. Particularly well done is the interpretive

description of Franko ’s position between and relations with the

national populists {narodovtsi), on the one hand, and the more

doctrinaire radicals (Mykhailo Drahomanov and Mykhailo

Pavlyk), on the other. Inevitably, here and there some errors of

fact have crept in, and there is certainly room for disagreement

with some of the assessments (e.g., the very negative evaluation of

the Austrian “predator” [khyzhak, p. 9] and of the “Habsburg

yoke” [p. 18]). On the whole, however, laroslav Hrytsak has

written an engaging, generally balanced and informative account
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of Franko the political animal, which can be recommended to all

who wish to rediscover the great Galician writer and activist.

John-Paul Himka
University of Alberta

Catherine Andreyev. Vlasov and the Russian Liberation Move-
ment: Soviet Reality and Emigre Theories. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1987. xiv, 251 pp.

This is the revised version of a Cambridge doctoral thesis

written under Professor Leonard Schapiro’s supervision. The

study is based on a broad range of archival and printed sources as

well as on interviews with over forty individuals (including the

author’s father) who were involved with the Russkoe
Osvoboditelnoe Dvizhenie (ROD) in one form or another.

Roughly one third of Andreyev’s book is devoted to a

description of General Vlasov’s life and career up to his capture

in July 1942 and of his subsequent experiences in the Third

Reich. While well-balanced and highly readable, this section of the

book offers little that is new and contains a number of factual

slips. The major, and most valuable, part of Andreyev’s study

deals with the outlook and programs of the ROD as well as with its

interaction with various Russian emigre groups in Nazi-dominated

Europe. She also reproduces, in three appendices, the text of the

so-called Smolensk Declaration (December 1942), Vlasov’s open

letter, “Why I decided to fight Bolshevism” (March 1943), and

the Prague Manifesto of November 1944.

In her opening remarks Andreyev reminds us that not only

the Soviet authorities but also many historians in the west have

treated Vlasov and his followers as villains, calling them

“traitors,” Nazi hirelings, and so forth. In her review of what the

ROD did and what it stood for, Andreyev presents a plausible case

that Vlasov himself and most of his associates should be seen

primarily as Russian patriots who wanted to rescue their country

from the evils of Stalinism, and that their collaboration with the

Germans was half-hearted and, in the final analysis, unavoidable.

She notes as well that, in contrast to the counter-revolutionary

outlook prevailing among the hundreds of thousands of people

who had left Russia in the years immediately following Lenin’s
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triumph, Vlasov and most of his closest associates were prepared

to acknowledge the legitimacy and value of certain Soviet institu-

tions and concentrated their fire instead on the abuses that had

crept into the system under Stalin,

According to Andreyev, Vlasov initially did not realize that

Hitler, with racist and imperialistic objectives in the east, would

time and again overrule those military and civilian functionaries

of the Third Reich with whom he had first come into contact after

his capture and who, for a variety of reasons, seemed to favour a

more “moderate” policy towards Russians and other Slavs. By

the time he recognized the true nature of Hitler’s regime, it was

too late to extricate himself and his followers from the German

web. All he managed to do was to circumvent some particularly

obnoxious Nazi demands, including those calling for a strong

anti-Jewish stance in the ROD’s propaganda.

Read in conjunction with Joachim Hoffmann’s Die Geschichte

der Wlassow-Armee (Freiburg: Rombach, 1984/2nd ed. 1986),

Andreyev’s book is likely to become the standard reference work

on an important movement whose leading figures were hanged in

Moscow in August 1946.

Ulrich Trumpener

University of Alberta

Rohatynska zemlia. Zbirnyk istorychno-memuarnykh, et-

nohrafichnykh i pobutovykh materiialiv. vol. 1. Edited by

Uliana Liubovych et al. NTSh, Ukrainskyi arkhiv, vol. 50.

New York, Paris, Sydney, Toronto: Tsentralnyi komitet

“Rohatynshchyna,” 1989. 998 pp.

For a number of years now the Shevchenko Scientific Society

in the diaspora has been involved in an ambitious and important

project that has not received adequate recognition from the schol-

arly comunity. I have in mind the publication of dozens of

regional almanacs in the series Ukrainskyi arkhiv. The regional

almanacs primarily concentrate on Galicia in the first half of the

twentieth century, reflecting the interests and experience of the

compilers, largely post-World War II emigrants from Western

Ukraine.
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A recent addition to the series is a volume devoted to Rohatyn

county. As is typical for the series, the volume is massive, almost a

page for every square kilometre of the territory with which it is

concerned. It is richly illustrated, with interwar photographs,

colour plates, and decorations from liturgical books published in

Striatyn in the early years of the seventeenth century. The con-

tents teem with variety: a history of the region from earliest times

to 1939, memoirs of the war years, regional songs, sketches of

such interesting local personalities as Roksoliana or the composer

Borys Kudryk, accounts of wedding preparations, reports of

organizations, reminiscences of school days. The almanac can

provide one with many, many hours of entertainment as well as

enlightenment.

Volumes such as Rohatynska zemlia constitute a unique

source of knowledge about Western Ukraine in the first half of

this century. Together these volumes amount to a monumental

collective memoir of Galicia as it was before Sovietization, an

attempt to preserve the memory of a cherished world destroyed.

They provide detailed information on economic, social, religious,

cultural, and organizational life in towns and villages across Gali-

cia, especially in the 1920s and 1930s; they also record in some

detail the experiences of at least the early years of World War II.

Social and cultural historians of interwar Galicia will find these

volumes of immense value. In fact, they have a wider significance

for the general social and cultural history of interwar East Central

Europe, because very few regions can boast the sort of memoiris-

tic and other documentation that has been lavished on the counties

of Galicia by this series of almanacs.

The volume on Rohatyn has been very well edited. The editors

unearthed and reprinted many fascinating items from obscure pe-

riodical sources; many of the original contributions are also of

high quality. There is a detailed summary of the contents in

English (pp. 925-52) as well as name and place indexes.

John-Paul Himka
University of Alberta
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D.P. Krvavych and H.H. Stelmashchuk, Ukrainskyi narodnyi

odiah XVII—pochatku XIX st. v akvareliakh lu. Hlohovskoho

[Ukrainian Folk Dress of the Seventeenth— Beginning of the

Nineteenth Centuries in the Watercolours of J. Glogowski].

Kiev: Naukova dumka, 1988. 269 pp.

Recent publications of the Rylsky Institute for Art Studies,

Folklore and Ethnography have appeared in a new format. Many
deal with folk dress and textiles. The book under consideration

here, produced out of the Institute’s Lviv Division, examines

Ukrainian dress as represented in the paintings of Jerzy Glogowski

.

The publication differs from most books in the field for three

reasons; it focuses on an early time period (the 1830s); it deals

with various social strata; and a great deal of primary data is pre-

sented directly to the reader. These are very positive features of

the book.

Glogowski was born into a Polish family in Lviv only a few

years after this area was incorporated into the Habsburg Empire.

He enjoyed a long career in the Galician Building Directorate at a

time when artistic styles were changing and the architectural face

of the province was undergoing major renovation. His work as a

painter, however, yielded more lasting results. Some 1700 of his

watercolors and ink drawings are found in the archives of the

Stefanyk Library in Lviv. Over 350 of these works depict

Ukrainian subject matter, primarily portraits of anonymous indi-

viduals with a decided focus on their clothing. The core of the

present work consists of 218 reproductions from this material.

Though a few of Glogowski’s images are copies from other

paintings, the vast majority were made from direct observation as

he traveled throughout Eastern Galicia. Most are dated from the

last few years before his death in 1838. The age of the paintings is

very significant because most sources for clothing in Ukraine date

at least two or three generations later. Diachronic studies of the

nineteenth century are important because this period corresponds

with the large-scale introduction of factory fabrics and garments,

as well as a significant decline in rural isolation.

Glogowski’s images include some passportization and originate

in many locations across the province. They are grouped in the

book according to geographical criteria. People from the city of

Lviv and environs are depicted in the first such chapter, followed
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by images from the northwestern corner of Ukrainian territory.

Next are grouped pictures from the Carpathian regions, Pokuttia,

and western Podillia respectively. The geographical organization

is valuable because it illuminates various processes of change.

Combined with available information from the later nineteenth

century, the Glogowski data illustrates how certain innovations

appear first in the city, then spread to the nearby villages, and only

later to more distant regions.

Whereas typical studies of Ukrainian “folk” dress deal only

with village clothing, this book gives rare insights into the dress of

townsfolk and upper classes. Fortunately, the Soviet editors chose

not to halve the collection and reiterate worn slogans of upper

class preciosity opposed to the revolutionary masses. Indeed, this

publication offers an uncommon opportunity to study some of

the cosmopolitan influences in Ukrainian folk dress.

One serious flaw in the book is the omission of a critical

appraisal of the paintings’ validity as ethnographic data. Stel-

mashchuk touches on this subject superficially on p. 64 and seems

to conclude that they are absolutely dependable. Such cursory

treatment of a major methodological point would be unthinkable

in other fields of folklore studies. The famous Rusalka Dnistro-

vaia, for example, originated in the same time and place as

Glogowski’s works. The relationship of its texts with actual oral

tradition is the subject of repeated investigation. Scholars agree

that some sections of the text are quite folkloric while others are

largely products of the compilers’ imagination. Though the

attention to detail in the paintings suggests that Glogowski’s inten-

tions were primarily ethnographic, this issue is taken far too

lightly in the present publication.

Other negative aspects of the book are the colour distortions

in the reproductions and the apparent editorial practice of

“touching up” the original images. Also, Stelmashchuk footnotes

his text very sparsely, and his bibliographic sources are quite lim-

ited. Some of the cited works are themselves based on secondary

sources and contribute very little to the authority of his argument.

As is unfortunately common in Soviet Ukrainian ethnographic

publications, the scholarly apparatus is deficient in this book. We
are not told, for example, the catalogue or access number to the

Glogowski collection in the Stefanyk Library. The absence of an
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index, list of plates, and separate bibliography is more than a

simple matter of inconvenience.

In spite of these methodological and technical weaknesses, the

book remains a welcome addition to the available corpus of

Ukrainian material culture studies. Its strong points are hopeful

indicators of improvements to come.

Andriy Nahachewsky

University of Alberta

Lubomyr Luciuk. A Time for Atonement: Canada's First Na-

tional Internment Operations and the Ukrainian Canadians

,

1914-1920. Kingston, Ontario: The Limestone Press, 1988. 32

pp.

Between 1914 and 1920 the Canadian government interned

8,579 male “aliens of enemy nationality” including 99

Bulgarians, 205 Turks, 312 persons of “miscellaneous” origins,

2,009 Germans (1,192 unnaturalized German residents of Canada

and 817 captured German seamen) and 5,954 Austro-Hungarians.

While the last group included Croats, Serbs, Slovaks, Hungarians

and Poles, the majority, perhaps as many as 5,000, were

Ukrainians. In addition, 81 women and 156 children, among them

members of 50-60 Ukrainian families from Montreal, accompa-

nied the men and were provided with food and quarters in two of

the nineteen internment camps established during these years.

Luciuk’s pamphlet, based on a brief presented by the Civil

Liberties Commission of the Ukrainian Canadian Committee to

the Standing Committee on Multiculturalism of the House of

Commons in 1987, tries to bring these injustices to public atten-

tion. Although the author reproduces a number of interesting

photographs and refers to several archival documents, he has

failed to consult important secondary sources* and is unfamiliar

with the contemporary Ukrainian-Canadian press. As a result, the

Desmond Morton, The Canadian General: Sir William Otter (Toronto

1974), 321-64; Marilyn Barber, “The Assimilation of Immigrants in the

Canadian Prairie Provinces, 1896-1918: Canadian Perspectives and

Canadian Policies” (PhD dissertation. University of London, 1975),

chapters VI-IX.
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pamphlet tends to confuse rather than to illuminate a complicated

and controversial issue.

Particularly striking is the author’s failure to mention that

only those Ukrainians who had emigrated from enemy states and

had not become naturalized British subjects (i.e., those who were

still Austrian nationals rather than Canadian citizens) were classi-

fied as “enemy aliens,” required to report to the police if they

had lived within twenty miles of a major urban center and subject

to internment. Canadian-born Ukrainians, Ukrainians who were

naturalized British subjects and all Ukrainian natives of the

Russian empire (Britain’s and Canada’s wartime ally) were not

classified as “enemy aliens,” forced to report to the police,

uprooted, dispossessed of their property or interned (as was sub-

sequently alleged by the author of the Civil Liberties Commission

Report).* All the evidence at hand suggests that the few natu-

ralized Ukrainians who were interned on the orders of ignorant

and/or prejudiced local officials were released once the

appropriate authorities were apprised of their status.

Just as remarkable is the author’s failure to place internment

operations within their historical context and to indicate that al-

most all interned Ukrainians were young, single, propertyless,

unemployed migrant labourers, labour activists and strikers, or

members of the Ukrainian Social Democratic Party (USPD). By
1914 most Ukrainian homesteaders had been naturalized, because

nationalization was a prerequisite to obtaining a homestead patent.

As a result, they were not subject to internment and in many rural

districts the war years were a period of unprecedented economic

prosperity and cultural efflorescence. Ukrainian migrant labour-

ers, on the other hand, who came to Canada for brief periods to

earn money on railway construction, in the mines, and in the

forest industries, had neither opportunity nor the desire to be

naturalized. When war broke out many, already unemployed as a

result of the depression that gripped Canada from the fall of 1913

through the spring of 1916, were trapped in Canada. During the

months that followed, many others were fired as “patriotic”

employers and labourers from allied states (including some

“And who says time heals all?” Globe and Mail, 28 October 1988;

“Ukrainian Canadians present demands,” Globe and Mail, 29 October

1988.
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Ukrainians from the Russian empire) demanded their dismissal

and internment. When large numbers of these unemployed, desti-

tute, and hungry men tried to enter the United States in search of

work, the Colonial Office in London, fearing that they would drift

back to the European front via neutral America, insisted that they

be detained in Canada and suggested that “under war conditions”

it would be proper to compel them to “labour at public works” in

exchange for food and shelter. Consequently, most Ukrainians

were interned while trying to cross the American border or

because municipal councils, which were unable to provide relief,

insisted that they represented a threat to civil order. There is also

evidence that at least some hungry and unemployed Ukrainian

labourers sought to be interned and that others were not eager to

be released in 1916-17 when a revitalized economy and a serious

labour shortage obliged the government to parole virtually all

Austro-Hungarian (but not German) internees into the custody of

employers who promised to pay current wages.

Luciuk’s suggestion that “enemy aliens” were made out to

be “dangerous foreigners” without ever having left the camps is

completely unfounded. In 1917-19 the growth of labour mili-

tancy in Canada and the Bolshevik seizure of power in Russia led

the Canadian government to turn its attention from “enemy

aliens” to “radical aliens”— strikers, labour activists and social-

ists— who were interned on the pretext of being “dangerous

foreigners” and “Bolsheviks.” In Montreal, Toronto, Ottawa,

Timmins, Copper Cliff, Winnipeg, and parts of rural Alberta,

branches of the USPD were raided, files, libraries and publications

were seized, printshops damaged or confiscated, members arrested,

and the unnaturalized interned. In September 1918 the USPD was

the only Ukrainian organization outlawed, the Ukrainian socialist

press was banned for six months (four and one-half months

longer than the non-socialist press) and interned socialists and

strikers constituted most of the Ukrainians deported in 1919-20.

Most Ukrainian community leaders, who launched few protests in

1914-16, remained silent during this second wave of internment.

Indeed, there is evidence that several socialists, including Tymofei

Koreichuk, a founder of the Ukrainian Social Democratic Party in

Bukovyna who died of tuberculosis in one of the camps, were in-

terned because of denunciations made by “respectable”

Ukrainian community leaders.
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Ambiguity and exaggeration characterize the discussion of

conditions in internment camps. Luciuk does not mention that

German internees (mostly middle-class individuals) were kept in

“first class” facilities and exempted from physical labour because

the 1907 Hague Convention, which governed POW camps,

stipulated such a regimen for officers and civilians “of a standing

considered to be equivalent to the officer grade.” Nor does he

mention that the work of “road-building, land-clearing, wood-

cutting, and railway construction” performed by Ukrainians and

other “Austrians” in Canada’s hinterland regions was precisely

the type of back-breaking labour that they had performed prior to

internment. If some internees were driven to the limits of their

endurance, kept under constant surveillance, denied access to

newspapers and mistreated by guards, others exerted themselves

little, established reading clubs, put on plays, and were visited by

Ukrainian priests. Most of the 67 “Austrians” who perished were

victims of tuberculosis, contracted years earlier in the old country,

or of the 1918-19 influenza epidemic, and only one “Austrian”

committed suicide. For the sake of perspective it should be

remembered that thousands of Ukrainian labourers were killed,

maimed and mutilated during these years because of employer

negligence.

Finally, Luciuk’ s attempt to create the impression that intern-

ment had a devastating long-term impact on many Ukrainian

Canadians is also unfounded. The RCMP officer who observed in

1941 that many Ukrainian Canadians lived “in fear of the

barbed-wire fence” was referring to the Ukrainian National

Federation which was composed overwhelmingly of interwar im-

migrants who had no memories of internment. If some UNF
leaders experienced such fears in 1941 it was because 35

Ukrainian-Canadian Communists were behind barbed wire and

UNF leaders who had expressed sympathy for Nazi Germany
prior to 1939 were being kept under surveillance by Canadian

authorities. The American intelligence agent who reported in

1944 that “Ukrainian Canadians are still under a handicap result-

ing from their experiences in the First World War” was not

referring to internment. He was referring to the unfortunate con-

sequences of Bishop Nykyta Budka’s ill-considered pastoral letter

of July 27, 1914 urging Ukrainian immigrants, especially re-
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servists, to return to the old country and take their place beneath

the banners of “our peace-loving Emperor Franz Joseph.”

Although Canadian internment operations during the First

World War were not on the same grand scale as during the Second

World War (when more than 20,000 Japanese Canadians— men,

women, and children; old and young; firm and infirm; employed

and unemployed; Canadian-born, naturalized Canadian citizens

and Japanese nationals— were permanently uprooted, separated

from loved ones, dispossessed of their property, compelled to per-

form physical labour and forcibly dispersed across Canada or

deported at war’s end), they certainly deserve more scholarly

attention. Luciuk’s pamphlet, however, is not a reliable introduc-

tion to the issue, nor does it provide an agenda for further

research and study.

Orest Martynowych

University of Toronto

Ludmilla Bereshko [Fran Ponamarenko] . The Parcel from
Chicken Street and other stories. Ivan Ostafiychuk, illus.

Montreal: D.C. Books, 1989. 196 pp.

“No, a parcel is not ordinary thing,” (p. 54) and that is especially

true in the case of The Parcel from Chicken Street. Fran

Ponomarenko has put together a special package. “It’s not just a

collection...” (p. 54) of stories. As each page turns, the reader is

not so much reading, but rather hearing Bereshko tell the stories.

Her voice is inviting. It is like visiting with an old friend. The taste

of hot tea and poppy seed cake and the smell of borsch all seem

real. Everyone knows a baba like Bereshko, and that is what makes

this book so comfortable.

The introduction states that Ludmilla Bereshko “was born on

the banks of the Dnipro River, some time around the first revolu-

tion, either in 1905 or 1909, into a khliborob family” (p.l3).

However, despite the interesting biographical details presented,

Bereshko is actually a persona used by Fran Ponomarenko. The

stories have been gathered from conversations and happenings

which took place around her over the years. For this reason, Pono-

marenko does not claim to be the author but instead refers to her-

self as the “compiler.”
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Ponomarenko has carefully arranged the seven stories in the

collection so that every emotion is touched. As Bereshko’s voice

speaks, the reader cannot help but be moved by the complete

range of human experience which she conveys. The characters

whom she introduces come across as real. They have existed in

every Ukrainian community. The rivalry, gossip, generational

conflicts, and the various other situations are a part of life in any

immigrant neighbourhood.

But this collection is more than a book of stories. Other

reviewers have, for the most part, missed much of the substance

behind the stories, as well as Bereshko’s subtle social and political

comments. True, the narrative is entertaining to the point of

holding the reader spellbound, and the ample inclusion of hu-

mour delights. But the laughter should not obscure the fact that

the characters are survivors of war, deportation, political terror,

and the atrocity of the Great Famine. These Ukrainians have

learned to toss out philosophical phrases and respond with wit,

although they still carry the scars of horror that are the tears in

their souls.

It would not be fair to state that any one of the stories is better

than the rest, since each story is like a specially chosen gift.

Everything fits and no one has been left out. There is plenty of

variety but, at the same time, the selections are in an order which

neatly ties the whole work together and delivers Bereshko’s con-

cerns effectively.

For example, “Pale Beaks” is the perfect lead-in to the final

piece, “Letters from Home.” In “Pale Beaks” the tone becomes

more serious. The young people devise a plan to “go deep

behind the iron curtain, to East Berlin and bring out— or should I

sa.y— smuggle out— Arkady Tokar’s sweetheart, a teacher from

Odessa,” (p. 152) but the plan dissolves because of the Chornobyl

disaster. At this point, Bereshko’s story touches the heart of every

Ukrainian:

That last week in April, when Chornobyl was burning, I will never

forget it. Here in Montreal, we listened to the radio all day, sat on

pins and needles as they announced which way the winds were

blowing, how the evacuation was going. And today, three years

after, we still don’t know everything... (p. 159)
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The speculation of the aftermath in the years to come is chilling.

Bereshko wonders what will happen to the children and the animal

life: “How long will it be before the water and soil are clean

again? Will it be within our memory?” (p. 160). Bereshko goes

on in “Pale Beaks” to remind us that “art was tied to politics

whether she liked it or not,” (p. 161) and advances Domka’s

son’s prophecy, “In five years, he said he doesn’t think there will

be a wall in Berlin” (p. 173). Bereshko’s reply, “I don’t know. I

wish it were so. What next? No passports I suppose?” (p. 173)

subtly leads the reader to ponder further what is to become of

Eastern Europe and, more specifically, Ukraine. The final story,

“Letters from Home,” serves as a powerful afterword. Each letter

invokes a particular aspect of the history of the Ukrainian people,

and the pain of separation which is felt by a scattered group. Also

of significance in this selection is the note of irony in the letter

dated “26.11.1954.” When Bereshko finally hears from her

family, her nephew Marko explains that they could not answer

any letters before this time because “the address of where the

letter is going must be Russian” (p. 176). The issue of the right to

use the Ukrainian language has long been a sensitive one. The

irony is that Bereshko is telling her stories in Montreal, where, of

course, all signs must be in French. Is Bereshko telling us that

some situations are not so different after all?

In The Parcel from Chicken Street, the inclusion of Ukrainian

expressions and quotations ties together the Old and New Worlds.

The setting of a Ukrainian immigrant community in Montreal, in-

stead of the usual prairie setting, stimulates the awareness that

Ukrainians have settled all across Canada and links the Ukrainians

of Quebec and Eastern Canada with their cousins in the West by

showing that they share common experiences and a Ukrainian

spirit which is still very much alive.

Alexandra Kruchka

University of Alberta
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by Stephane Mallarme (1842- POESIES
98), the leading French symbolist stephan« Maiiarirte

poet of the nineteenth century.

This bilingual edition includes the

original texts along with Ukrainian translations of the poems by

Dr. Oleh Zujewskyj, professor in the department of Slavic and

East European Studies, University of Alberta. The book is

illustrated with 18 engravings by Henri Matisse. This work marks

the first complete translation of "Poesies" into any Slavic

language.

xiii, 190 pp. (ISBN 0-920862-70-5)

$24.95 (cloth) plus $3.00 shipping and handling

Canadian customers add $1 .50 GST

Order from; Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies Press

352 Athabasca Hall, University of Alberta

Edmonton, Alberta CANADA T6G 2E8



Ukrainians in Southeastern Galicia

by Stella Hryniuk

Peasants with Promise:

Ukrainians in Southeastern

Galicia, 1880-1900 by Dr. Stella

Hryniuk, professor of history at

the University of Manitoba, is the

first monograph to examine the

social history of an area from

which many of the Ukrainians

who settled the Canadian

prairies at the turn of the century

originated. Dr. Hryniuk studied in

depth five counties of

southeastern Galicia in the last

twenty years of the nineteenth

century, two decades before

large-scale emigration began.

Her book challenges the existing

interpretation of Eastern Galician

history, which holds that

Ukrainian emigrants were escaping from poverty and generally

hopeless situations. The study shows that the Ukrainians who
made their homes in Canada were indeed "peasants with

promise." The book is richly illustrated with period photographs

and reproductions from newspapers of the period.

XX, 299 pp. (ISBN 0-920862-74-8)

$34.95 (cloth) plus $3.00 shipping and handling

Canadian customers add $2.45 GST

Order from: Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies Press

352 Athabasca Hall, University of Alberta

Edmonton, Alberta CANADA T6G 2E8



NOTE FOR CONTRIBUTORS

Contributions should be submitted in two copies, double-spaced

throughout, with notes at the end of the manuscript. A copy of the

article or review should also be provided on an IBM or Macintosh

compatible disc, in either WordPerfect or MS Word format. The

Journal of Ukrainian Studies uses the modified Library of Congress

transliteration system shown below. Articles should be from five to

twenty-five double-spaced pages in length (2,000-10,000 words), and

authors should include a brief biography with their submissions. The

Journal does not consider articles that have been published or are

being considered for publication elsewhere. The editors reserve the

right to edit all submissions.
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